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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

A Tale of Two Prisons 

By ERIC J. WILLIAMS 

Dissertation Director:  
Milton Heumann 

This dissertation is about the nuts and bolts of local politics, something not 

studied enough in our discipline.  Studies of politics and prisons at the higher levels of 

government abound, but very little has been done to understand these entities on the 

micro level.  To just discuss the prison building boom writ large is to forget that these 

prisons are actually built in towns.  Although some large cities may be able to absorb a 

large facility with very little impact on the community as a whole, this is not the case in a 

small rural community, where the prison population may equal the population of free 

citizens.  This is a study of two of these new prison towns: Beeville, Texas and Florence 

Colorado.   Both are small rural communities who began the lobbying process in the late 

1980’s.  Beeville had fallen on hard economic times with the decline of the Texas oil 

boom and Florence, though never an economic hot spot, lost a significant number of jobs 

and residents with the decline of the mining industry.  Both communities worked hard to 

land a facility, Beeville from the Texas Department of Corrections (now Texas 

Department of Criminal Justice or TDCJ) and Florence from the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons (BOP) and both have since become the site of multiple facilities.  They are both 

examples of the new rural prison towns that have cropped up all over the country over the 

past 25 years.  This dissertation is a study of the institutional relationships that develop 

after the prison opens.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Imagine that you are a state representative in Texas.  You look out of your office 

window and see a large contingent of people holding a pep rally on the steps of the state 

house.  One of the pieces of legislation under consideration on this day is an 

appropriations bill for the building of several new maximum-security prisons.  A consent 

decree meant to end the longest prison reform lawsuit in American history required the 

state to build several prisons as soon as possible in order to ease overcrowding (Ruiz v. 

Estelle 679 F.2d 1115, 1126 (1982), cert. denied, 460 U.S. 1042 (1983)).  The assembled 

group has come from three hours away in several yellow school buses.  They are holding 

large placards that say “Bee for The Max” and “We Want a Prison.”  There is a woman in 

a bee outfit dancing in the middle of the chaos.  All of this effort is meant to garner your 

vote in hopes of having a maximum-security prison call their town home. 

 Or perhaps you are on vacation in Colorado.  You are on you way to visit the 

Royal Gorge Bridge just outside of Florence.  The bridge is the world’s highest 

suspension bridge over a breathtaking box canyon with sheer walls over 1000 feet high 

on either side.  In classic American fashion, a developer has “improved” the canyon and 

bridge by adding a theme park, with an incline railway and “skycoaster” overshadowing 

the natural beauty of the place.  As you flip through the radio stations, you come upon a 

local station holding a telethon.  Interested in what charities the locals find important, you 

tune in for a while.  You hear an impassioned speech by the mayor, but much to your 

surprise, it is not some deadly disease he is ranting about.  Instead, he is extolling the 
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virtues of using a federal prison as an economic development strategy.  The point of this 

telethon is to raise $100,000 to purchase a piece of land that will be donated to the federal 

government for the prison complex. 

 Stories like this have become commonplace in rural America.  Whereas the 

California Department of Corrections used to refer to the process of selecting a 

community to house a new prison as “D.A.D.” (decide, announce and defend), today’s 

process would better be described as L.L.C.: lobby, lobby and celebrate.  Communities 

vying for a prison now take part in a process where the burden is no longer as much on 

the government to convince them of the benefits of having a prison, but on the town to 

show the government why they are the best location for the prison.  Both Florence and 

Beeville took part in this “prison derby” and for better and worse, were two of the 

winners.   

 Considered foremost on the list of NIMBY’s (not in my backyard) or LULU’s 

(local unwanted land use) just twenty years ago, towns are now fighting to have states, 

private corporations and the federal government put new correctional institutions in their 

communities.  Where as little as 20 years ago the California state government was still 

working under it’s D.A.D. vision of prison siting (decide, announce and then defend), 

some towns have ceased looking at prisons as NIMBY’s and are lobbying hard to land 

one.  In doing so, towns are giving all sorts of incentives to Federal and State officials to 

locate prisons in their community.   

Communities have given land, upgraded utilities and all but begged the 

government to give them a facility.  A town in Missouri wrote a song that they sang to 

the siting committee during their hearings.  After the end oil boom left their economy in 
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shambles, Hinton, Oklahoma actually borrowed $19 million from American Express to 

build a prison and then hired a private prison firm to run it.  In Tamms, Illinois, 

the staunchly democratic town has a billboard thanking the Republican Governor for 

putting the states newest supermax prison there.  In Stone Gap, Virginia the town paid the 

local community college to start a guard-training program and sent 500 people to 

Richmond for the hearings on the siting to help them land one of the states two new 

supermaxes.  They landed both. 

 Places as disparate as Youngstown, Ohio, a former steel town and Warren, Maine, 

a former fishing and timber stronghold have turned to prisons as the solution to their 

economic woes.  We are fast approaching the point where 1% of our population is in 

prison1 and the number of people incarcerated has more than quadrupled since 1980, 

leaving both the state and the federal governments desperate for more prison beds.2  A 

recent study by the Urban Institute found that in the last quarter of the 20th century, “[t]he 

rise in the number of prisons has been extraordinary…state prison systems grew from 

592 prisons to 1023 prisons (Lawrence and Travis, 2006, p. 8).”  Many of these prisons 

have been built in communities that historically have not had them.  The Urban Institute’s 

study of ten states found that the number of counties with at least one prison had 

increased from 13 percent of counties in 1979 to 31 percent of counties in 2000.3  Calvin 

Beale, a demographer at the U.S. Department of Agriculture found that there were nearly 

350 prisons sited in rural areas between 1980 and 2000 and that 60% of new prison 

                                                
1 According to the Bureau of Justice statistics, 2,166,260 people were incarcerated at the end of 2001, about 
1 in every 143 people or about 0.7% of the total population. http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/p02.pdf.  
If one includes those on probation and parole, 1 in every 32 adults or 3.1% of the population is under some 
form of criminal justice custody.  http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/press/ppus02pr.htm.   
2 In 1980, the total prison and jail population combined was 503,586 
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/glance/tables/corr2tab.htm. 
3 Their study looked at the ten states with the largest growth in the numbers of prisons in the 80’s and 90’s. 
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construction between 1992 and 1994 occurred in non-metro areas (p. 10).  The spread of 

prisons and booming prison population makes what was once a highly localized issue, 

more national in character.   

 In her 2005 James Madison Lecture, Elinor Ostrum discussed this lack of interest 

in local issues by political scientists.  In discussing criticisms of the Workshop in 

Political Theory and Policy Analysis, she states that “Colleagues in political science have 

frequently chided us for the many studies we have conducted on ‘dull, unimportant local 

problems (p. 9).’’’  It is exactly one of these misnamed ‘‘dull, unimportant local 

problems’’- the impact of a prison on a local community and the ensuing relationship that 

develops- that is at the heart of this dissertation.  I say misnamed because these are issues 

that are not ‘‘dull’’ and certainly not ‘‘unimportant.’’ 

 Ostrum further points out, ‘‘[i]f one confines political science to the study of 

national elections, national legislative behavior, and the politics of the presidency, we are 

missing a great deal at both a local and international level (p. 10).’’  Much like his 

criticism that studies of judicial behavior primarily focus on the Supreme Court (which 

only hears about 1% of those cases that are appealed to it), we must heed Martin 

Shapiro’s advice in the seminal work Courts and go broader and deeper in all areas of 

political science.  It is in this spirit that this study was undertaken (Shapiro, 1981).   

 This dissertation is about the nuts and bolts of local politics.  Studies of politics 

and prisons at the higher levels of government abound, but very little has been done to 

understand these entities on the micro level (McGhee, 1980; Jacobs, 1977, 1983; Diulio, 

1986; Bright, 1996; Lin, 2000; Gilmore, 2006).  To just discuss the prison building boom 

writ large is to forget that these prisons are actually built in towns.  Although some large 

cities may be able to absorb a large facility with very little impact on the community as a 
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whole, this is not the case in a small rural community, where the prison population may 

equal the population of free citizens.4 

 This chapter outlines the overall project of this dissertation and gives an overview 

of the chapters to come.  It gives some background on the two towns in my study, 

Beeville, Texas and Florence, Colorado and explains my broad research questions.  I 

outline my methodology and give the basics of the models that I developed to discuss the 

relationship between the prison and the community.  This dissertation develops models 

for the relationships that develop between the prison and the town.   

 Although the phenomenon of the big house in a small town is not a new one, the 

way prisons are sited certainly is.  Corrections departments nation-wide have seen a large 

shift in community’s reactions to the notion of having a prison in their town.  Not only 

are there more prison towns, there are more towns clamoring to become prison towns.  In 

one of my interviews, the former Director of Institutions for the Texas Department of 

Criminal Justice (TDCJ) discussed the last time the TDCJ had to fight to locate a prison 

in a community the way old time baseball players discuss life before the designated hitter 

rule was implemented.  It is a bygone era, seemingly never to return.  Towns are so eager 

to have a facility located in their community that Departments of Corrections no longer 

need to even consider communities that will put up a fight.5  As Jimmy Turner, Vice-

President of Operations for Corrections Corporation of America said in regard to prison 

siting, “[W]e don’t have to sell it to a community. The community is knocking on our 

                                                
4 For example, according to the 2000 census, Florence had a population of 3653 while the four federal 
facilities held 3018 inmates as of 9/9/2006.  Inmate data retrieved at 
http://bop.gov/locations/weekly_report.jsp on September 9, 2006. 
5 There are still communities that view prisons as a NIMBY, but since there are enough communities that 
actually want them, Corrections Department no longer seek to site prisons where there is community 
opposition. 
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door.  It used to be ‘not in my back yard’. Now, they want it in the front yard’’ (as cited 

in Erskine and Graham, 2000). 

This dissertation is a study of two of these new prison towns: Beeville, Texas and 

Florence Colorado.   Both are small rural communities who began the lobbying process 

in the late 1980’s.  Beeville had fallen on hard economic times with the decline of the 

Texas oil boom and Florence, though never an economic hot spot, lost a significant 

number of jobs and residents with the decline of the mining industry.  Both communities 

worked hard to land a facility, Beeville from the Texas Department of Corrections (now 

Texas Department of Criminal Justice or TDCJ) and Florence from the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons (BOP) and both have since become the site of multiple facilities.6  They are both 

examples of the new rural prison towns that have cropped up all over the country over the 

past 25 years. 

 Beeville is on the gulf coast of Texas, about 60 miles north of Corpus Christi and 

90 miles south of San Antonio.  It is in the heart of South Texas, but is over 30 miles 

from the nearest interstate highway.  As of 2000, Beeville proper had 13,000 residents 

and Bee County had 32,000 residents.  Florence, Colorado sits where the Colorado Plains 

meet the Rocky Mountains, 30 miles west of Pueblo and 45 miles southwest of Colorado 

Springs.  Like Beeville, it is 30 miles from the nearest interstate highway, but unlike 

Beeville, it is not the center of life in its county, Fremont.  Next door Cañon City holds 

                                                
6 Florence, Colorado is currently home to the Federal Corrections Complex-Florence, which houses four 
separate facilities, including the federal governments only level six or highest security prison.  Beeville is 
now home to three facilities, having added two new facilities, Garza East and West, the TDCJ’s 
classification facilities, in addition to the McConnel unit.  The TDCJ’s corrections officer training facility is 
also located in Beeville.   
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that honor.7  Florence proper has just under 4000 residents in a county of 46,000.  

Beyond the difference in size and location, there is one major difference between these 

two towns; Beeville’s prisons are all state run, while Florence lobbied the federal 

government for its facilities.  This difference has large repercussions for the communities 

themselves.   

 

 RESEARCH QUESTIONS: 

My dissertation seeks to answer two questions.  First, what has been the effect 

of the prison on the local government, including law enforcement and the courts?  

These towns have lobbied for prisons in order to save them from an uncertain economic 

future and in return, the prisons have promised to give them a stable employment base on 

which to build.  So the question is whether or not the prisons have delivered on their 

promise and what the unintended consequences, if any, have been.  Economic data and 

crime rates are useful, but they only takes one so far.  We also need to understand the 

effect as perceived by the citizens of the community to get the full picture.   

Several scholars have argued that more rigorous quantitative work is needed to 

understand the impact of prisons on a town.  For example, Mcshane, Williams and 

Wagoner (1992) have argued that in a perfect world, we would be able to do survey data 

with a large random sample of people over several different periods of time over several 

different towns and find out if feelings about the prison change over time. 8  Although this 

is a justifiable and plausible argument, it is also the case that survey data are just one way 

                                                
7 Cañon City is Colorado’s largest prison town and is home to eight state prison facilities as well as a local 
jail.  Fremont County has more prisons that any other county in United States. 
8 I also agree that there is a value to time series analysis and I intend to do so with the economic statistics, 
but the purpose of this study is not to see if perceptions have changed over time, but on the actual effect.  
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of trying to answer this question.  I argue much can be discovered by a more intensive 

data collection method, immersion into the community.  This type of research, whether 

called interpretive social science or participant observation, sets out to explain a specific 

culture from the insider’s viewpoint.  Rather than attempting to understand from afar, the 

researcher becomes a part of the culture in order to better comprehend its intricacies.  

Going beyond classic qualitative interview methods, I chose to live in each town for a 

period of time in order to try and find out what life was like from the ground up.  

Politicians and local elites will often have a very different outlook on things than that of 

the rest of the citizenry and though much can be learned from formal interviews and 

traditional qualitative observation, there is a different reality that is more fully understood 

through participant observation. 

For example, one of the major impacts that residents continually point to has been 

the change in the fabric of the community in one form or another, but there is no real 

understanding of what that (or terms like it) means.  What was it that existed in the town 

before that has changed now?  Is it an effect of the new people coming to the community 

who work for the prison or simply having prisoners in their midst?  Is their a racial 

component to this claim?  The survey research seems to indicate that there has been a 

change in perception in the prison towns, but it is an issue that needs much further study 

(Maxim, 1983; Carlson, 1990; McShane, Williams and Wagoner, 1992; Theis, 1998).  

This study seeks to shed some light on what sorts of assumptions are inherent in the 

making of this claim of community.   

 Myth making runs deep in these communities, not only when it comes to their 

community, but also when it comes to the effect the prison has had on their towns, both 
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economically and socially.  Despite the growing evidence that prisons have little effect on 

the economics of the community (Besser and Hanson, 2005; Blankenship and Yanarella, 

2004; Hooks, Mosher, and Rotolo, 2004; King, Mauer, and Huling, 2003; Jacobson, 

2006) and even more evidence that local governments have little control over their own 

economy no matter what they do, communities are still clamoring for a facility.  This 

dissertation also seeks to explore these issues while generating hypotheses for future 

research.   

The second question, not currently discussed in the prison impact literature, asks; 

what is the nature of the relationship is between the local government and the 

prison?  By looking at it in two different towns, this dissertation adds to our 

understanding of relations between legal institutions and the local government through an 

exploratory study.9  There are examples of former prison officials becoming local 

politicians after retiring and local politicians becoming lobbyists for the prisons after their 

terms were completed.  Current prison employees have become City Counselors, County 

Commissioners as well as becoming involved in the local community in a variety of other 

capacities.  There is a relationship here, but it is one that we know little about.  A prison 

is a seemingly autonomous institution; one that is run either within its fences or from the 

state capital.  This is not always the case since the prison has needs that must be dealt 

with locally.   

Some issues that are raised might seem trivial to larger urban areas, but to a small 

town any drain on its resources can be problematic.  Prisons do not pay property taxes 

                                                
9 Katherine Carlson’s study of Clallam Bay, WA has some discussion of community relations meetings, but 
she doesn’t discuss what goes on in those meetings or what policies come out of them.  Similarly, May 
Theis’s case study of Potosi, MO has extensive discussion of the local political culture during the siting 
process, but no discussion of it after the prison was already in place.  
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and they do not pay utility bills in the way that regular citizens do.10  Most prisons pay a 

predetermined amount for water and sewer based on capacity, not on an actual daily 

census.11  Although the prison pays a fair price, they do not pay for improvements, since 

money for upgrades comes from either local property taxes or bond issues.  Oftentimes 

prisons will allow their minimum security inmates to do public works or community 

improvement programs, one way of attempting to pay the town without really paying. 

From the prison’s standpoint, it needs help dealing with issues such as escapes or 

drug muling, where visitors and corrections officers, smuggle drugs into a facility.  

Investigations into crimes committed inside the institution are often aided by the local 

police.  This is a drain on a community’s very limited cash coffers.  In one town, 

commuting prison employees claimed that they were profiled and given traffic citations 

on the way to and from work.  Problems such as these must be dealt with locally and the 

prison and the government need to find avenues through which to do so.  This research 

investigates these avenues.  

 There have been few attempts to view prisons as a purely local issue.  Most of the 

studies of prisons in a political science context link their prison studies to national or state 

political issues.  Prisons are not normally viewed, by academics at least, as local legal 

institutions which affect the local community and become important players in the local 

political scene.  The end result of this is that in most ways, prisons never become more 

than some amorphous “thing” outside of a study of a local community or some pawn of 

                                                
10 The exception to this rule are the private prison companies which do pay some property taxes, but tax 
abatements are often given to these corporations in order to entice them to locate a prison in a town. 
11 As we will see below, this is no small issue since some prisons actually run at nearly 200% of capacity, 
meaning they are essentially paying for only half of the water and other utilities that they use. 
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broader policy decisions.  We have lost the idea put forth by James Jacobs’ work that 

prisons themselves matter in a political context (Jacobs, 1977, 1983).   

 Additionally, the prison impact literature only asks questions from the 

community’s side of this relationship.  This strategy assumes that the community alone 

has a role to play in the relationship that develops between town and prison but that 

prisons do not.  Once a prison opens, it becomes intertwined with the community and the 

relationship that develops is a reciprocal one.  The prison can make some of the positive 

effects on a town more profound, or even soften the blow of the bad ones.  For example, 

the former head of investigations for the McConnell Unit in Beeville explained that if he 

prosecuted every crime committed inside of his facility, it would completely overwhelm 

the local court system (BL, personal communication, March, 2004).    

 This is one of the primary ways that this dissertation differs from other studies of 

prison communities.  Although several studies do a good job of looking at this 

phenomenon from the standpoint of the town, none look at what has happened from the 

standpoint of the local prisons (Carlson, 1992; Theis, 1998; Belk, 2004; Gilmore, 2006).  

They are a major part of this story, but are ignored by scholars except as a non-descript 

entity or a policy choice.  These studies assume that the prisons are almost 

interchangeable, even if they recognize different states differing prison policies or that 

there is some minor difference between prisons of a certain security level.12  The best of 

prison scholars understand that prisons are highly individualized and can differ greatly 

even within a larger prison system (DiIulio, 1996; Jacobs, 1977; Lin, 2000).  This is no 
                                                
12 Augustus Belk’s study of New York and Virginia does an excellent job of differentiating the politics of 
the two states in order to fit it into his larger argument about the prison-industrial-complex, but does not 
concern itself with any typology of the prisons themselves.  The prison as an institution remains outside the 
scope of his research, other than as a policy choice that small towns have made for economic development 
and as a way of creating the so-called prison-industrial-complex. 
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less true in their relationship to a local community and ending a study at the prison’s 

walls tells only part of the story. 

 A second major difference is in focus.  This dissertation explores a local issue that 

is national in scope.  I do not intend to draw this discussion into other debates, especially 

that of the Prison-Industrial Complex.  This study has implications for many other 

communities that either have prisons or are considering getting them, but this is not a 

dissertation about state or national crime policy.  While there are some strong studies 

available that do so (Gilmore, 2006; Belk, 2004), this study is about the local tapestry of 

a prison town, an issue that has growing national implications, given our ever-expanding 

prison population.13  The Texas Department of Criminal Justice alone has facilities in 65 

different Texas communities spread throughout the state and the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons houses facilities in 92 towns across the country.   

 The third major difference between this and other works on this topic is 

methodological.  At its core, this is a work of participant observation and an exploratory 

study aimed at hypothesis generation.  The focus of my findings is based on interview 

data, but many of the questions asked in those interviews were drawn from local 

knowledge gleaned during my time living in each community.  There are obvious 

questions to ask about the effects of a prison on a community, but there is a certain 

amount of “local knowledge” that one gains from immersing oneself in the life of a town 

(Geertz, 1983).  For example, the issue of domestic violence by corrections officers was 

first brought up to me by a local resident in the course of a conversation at the local 

library, as was the notion that there might be some inherent difference between federal 
                                                
13 This phenomenon has been well documented, in that the prison population of the United States has 
increased from 319,598 in 1980 to 1,421,911 in 2004. Data retrieved from   
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/glance/tables/corr2tab.htm on 8/22/2006. 
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and state prison employees.  These issues were then investigated in a more complete 

manner, but never would have been considered as important had I not been utilizing the 

participant method.14 

 In political science, the participant-observer as a research method has a long 

history distinguished by some exceptional scholars, perhaps the most famous of which is 

Richard Fenno.  Fenno’s work, exemplified by Home Style (1977) is still widely read and 

cited by scholars even outside those who study Congress and American Politics.  

Interpretive social science explicitly argues against the notion that there are “social laws” 

that can be discovered through social science research, it is still immersion in a culture in 

hope of discovering something resembling truths about that culture.  Despite the 

differences between this study and others in the field, there is a history of political 

scientists interested in criminal justice issues and some research by political scientists of 

prisons.   

 

BIG PICTURE: 

This research bridges two currently distinct literatures in socio-legal studies and 

criminal justice work.  The first, which will be discussed more fully in the following 

chapter, is the legal ethnographic work that looks at communities and their relationship 

with the law and the legal system.  Like the legal ethnographies, this research also uses an 

                                                
14 The critique of participant-observer research has been quite extensive, but wholly unfair.  For example, 
Robert LeVine points out that “[f]or many academic psychologists, there is a wide gulf between data 
obtained through the formal methods of empirical science and data obtained through other means, not fully 
specifiable in advance, which they deride as impressionistic and anecdotal.”  “Knowledge and Fallability in 
Anthropological Field Research.” In Brewer and Collins (eds) Scientific Inquiry in the Social Sciences. P. 
173 
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immersion method to understand community and their relationship to the law, but instead 

I look at a particular legal institution: the prison.   

The second set of studies look at prisons using a participatory method, but without 

looking at the institutional relationships with the outside world.  I argue that the rise in 

prison populations and large scale expenditures for new prison building has made prisons 

a much larger political issue and, by proxy, a much more political entity.  Corrections 

nationwide now cost over $65 billion dollars (BJS, 2006).  They are not a small part of 

any government’s annual budget with spending on prisons has increased nearly 150% 

since 1986 and 40 states now contracting with a private entities for the management of 

some part of their prison system (BJS, 2004).  Budget crunches in several states have led 

to questions about alternatives to incarceration in order to save money (Jacobson, 2006).  

At some point in the past, prisons may have been autonomous institutions that could be 

studied as such, but they are now a political entity as much as any other part of the legal 

world.  Although some studies have begun to look at prisons in this way (Jacobson, 2006; 

Edgerton, 2004; Mauer, 2002; Dyer 2001; Bright, 1996), these studies look at prisons as a 

state or national governmental political institution only.  This study does so and argues 

that, no different than courts or the police, prisons should be viewed as a local political 

institution as well.    

 

POLITICAL SCIENCE, CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND PRISONS: 

 In the 1970’s, some political scientists began to see the importance of studying 

local criminal justice institutions as political institutions.  Unfortunately, prisons were not 

included in that concentration.  However, there was some interest in the intersection 
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between local politics and institutions such as the police and trial courts.  In their edited 

volume, James Klonoski and Robert Mendelsohn  claim that “added attention has thus 

been given to the importance of the dominant values and institutions- including the legal 

system- of the local community as critical variables affecting the realization of equal 

justice” (p. 4).  This added attention seems to have been short lived, since little has been 

done linking these two institutions, at least in a Political Science context, since.   

 James Q. Wilson argued that more needed to be done to link the local criminal 

justice system and local politics and did so with his work on the Police and their relation 

to local politics (1968).  Kenneth Dolbeare makes a similar argument in Trial Courts in 

Urban Politics and in doing so links state trial courts and the local government in order to 

understand the impact they have on each other (1967).  These works and those of others 

tried to argue that legal scholars need to look beyond (or below) the Supreme Court and 

national policy makers to try and understand politics and law (Heumann, 1977; 

Klonowski and Mendelsohn, 1970).  After this wave of research, however, studies in 

political science of criminal justice issues all but disappeared and such research was 

relegated to the criminologists for several decades.   

 Even as scholars such as Wilson and Dolbeare made exhortations for further study 

of criminal justice institutions, they ignored one major institution- Prisons.  Prison studies 

were the singular domain of sociology scholars who tended to focus on what was 

happening inside the walls.  These studies assumed as a pre-requisite for study that 

prisons fit solidly into what Erving Goffman would later label “total institutions,” those 

institutions that needed little from the outside world to function (1961).  Early prison 

scholars, such as Donald Clemmer (1958) and Gresham Sykes (1965), were far more 
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interested in inmate culture and sociology than any linkages to the outside world.  In 

those few times when these linkages were made, these scholars viewed the prison as a 

microcosm of the larger society of so-called deviants.  There was little interest in thinking 

about the prison as a political institution and this first wave of prison research showed no 

interest in the politics of prisons.15   

 The next major development in the prison literature also focused on inmate 

behavior, but was more interested in the rehabilitative model and its effects or lack 

thereof as a jumping off point.  These studies all seem to fit into the “What Works?” 

genre of the literature, a way of looking at inmate behavior that continues on in 

criminology fields to this day (Martinson, 1974; Austin, 2001).  This research looks at 

prison programs in order to evaluate their impact on recidivism rates.  There is some 

interest in the outside world in these studies, but only insofar as it relates to policy 

choices for inmate rehabilitation or inmate behavior.     

 The one major exception to this rule is the work of James Jacobs (Jacobs, 1977, 

1983).  Jacobs’ groundbreaking study of Stateville prison asked questions about the 

prison and its role in larger society in a way ignored up until then.16  Jacobs understood 

that looking at a prison system as a snapshot in time gave a skewed version of how the 

prison formed and its impact on the larger society.  His deeper insights into the 

uniqueness of certain prisons and the influences of the prison managers may have made 

                                                
15 One could argue that John Irwin and others initiated a new wave of the literature of prisons, but I would 
argue that they were essentially doing the same research asking different questions.  It was still very inmate 
focused work with a specific interest in social groups inside the prison walls.  Irwin himself has spawned an 
interesting subfield of the Prison literature, the Convict Criminology movement.  This movement argues, in 
essence, that one need to have served time to really understand prison social structure.  See Ross and 
Richards, Convict Criminology 2003. 
16 In fact, it was Jacobs who first posed one of the questions asked in this dissertation, namely what effect a 
prison has on a community (1983).   
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his finding less generalizable, but closer to reality.  Prisons for Jacobs were organic 

creatures with a life of their own.         

 There has been some work that has tried to place prisons in a social context, most 

of which has come from post-structuralist scholars, the most famous of which is Michel 

Foucault’s Discipline and Punish (1979).  Additionally, David Garland’s work, 

Punishment and Modern Society and The Culture of Control make enticing arguments 

about political development and the prison (1990, 2001).  But Garland’s work is 

primarily interested as the prison writ large and of necessity, does not consider the 

individual institutions.   

 John DiIullio’s work on prison management in Governing Prisons shifted the 

paradigm, but not as much as it might have (1990a).  DiIullio made prison studies a more 

comfortable fit for political scientists, not by making more explicit the linkages to the 

larger political system, but by changing the underlying assumptions made by the “What 

Works?” and other sociological scholars.  DiIulio begins from the assumption that the 

goal of prisons is not to rehabilitate inmates, but to keep the inmates and staff safe.  

DiIulio researches the effect that prison administrators have on this issue, one of the few 

scholars since Jacobs to consider prison issues from a standpoint of anyone other than the 

inmates.  In some ways, this question itself fits in with the larger policy questions about 

the death of the rehabilitative model of corrections, but is not explicitly interested in the 

larger political context.  

 In DiIulio’s later work, he states his hope that social science research on prisons 

gains a more explicit link to policy outcomes and the “real world,” but in doing so claims 

that “there is no meaningful body of social science research on corrections (1991, p. 
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212).”17  Policy outcomes and impacts are all but ignored in the prison literature, argued 

DiIulio much to the detriment of current scholarship.  Ann Chih Lin’s Reform in the 

Making also looks at prisons through a political scientist’s lens, but also makes linkages 

to larger issues about prison programs (2000).18  She looks at rehabilitation programs as a 

policy choice and by looking at actual participation in such programs, evaluates their 

impact.  She finds that the Martinson conclusion that “nothing works” is premature and 

misguided and that despite many prisons having programs on the books, actual 

participation in these programs varies greatly (Martinson, 1974).19  Despite the policy 

implications of Lin’s work, neither she nor DiIulio locate prisons in a larger, overtly 

political context.  

 Charles Bright’s The Powers that Punish is one work that does so (1996).20  

Bright seeks to understand Michigan’s Jackson Prison in a particular historical era and 

places it into the context of the states politics at the time.  Bright’s is not a narrative of 

how politics affects prisons, but instead seeks to understand the interconnectedness of 

politics and the largest prison in the world at that time.  Although Bright makes explicit 

arguments against generalizing his findings, his method should not be ignored.  By 

looking at one prison over a time period and its relationship to the larger political system, 

Bright gives an understanding of the prisons role in society in real terms, unlike his more 

theoretical predecessors.  The main problem with Bright’s work is that it is essentially a 

historical account of an era long since past.  He studies the era of the Big House (in fact 

                                                
17 DiIulio’s most impassioned discussion of this issue can be seen in Chapter Six of No Escape. 
18 Lin’s book did come out in 2000, nine years after DiIulio made his critique 
19 Underlying this argument is a conclusion that both DiIulio and I share with Lin.  DiIulio found that 
individual prison administrators matter immensely in what goes on in their individual institutions.  Those 
wardens who push for more focus on these programs often see positive results.   
20 William Lyons book, The Politics of Community Policing is another book that does an excellent job of 
linking criminal justice institutions and politics.  This work will be discussed more fully below. 
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he studies the biggest Big House in the country in Jackson Prison) and puts it in its 

historical place; his argument, however, does not foresee the changes the prison system 

has undergone, from architecture to professionalization to unthinkable expansion.   But 

he does link the prison to other political institutions, most notably the Governorship and 

as such, is useful.21 

 Unlike Bright’s work, most interest in studying prisons and their direct 

relationship to another political institution has looked at the relationship between the 

courts and corrections (Feeley and Rubin, 1998; DiIulio, 1990b).  These books view 

prisons as a political institution, but one that is subservient to the courts or at least 

inextricably linked to them.  But prisons are a legal and political institution in their own 

right and are treated as such in this study.  Additionally, the lack of interest in prisons is 

puzzling given the politicization of crime issues more generally and the growing 

percentage of state budgets earmarked for the building and maintaining of prisons.  This 

dissertation will add to what will hopefully be a growing body of studies that look at 

criminal justice issues generally through a political lens.   

 

POLITICAL RESPONSIVENESS: 

 The Constitution of 1789 deals mainly with the problems of Federalism.  At its 

core, it outlines what powers will be granted to the federal government and what will be 

retained by the states.  The anti-federalist’s, especially Thomas Jefferson, viewed the 

                                                
21 There have been a few other attempts to link politics and prisons, but they usually fall into the 
journalistic or quasi-journalistic world.  Sasha Abramski’s Hard Time Blues (2002) and Christian Parenti’s 
Lockdown America (1999) are the stars of this category and both are wonderful books, but lack a scholar’s 
eye for detail.  Additionally, Joseph Hallinan’s Going up the River (2001) introduced me to Beeville, Texas 
specifically and the phenomenon of the new prison town specifically and in some ways, inspired this 
dissertation. 
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document as inherently anti-democratic and felt that the closer the power was to the 

people, the better.  He viewed a country held together by a series of small ward republics 

where the people would be intimately involved in the daily workings of the government, 

since a centralized government far away was not responsive enough to the people.  

Whether or not this is true for all issues, it seems to be so when it comes to who is 

running a prison system and how it deals with the community in which it is located. 

 Most of the 200 plus year history of the Supreme Court is riddled with examples 

of the difficulty in our constitutional democracy when dealing with questions of 

federalism and the powers of the different jurisdictions.  In fact, many of the most famous 

cases in the Court’s history, from McCulloch to Brown are, at least in part, about such 

questions.  This is not a story, however, of what the various levels of government can or 

cannot do based on either the constitution or over 200 years as a republic.  It is a story 

about how reactive and responsive those various levels of government are to their 

citizenry.  This is not an argument, though, about New Federalism; it is about political 

responsiveness.  State prison managers argue that the greater responsiveness to the local 

community by the prisons was due to the shorter distance between the town and the state 

department of corrections as opposed to the federal Bureau of Prisons.   

 The issue of governmental responsiveness to its constituency has long been a 

topic that dominates political science (Macpherson, 1978; Barber, 1984; Dahl, 1961; 

Olson, 1965; Schattschneider, 1960).  For our purposes it will suffice to say that political 

scientists, especially American political scientists have often found the issue of the 

responsiveness of the political system to its constituents a meaningful and fruitful issue to 

study.  Despite this interest in political responsiveness, scholars have shown little interest 
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in multi-level jurisdictional studies.  There has been very little interest in comparing the 

responsiveness of one level of government as compared to another.  For the most part, 

studies of various social movements and agents of policy change focus on one institution 

or where more than one institution is involved, those institutions are at either the federal 

or state level, but not both.  Recently, a few studies have looked at policy change in 

different venues (Amenta, 1998; Baumgartner and Jones, 2002; Goss, 2007; Holyoke, 

2003; Manna, 2006; Pralle, 2005; Miller, 2007).  These studies look at strategies that 

interest groups use to achieve a policy change.  They do so by looking at which levels of 

government are better forums to be heard.  These studies may look at a different question 

than posed in this dissertation, but recognize that state and federal institutions have a 

different level of responsiveness to interest groups, similar to the responsiveness 

difference to communities in this study.   

 Unlike the state legislatures or Congress, prison officials are not elected and not 

beholden to any constituency outside of their own bureaucracy.  These officials are an 

administrative arm of the elected branches and those elected officials are a part of the 

constituency that prison officials serve.  In other words, even though they are not elected 

officials themselves, they are beholden to elected officials, although indirectly.  But 

prison officials have become far more political and prison administrators now must walk 

the halls of the legislature as well as they walk the tiers of the prison.   

 As to the question of why State institutions are more responsive than federal ones 

is a question that I can only begin to answer, but my hypothesis is that there are three 

reasons.  The first is electoral, where state politicians have more at stake if they alienate a 

small rural town, since it makes up a larger percentage of his or her constituencies.  A 
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state politician is much more likely to respond to community concerns in a timely and 

forceful manner for fear of losing the support of a large percentage of the constituency.  

The second possibility relates to the distance between the prisons and their home agency.  

Beeville is 138 road miles from Austin, while Florence, Colorado is 1700 miles from 

Washington D.C., hardly an afternoon’s drive.  Additionally, there is a regional TDCJ 

office in Beeville, while the regional office in charge of Florence is located in Kansas 

City, Kansas.  This physical distance is obviously less important that it once was, but 

there are also more levels of bureaucracy to wade through when dealing with the federal 

government, a bureaucratic distance between facility and home office that is difficult for 

a community to wade through. 

A possible third reason may have more to do with the prison’s employees 

themselves.  Federal employees appear to be more aloof, perhaps even more sophisticated 

(or just more arrogant) than their new rural neighbors.  There is a sense of superiority 

with the federal employees that one does not see with their counterparts who work for the 

state.  The reasons for this sense of superiority are difficult to gauge, but impossible to 

miss.  The community’s residents are very aware of it and from an observational level, it 

was an issue that I could see as well.  At large community gathering in which they 

attended, I could easily identify the prison staff, both by their mode of dress and the way 

they carried themselves.   

Political responsiveness, or lack thereof, is one of the more consistent themes that 

can be seen in this dissertation.  Whether this fits into an inherent problem of federalism 

or a more specific issue in the prison’s culture, what emerges are narratives of a 

relationship told by three different institutions.  These “stories” all focus on the 
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relationship between the prisons and the institutions, but the stories told in Beeville differ 

greatly from those told in Florence.  The next section will discuss the model I use to 

organize these narrative- prevailing and competing stories. 

 

PREVAILING AND COMPETING STORIES: 

Charles Bright, in his book The Powers That Punish (1996), argues that in order 

to understand the relationship between politics and prisons, one must understand the 

historical narrative viewed from all of the pertinent actors.22  He says, “[T]he relationship 

of prisons and politics … poses questions that cannot, in my view, be addressed 

abstractly or normatively; they require a close reading of historical dynamics in a 

particular time and place (p. 3).”  It is in this spirit that this study was undertaken. It 

attempts to understand the “new” prison town through the eyes of those most involved at 

a specific time and place in order to understand the implications of this phenomenon.  In 

order to do so, I use William Lyons model of competing and prevailing stories (1999). 

 In these towns, there is a group of intertwined institutions – the local government, 

the local police and the prison. Each of these institutions is located within the power 

structure and has a claim to the “prevailing story” of both the effects of the prison on the 

community and the relationship among the institutions themselves (p. 4). For Lyons, the 

prevailing story is one that is top down in nature; the one created by the dominant power 

structure. According to Lyons, “prevailing stories construct history and the present to 

support state-centered stories (p. 7).”  The prevailing story (or perhaps the prevailing 
                                                
22 I tend to dislike the term narrative, since it now is so laden with its own ideological baggage. This is why 
I borrow the terminology of the story from William Lyons. As he states, “I prefer to use the term stories 
(rather than narratives, messages or discourses) because its common language meaning is consistent with 
my more analytical usage, thereby increasing the accessibility of this text to a broader audience without 
compromising the clarity of my argument (p. 7, emphasis in the original). 
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myth) that dominates the discourse in both communities in my study is one that comes 

from the state and federal government, not one created by the local governmental 

institutions or the prisons themselves. The myth is that the prisons have saved these 

communities from economic ruin and possibly extinction. The data do not bare this out, 

but this seems to be beside the point. This myth seems to be taken as fact by many of my 

respondents, and the state and federal government are dependent on this myth in order to 

continue to find communities who are willing to “give away the store” in order to land a 

new prison facility.  

 Studies may not show any significant economic impact on these communities by 

the prisons, but there is no way to empirically “prove” or “disprove” the prevailing myth. 

Put more simply, how can one show what would have happened to these communities 

had they not landed the prisons?  Even studies that compare prison communities to non-

prison communities in rural areas cannot claim to do this with any certainty (Hooks, et. 

al. 2004).  

 Each of the major institutions of power in these communities has a story to tell in 

this regard. To again borrow terminology from Lyons, these are the “competing stories” 

of the impact that the prison has had and the relationship that has developed. These 

stories are the data on which this dissertation is based.  But the differences among the 

stories go beyond just institutional differences and the stories told the two towns often 

differ from one another.  There is a distinct advantage to this method. As Lyons argues, 

“[T]his analytical strategy serves as a way of hearing many different voices in the text 

without granting immediate credibility to any one of them (p. 6).”  In doing so, we can 
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begin to see the “discourses” about community and power that serve as an underlying 

basis for this study.23   

The competing stories are told in a variety of ways in the communities, but in 

order to gain the best perspective, I tell them from each institution’s standpoint. The 

prison officials and community leaders, for example, have different stories to tell based 

on their perspective. In doing so, one is able to see how differently similarly situated 

actors view the relationship in the two different communities.  Using the notion of 

competing stories to tell the tale of what has gone on is an effective tool for adding to our 

base of knowledge in this field. These two small rural communities tell similar stories in 

their desperation to land some institution to save them from economic ruin, but the story 

they tell of what happens after getting their wish differs greatly.  

In order to tell these stories, each substantive chapter will tell the story from the 

standpoint of a single institution.  By doing so, we can see how the individual 

institution’s relationship in Beeville compares to the same institution in Florence.  What 

emerges are some similarities, but mostly glaring differences that have developed over 

time.  It is in these differences where we begin to see the larger themes of this dissertation 

develop. 

Notwithstanding the above-mentioned pitfalls, this research generates new and 

potentially fruitful areas of study that may have remained uncovered otherwise.  These 

new areas will be discussed at length in chapter seven after the groundwork is laid in the 

following four chapters, the first of these will try and understand these two communities 

in terms of place and shared social history. 
                                                
23 I use the notion of discourses about community and power in a way that is similar to Greenhouse, et. al. 
in Law and Community in Three American Towns (1994), which will be discussed more completely in the 
following chapter.   
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ORGANIZATION OF CHAPTERS: 

 This dissertation seeks to bring together the worlds of politics and prisons in a 

new way.  It is, in many ways, a harkening back to the work of James Q. Wilson (1968) 

and Kenneth Dolbeare (1967) in its interest in understanding a criminal justice institution 

and its relationship to the local political structure.  Rather than organizing this like a 

classic case study and discussing each town separately, I take into account the 

interpretive nature of the research and discuss both communities, at times, 

simultaneously.  I do this not only for stylistic reasons, but for reasons of generalizability 

as well.  Despite what can be gleaned from the difference between the two relationships, 

there is much that they have in common.     

 Chapter two focuses on methodological issues.  As stated above I found that the 

blending of two qualitative methods, comparative case study research and a participant-

observational methodology worked best in answering the research questions posed.  

These two methodologies serve the differing goals of this research well, one that 

combines impact analysis with an exploratory study of relationships that develop over 

time between the communities’ institutions and the prison.   

 Chapter three discusses the history and place of these two rural communities.  In 

it, I focus on the lobbying process that landed the prisons in the first place as well as their 

distinct geographical and social makeup. Chapter four begins the institutional findings.  It 

looks at the relationship from the standpoint of the prison itself.  I argue that the 

relationship that develops has two influences; whether the prison is state run or federally 

run as well as how wardens and the senior prison officials choose to interact with the 
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community.  Wardens have a tremendous amount of autonomy in such dealing and 

different wardens view this part of their job with great degrees of importance.  While 

some wardens view community relations as a vital part of their job and act accordingly, 

some seem to view dealing with the local community as a nuisance that takes them away 

from the more important job of dealing with issues inside their facility.  This chapter 

develops the dichotomy between these two types of prison administrators whom I have 

termed citizens and hermits.   

 Chapter five looks at the relationship that develops afterwards from the 

perspective of the community itself.  The community’s story is about three major issues.  

The first two, jobs and housing, develop during the lobbying process when the two sides 

are trying to sell themselves to the other entity.  The last one is about the type of 

relationship that develops over time and the influence of federalism on that relationship. 

 Chapter six looks at this issue from the viewpoint of local law enforcement.  

Prisons have a larger impact on local law enforcement and courts that on any other part of 

the local government.  They also have the most interaction.  Not only do the local police 

lend prisons their drug seeking dogs and aid in finding escapees, corrections officers who 

move to the community sometime run afoul of the law.  Both prison administrators and 

law enforcement claim there can be a kinship of sorts that develops between these two 

groups, since they are in similar lines of work.  One might hypothesize that in both 

communities, the police will have a similar story to tell, but they do not. By looking at the 

issues from the police perspective in both communities, we begin to see the reasons for 

the differences emerging, the different between state and federal institutions.  
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Additionally, I use the addition of a prison to a rural area as a test case for the importance 

of community actors in community policing efforts in rural towns. 

 Chapter seven summarizes the findings, offers directions for future research and 

outlines some of the broader implications of this study.  Even with the slowing in the 

growth of the prison population, prison building is still on the rise.  More and more 

communities are hosting these facilities and this makes understanding how the prison as a 

legal and political institution interacts with the community in which it is sited as 

important as understanding how jobs are created or whether or not local sales tax revenue 

is on the rise.  Since nearly a third of all counties in the United States now host a prison, 

this issue is only becoming more important for future study, not an issue to be ignored.  

At its base, this dissertation takes this issue seriously by trying to find out what happens 

when the big house comes to a small town. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
 

           In studying this subject we must be content if we attain as high a degree of 
certainty as the matter of it admits…It is a mark of the educated man and a proof of his 

culture that in every subject he looks for only so much precision as its nature permits.  
 

        Aristotle 
Nicomachean Ethics 

 
       

INTRODUCTION: 

Warden Joe Gunja is a tall, thin man whose glasses seem reluctant to intrude on 

his chiseled, soldier’s features. He was a military policeman before becoming a 

corrections officer (CO) at the United States Penitentiary (USP) at Leavenworth. He 

worked his way up through the federal corrections system, did two more “tours” at 

Leavenworth, moved through Texas and was promoted to his first Warden position in 

Cumberland, Maryland. He arrived at USP-Florence after the so-called “cowboy scandal” 

in which a group of corrections officers, calling themselves The Cowboys, was indicted 

for abusing inmates. Gunja is a fixer; a man brought in to clean up problems in a facility. 

Soon after our interview he was promoted to a regional directorship for the Bureau of 

Prisons. 

 When we discussed the economic impact the prison had on the local community, I 

thought perhaps he would mention unemployment rates, the number of new residents in 

the town where his prison is situated, or something along those lines, but I was mistaken. 

“[T]hat Texaco on the corner of highways 67 and 115 must make a killing. I stop there all 

of the time on my way home,” is the only reference he made (J. Gunja, personal 

communication, July, 2003).  Other than that, he sees little change brought by the prison.  
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He says that very few prison employees live in Florence and the prison does not buy 

many goods from local businesses. 

 In talking to the director of the local chamber of commerce, Darrel Lindsay, one 

gets a completely different perspective. Lindsey says that the Federal Correctional 

Complex at Florence  

literally revived a town that was doomed to be a ghost town. We had 2700 
people here when the prison decided to come. Our population has doubled. 
Our water and sewer plants were given badly needed upgrades; probably 
ten new businesses opened and four new subdivisions have been or are 
being built. Thirty-eight percent of the federal employees live in Fremont 
County. And with the new Summa subdivision and golf course, we expect 
that number to go up. It’s almost like it’s too good to be true (D. Lindsay, 
personal communication, July, 2003). 
 

From Darrel Lindsay’s perspective the prisons are almost too good to be true.  He, 

perhaps more than anyone in town has benefited from them.  Two of his children work 

for the Bureau of Prisons and he has appeared on the TLC television network when they 

came to town to do a special on the prisons there. 

 The incongruity is understandable, because both men are correct. Lindsay is 

correct in pointing out the population gains and the new businesses in the community, but 

these growth indicators could just as easily be attributed to the push the community has 

made to become a tourist destination (most of the new businesses are kitschy antique 

stores). Gunja is correct in pointing out that the Texaco station does seem to be thriving 

due to commuter traffic, and that most prison employees do not live in Florence proper.  

 I encounter a similar problem when I ask the Warden how he feels about the 

locals and their view of Bureau of Prisons employees. I tell him that many community 

members discuss the federal employees as being generally clannish and unfriendly. 

Warden Gunja claims he has had the opposite experience: He doesn’t feel fully 
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welcomed in the community, and his son feels like people were very wary of him when 

he started in the local high school.  

 In ethnographic research, it is this type of discourse that makes up the data set. 

The researcher must find patterns of interview answers and mix in observations in order 

to begin to begin to put together a coherent whole. In the above example, both men are 

looking at a similar issue from different perspectives, that of a Warden of a large federal 

prison and that of a local business leader. Both perspectives are important and getting this 

variety of subjective perspectives is what drives the findings in this dissertation. 

 We now have nearly three times as many communities with prisons as twenty-five 

years ago and have little understanding of how these prisons have changed the 

communities in which they are located, and how the various institutions interact once 

they are in place. A recent study by the Urban Institute found that in the last quarter of 

the 20th century, state prison systems grew from 592 prisons to 1023 prisons (Lawrence 

and Travis, 2006 p. 8).  Many of these prisons have been built in communities that 

historically have not had them.  The Urban Institute’s study of ten states found that the 

number of counties with at least one prison had increased from 13 percent of counties in 

1979 to 31 percent of counties in 2000.24 

 This dissertation seeks to understand this new phenomenon in order to discover 

some of the issues that arise and develop some hypotheses for future research.  In order to 

do this, I utilize a two part methodology.  The first method is an exploratory method 

using ethnography and participant observation.  There is a long and rich history of this 

                                                
24 Their study looked at the ten states with the largest growth in the numbers of prisons in the 80’s and 90’s. 
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type of “soaking and poking” in Political Science and this work is no different.25   This 

research “on the ground” led to the more formal interviews with governmental leaders, 

prison officials and police personnel.  This is part two of the methodology, a comparative 

case study using formal interviews, where we see the common themes between these two 

similarly situated communities with some fundamental differences.26    

 This chapter will outline the methodology and framework used in this 

dissertation. In it, I briefly outline some of the major epistemological debates in 

qualitative research and justify my use of participant-observation to understand the issues 

in these two post-NIMBY prison towns. This dissertation is, at its core, a work of legal 

ethnography, where the researcher looks at the relationship between legal institutions and 

the community in which they reside by immersing himself in the culture of that 

community and I will discuss the steps I took to do so. In that discussion will be a brief 

history of the legal ethnography. I argue that this study can be distinguished from other 

legal ethnographies in its broadening of the classic understanding of the law to include 

criminal justice institutions. The formal interviews involved in this methodology shows 

itself in the substantive chapters and I will discuss the “competing stories” model which I 

use as a framework for these chapters.  In this model, I use each group’s perspective to 

get a more complete understanding of the whole and to understand the interaction of 

groups who are differently situated, yet intertwined.   

 

                                                
25 In his seminal work Home Styles, Richard Fenno argued that, “[r]esearch based on participant 
observation is likely to have an exploratory emphasis (1977, p.).”  This work draws on a long tradition in 
political science that, although most famously done by Fenno has many denizens especially those who 
study law, courts and criminal justice (see Casper, 1972; Heumann, 1977; Wilson, 1968; Engel, 1986, 
1994; Lin 2000). 
26 In some ways, the comparison between the two communities has some imperfections which make broad 
generalizations difficult, an issue that I will discuss further below.  
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RESEARCH DESIGN: 

 This section outlines the design of this study and discusses some of the problems 

with it.  Originally, this study was meant to study the effects of prisons on small rural 

communities in a way not done before.  I chose four rural communities of less than 

15,000 people who had lobbied for and landed a prison in the late 1980’s or early 

1990’s.27  All four communities had subsequently become the location of more than one 

facility. I intended to spend three months in each community over a two year period and 

interview local politicians about these effects. 

 Not long into the research it became obvious that there was much more to the 

issues than just the question of effects and that a more complete study would require 

more time than first anticipated.  The question of effects of the prisons is an important 

one, but what began to emerge was the importance of the relationship that had developed 

between the town and the prison.  This issue is not discussed at all in the current 

literature.  Given the time limits, I made a decision to spend more time in just two 

communities, rather than give shorter shrift to four.  By doing so, I was able to get a 

better understanding of these two towns, despite the flaws this would cause in my 

research design.   

 There was a second, and perhaps more important reason; the access to the prisons 

that was offered to me.  Of the studies that have been done on prison towns, none look at 

the issue from the standpoint of the prison.  After meeting several wardens of the federal 

facilities in Florence and being given the opportunity to interview them, it became 

obvious that their perspective was just as important as that told by members of the 

                                                
27 Monroe, Washington and Crescent City, California were the other communities. 
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community.  Again, given the time constraints, I decided that the study was better served 

by spending more time and getting the story from all sides rather than enlarging my “n” 

and doing a study that was less in depth. 

 Admittedly, this study’s findings would be more generalizable with more towns. 

A better design might be to study several communities with state facilities as well as 

several with federal prisons.28  To have accomplished this for the project, however, would 

have compromised the amount of information I would have been able to learn about both 

communities and the prisons in their midst.29  Unfortunately this may mean that it is 

necessary to qualify some of my broader findings for now as well as some of the more 

comparative elements of this study.   

 

RESEARCH METHOD: 

 This section outlines the major methodology used in the study; the legal 

ethnography.  In doing so, I briefly discuss some of the methodological debates involved 

in this choice while giving a brief history of ethnographic work generally and the legal 

ethnography, more specifically.  I then outline how I went about conducting the research 

on which this project is based.   

 In their seminal work, Designing Social Inquiry, King, Keohane and Verba 

outline how they believe qualitative research must change in order to live up to the 

methodological rigor they desire (1994). Their basic argument is that qualitative research 

needs to become more like quantitative research, with its dependence on the scientific 

                                                
28 I’ve done most of the research necessary for this in Canon City and hope to study another community 
with federal facilities for the eventual book, perhaps Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.  This will give the study an 
added dimension, since both Canon City and Lewisburg have been prison towns for more than 60 years.  
29 I plan to fix this flaw with the final product of this work. 
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method and hypothesis testing.30  Their argument, although meticulous and important, 

questions much of what is best about qualitative research in the first place. As Gerardo 

Munck points out: “Qualitative methodologists ... point to opportunities to move beyond 

strict hypothesis testing by engaging in an ongoing refinement of concepts, the iterated 

fine tuning of hypotheses, and the use of specifically targeted case studies that appear 

likely to suggest new hypotheses and theoretical ideas (in Brady and Collier eds. (2004), 

p. 119).” This process of exploratory qualitative research, leading to hypothesis and 

theory generation adds to our understanding of issues that either have not been the subject 

of much academic interest or discuss an issue that has fundamentally changed in some 

way. 

 The topic of this study is of the second kind. Despite the fact that the literature 

recognizes a fundamental shift from “prisons as NIMBY” (Not In My Backyard) to 

“prisons as economic savior,” recent studies still fall back on the same hypotheses and 

theories as before, mainly by narrowly focusing on economic indicators or survey data on 

social perceptions (Huling, 2002; King, Mauer and Huling, 2003; Wood, 2003, Besser 

and Hanson, 2003; Hooks et. al. 2004). They serve an important function in studying 

economic indicators and citizen attitudes, but miss some fundamental changes that have 

occurred on the ground.   Even when those studies include more qualitative elements 

seem to fall back on interview questions informed more by works of the past than issues 

of the present (Theis 1998; Belk 2006).  

Interpretive socio-legal studies like this one do not fit comfortably into a single 

departmental or subfield oriented models, but embrace the interdisciplinarity of groups 

                                                
30 See Collier and Brady, Rethinking Social Inquiry (2004) for a more complete summary and critique of 
the DSI. 
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such as the Law and Society Association and others in the growing “Law and…” 

movement. As Renalto Rosoldo argues, “Interdisciplitarity … often embodies research 

agendas and intellectual currents at odds with work done within conventional discipline-

based paradigms of research (in Scott and Keats, eds. (2001), p. 67).” An ethnographic 

study, undertaken by a political scientist on a subject that has been mainly the province of 

the criminology world, is just that type of work.  

Legal ethnographies, specifically, attempt to understand the culture of the 

community’s relationship with some aspect of law through the perspective presented by 

the actors themselves. Ethnographic work is interested in collecting a different type of 

data than other methodologies for a different purpose. As John Flood argues,  

This is not to say that ethnography cannot produce systematic results, but 
it is not overly concerned with questions of validity and reliability in the 
conventional way, say, that quantitative approaches are. The research 
process for ethnography is different from others: it is tentative, multi-
textured, open-ended and discursive. It starts from a point of learning and 
enquiry that recognises we know little rather than supposing a state of 
knowledge which is subject to ex post facto ratification (in Banker and 
Travers, eds. (2005), p. 34). 

 
This research recognizes that there is a “state of knowledge” about these new prison 

towns, while arguing that the state of knowledge is incomplete. Other than the economic 

impact studies, we indeed “know little” about this subject, making it ripe for a more 

interpretive research method and “thick description” in order to add to our base of 

knowledge for future work (Geertz, 1977).  

The distinction between “classic” ethnographic work, like that of Geertz, and 

“legal” ethnographic work is mainly a question of focus. While cultural ethnographic 
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work tends to be more generalized,31 the legal ethnography has a more specified purpose. 

This mode of research is certainly not a new undertaking (Malinowski, 1926; Llewelyn 

and Hoebel, 1941; Bohannan, 1957; Gluckman, 1955, 1965), but in its early incarnation, 

most legal anthropologists kept their focus abroad. This began to change in the 80’s and 

90’s, with the rise of the Law and Society movement, which allowed for legal scholars to 

look for new ways to understand the effects of law on communities and cultures and a 

forum in which to discuss different methodological strategies. During this time, several 

scholars conducted ethnographic studies in the United States (Merry, 1990; Conley and 

O’Barr, 1990; Engel, 1984; Yngvesson, 1993; Greenhouse, 1986; Nader, 1993). 

However, the focus of the field remained abroad (Moore, 2001).  

  Legal ethnographies generally, especially those done in this county, study the 

individual or the community’s relationship to “the law.”  They attempt to understand how 

people, through their own lens and narrative descriptions, use (or even view) the law in 

their lives. In this research, however, “the law” is fairly narrowly defined and usually 

related to courts (O’Barr and Connely, 1990; Nader, 1993; Greenhouse, Engel and 

Yngvesson, 1994).  Although no scholars explicitly argue that the civil legal system is an 

exhaustive notion of what law entails, their specific focus implicitly ignores other legal 

institutions and their relationship to the community. As Greenhouse argues, “along with 

other legal ethnographers, we felt compelled to reorient our comparative questions 

around specific problematic aspects of the state of norms and institutions in everyday life 

(p. 9).” In theory, this may well be true, but the focus of most legal ethnographers 

                                                
31 Much of recent ethnographic work tends to be more focused than the more grand ethnographies of the 
past, so perhaps legal ethnographies are just a further sectioning off of knowledge. This seems to be the 
general trend in the social sciences and humanities as a whole, with the larger more broadly minded studies 
of the 70’s being replaced by more and more specificity and specialty.  
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remains in the civil courts and on civil litigation. The institutions involved in the criminal 

justice system, especially cops and corrections, if you’ll excuse the alliteration, are also 

legal institutions. The last of these, corrections, is rarely treated as a legal institution, and 

even more rarely as a political one.32  I argue that it is both. 

 By looking at prisons as a political institution, we can look at institutional 

relationships, rather than treating prisons as what Erving Goffman has termed a “total 

institution (1961),” a closed society that needs little from the institutions that surround it.  

Although this may have been true in the past, the shifting nature of prisons in our society 

as well as the booming prison population has brought prisons more into the light of day.33  

They have become political entities and have developed institutional relationships 

(Bright, 1996). 

 

TABLE ONE ABOUT HERE 

 

 In recognizing this shift, this work begins to give a more complete understanding 

of the new prison towns by looking into areas that other scholars have overlooked. It is 

exploratory and seeks to go beyond what can be understood by surveys or interview data 

alone.  However, there is significant interview data in my research.  I conducted 62 

formal interviews with local governmental officials and prison managers as well as local 

business and educational leaders.  But this research went beyond just the formal interview 

process.  I conducted over 100 informal interviews with community residents and prison 

                                                
32 Charles Bright’s, The Power to Punish (1996) is one exception to this. There has been ethnographic work 
done inside prisons (Sykes, 1958; Jacobs, 1977; Fleischer, 1986), but of these works, only Jacobs sees the 
importance of linking the prison with the outside world.   
33 There are many reasons for this shift which will be discussed in chapter five. 
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employees.  I attended city council meetings, community relations board meetings and 

local economic development corporation meetings. I spent time in six local prisons.  I 

essentially sought to immerse myself in the two towns in my study. 

 In order to facilitate this immersion into the community, I purchased a 19-foot 

travel-trailer which became my home for over a year.  I spent six months living in a 

trailer park on the outskirts of Beeville and eight months over two summers living in 

Florence.  This experience gave me insights and experiences that I might not have 

enjoyed had I stayed in a hotel or just visited in short stints.  As I walked my dog through 

the trailer park and town, I would start conversations with local community members and 

these informal “interviews” led to a wealth of information.  The respondents invariably 

asked what I was doing in their community, which I used as my opening to begin to ask 

questions.  I would answer that I was studying the relationship between the prison and the 

town, but I quickly learned that the terms “dissertation” or even “thesis” were met with 

blank stares, so I switched to stating that I was writing a book about the subject.34   

 This opener led in many different directions.  I always brought up three issues: 

first, the effect the prison has had, second, the relationship between the town and prison 

and third, what specifically had changed, but otherwise was willing to let the 

conversations wander in a variety of directions.  I never took notes during these sessions 

for one major reason: I very quickly noticed how nervous it made people.   My goal was 

to make these meetings as informal as possible and note taking was not conducive to this.  

Given this, I directly quote very few people with whom I had informal interviews.35  I 

                                                
34 We’ll hope this turns out to be true 
35 Several scholars have discussed the accuracy of their notes when taken after an interview and their use of 
quotations despite the time lag between comments being made and recorded (Fenno, 1977; Lin, 2000).  I 
was not as comfortable with my own memory, so I chose not to use direct quotations in many cases. 
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feel that what was lost by this method is far outweighed by the amount of “insider” 

information I was given along the way, whether it was the teen that showed me how to 

pick out the trailers where methamphetamines were being cooked by feeling for heat or 

the ex-inmate who told me about living under supermax conditions in a Texas prison.  

Although information like this may appear to be tangential to my study, allowing the 

residents of these communities to let me into their lives in whatever way they wished 

helped me to gain a better understanding of life there.  

   In this spirit, I spent endless mornings in local coffee shops and spent afternoons 

in the mayor of Beeville’s barber shop. I watched the Saturday night ritual of “cruising” 

in Florence and talked to the teenagers who drove endlessly around Main Street that 

night. I had a parolee point out what businesses he claimed were selling drugs out of the 

back door and even taught a class at a local community college. I spent several days 

shadowing the Bee County Sheriff as he went about his routine.  In other words, I tried to 

understand the fabric of these towns and, as much as possible, become an insider.  

 This process is not simple or easy. As John Flood argues, “[E]thnography presents 

a unique set of problems for the researcher, in part because it is a messy process. There 

are problems of entry, developing trust and empathy, recording interaction, and making 

sense of ethnographic data (p. 40).”  In my research, “problems of entry” were solved by 

an informal strategy. For example, gaining access to prisons is not an easy task 36 and I 

went through informal channels, rather than formal ones, using people I met and 

                                                
36 For various descriptions of how scholars get access to prison systems, see DiIulio 1986, Jacobs 1977, 
Fleischer 1989, Lin 2000 
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interviewed along the way to gain access to prison officials.37  I was surprised by how 

much access I was given at times and how easy it was, especially in Texas.38  I found 

that, for me, introducing myself to local officials and community members in person at 

meetings or even in coffee shops was more effective than any other way of gaining 

access.  

 I followed a similar procedure in each community to begin the process.  Before I 

“hit the road” I gathered as much information as I could about the local prisons, but tried 

to learn very little about the town itself beyond the basics of how they fit into my study.  I 

wanted, as much as possible, to learn about the town from the people who lived there.  

My first stop, after setting up at the trailer park, was the local library.39  Neither town’s 

local newspaper was easily accessible from elsewhere, so this was my first priority; to put 

together a history of the prisons in town from a local perspective and the process through 

which they were sited.40  I used these newspapers as my first glimpse into the history I 

would later get from the people in the town. 

 My second stop was the local community college.  In Florence, I did this solely to 

get internet access (my trailer was not exactly wired for e-mail), but found that the 

employees there were a good resource.  After that I went about getting to know the 
                                                
37 At one point, I tried to go through official channels to gain access to prison employees in Arizona. I 
wasn’t denied access, per se, but was completely ignored, even when I showed up at the Arizona’s 
Department of Corrections in Phoenix.  
38 I believe that Texas’s historical battles with the courts helped me in this regard, since monitors often 
inspected the units. I was told by several corrections officers that they had elaborate warning system in 
order to notify each other of these monitors presence.  They used a series of code words on the two way 
radios all officers carry to warn of their arrival in a specific area.  They use a similar system to warn each 
other of an approaching prison administrator.  I can only assume that they warned each other when I was 
coming as well. 
39 Florence’s library is very limited, both in resources and in the hours it was open, so I instead used the 
library facilities in next door Canon City, where they have a wonderful local history office.  The women 
who work in the basement office were helpful beyond my wildest dreams, since they spent much of their 
time cutting and sorting articles from the local papers and filing them by topic.   
40 In using local newspapers, rather than regional ones I feel that I was able to discern a more “local” view 
of the process. 
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community and its residents.  I spent several weeks in each community “soaking and 

poking” without starting any formal interviews.  I wanted to get their perspective before 

speaking to anyone in a position of power.  I wanted the citizens to help me develop my 

interview questions and try and ask about those issues that concerned them as insiders, 

not the questions that I thought were important coming in from the outside.  I continued 

to check myself with community residents throughout the process and get feedback on 

my interviews with community elites. 

 It was here that the paths diverged.  In any attempt to gain access to elites, even in 

a small town, the road can often be made easier through the help of someone on the 

inside.  I was fortunate enough to find such a person in both communities.  In Florence it 

was the college president who was my “in” to the prisons and community leaders.  In 

Beeville, it was the prison prosecutor who did so.  Both people let me do an enormous 

amount of “hanging around”, as Fenno puts it.41  They would introduce me to everyone 

we met and also made phone calls on my behalf.  In both towns, those people I did not 

meet in this manner, I met them at city council meetings and in Beeville, at the county 

commissioner’s court.  There were very few outsiders at these meetings, so it was not 

difficult to get attention and introduce myself afterwards.   

 My formal interviews were structured around several questions that I asked every 

interviewee.42  From there, I let the conversation flow.  I wanted to have systematic 

answers to certain questions, but was willing to allow for a fair amount of wandering.  

For the most part, this was not a problem.  Before I would ask my first formal questions, I 

always warmed up my respondents by asking about their work.  When I did not do this, I 
                                                
41 See the introduction to Home Style for the importance of “hanging around,” especially in the early stages 
of this type of research. 
42 See Appendix A 
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often got very brief answers to the questions that I were answered in detail by others.  I 

wanted to build rapport before asking the more important questions.43  For the most part 

this worked and 30 minute appointments rarely lasted less than an hour an often lasted 

longer.44 

 With town officials, I always let them tell me their version of how the prisons 

came to town.  This could sometimes be very repetitive, but the subtle differences in the 

stories, or even those details emphasized by one person over another were important in 

the social history discussed in the next chapter.  I tried my best to always act like this was 

the first time I had heard the story.45     

 I made an attempt to interview all local elected officials.  For the most part, I did 

so, and those that I didn’t interview were the result of scheduling conflicts, rather than a 

refusal on their part to speak to me.  I interviewed both town’s current city managers as 

well as a few former ones.  I also interviewed the heads of both local chambers of 

commerce as well as police chiefs, sheriffs and as many of their underlings as they would 

allow.     

 Some respondents who were formally interviewed in one place were not 

necessarily in the other.  For example, I spoke to the Superintendent of the Beeville 

school system, who referred me to a principle of the elementary school where many 

                                                
43 For the importance of building rapport, see Fenno, p. 263-274. 
44 This didn’t always happen, however.  Several respondents, especially prison employees, remained 
guarded throughout my interview and couldn’t wait to get me out of there office.  I would sometimes fall 
back on some form of “I’m not a reporter here…I’m not trying to make you look stupid,” with mixed 
results 
45I also tried my best to play what Ray Charles referred to as “country dumb,” often using stories of my 
childhood in rural Maine to warm up the conversations. In her article on elite interviewing, Beth Leech 
makes the argument that one never wants to try and come off as smarter than the interviewee (PS?).  In 
rural communities, there also seemed to be a distrust of my being from what they considered an elite 
eastern university (I’m pretty sure by the reaction I got to stating that I was a student at Rutgers, that most 
people had Rutgers confused with Princeton).  I found that by mentioning that I grew up in a small town 
Northern Maine helped with this. 
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children of Corrections officers went.  She was extremely helpful in discussing some of 

the issues involved with this influx of children to the school system.  Given how few 

Corrections Officers actually live in Florence or have children who attend the schools 

there, this hardly seemed a necessary interview to conduct there.   

 There were also other community leaders that had no equivalent person from one 

place to the other, for example the special prison prosecutor.  There is no prison 

prosecutor in Florence and even the district attorney was of little help with prison 

prosecutions, since they were held in Federal Court.  I also spoke with several local 

judges in Beeville, but did not try to interview the federal judges who were responsible 

for Florence, since they were located a distance away in Pueblo.  Overall, there were very 

few interviews that I wish I had conducted that I did not and few community leaders who 

did not give graciously of their time.    

 On the prison’s side, I attempted to interview all of the top officials in both states.  

This was a far easier task in Texas than in Colorado.  Every person I contacted in Texas 

was willing to meet with me (including several former wardens and one warden who had  

moved to a facility in Huntsville, Texas) and was rarely made to feel like I was intruding 

on an interviewee’s time.  I spoke to the current wardens and assistant wardens of all 

three facilities in Beeville as well as several Majors, the highest uniformed officers in the 

Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ).  Even the regional director of the TDCJ 

and director of institutions for all of Texas met with me.   

 This process was not as easy in Colorado.  Several wardens granted me interviews 

after I met them and introduced myself at a local economic development corporation 

luncheon, but several others either refused outright or ducked my calls after I met them.  
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Even so, I interviewed seven top administrators for the BOP formally and spoke to 

several others informally at various meetings.  Whether or not the difference in cultures 

between the two states and two prison systems is an inherent flaw in my research design 

is open to debate, but I was able to speak to most of the key players involved with the 

institutions in this study.   

 During the interview process, I realized very quickly that I got much more 

detailed answers if I began by discussing the job of being a warden or prison 

administrator, rather than beginning with my formal questions.  Several administrators 

wanted to conduct their interviews on the run, giving me a tour of the facility while 

answering my questions.  Although this sometimes led to some interesting incidents, it 

also led to a much freer flowing conversation.46  In every case but one, these very busy 

individuals went well beyond the time that they scheduled for me.  One warden came to 

speak to my class at the local community college about corrections work, complete with a 

number of inmate knives or shanks and homemade tattoo machines. 

 Stripped of all of the social science terminology, the method in this research 

might be best described as formal elite interviews in which the questions are informed by 

those they are supposed to serve.  As I stated before most of my interview questions and 

theories came from the in-depth conversations I had with community residents, very few 

of whom are cited in this study. They gave me the canvas on which my other respondents 

                                                
46 Two incidents in particular are worth repeating.  During one tour/interview, the warden I was 
interviewing introduced me to an inmate, something no one else did.  After meeting this inmate, the 
Warden told me that he had first met this man over 20 years earlier when he was a corrections officer in 
Texas.  He was now a warden in a federal facility and had run into this man in his prison, some 1000 miles 
away from their first meeting.  A second incident occurred when I was invited to lunch by a different 
warden.  I’ve read many prison memoirs and a common theme in these books is that inmates will often 
violate the food served in the staff dining hall with various bodily fluids.  I wanted to refuse this gesture, 
but felt that I could not without ruining my rapport with this man, so with great trepidation, I ate hot dogs 
and fries in the staff cafeteria.  To date, I have not shown any signs of illness.  
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painted. Often times, it was in these encounters and conversations where I first heard 

about issues that I discussed at length with prison officials and community leaders. 

Without the ethnographic groundwork, these issues never would have come to the surface 

and I would not have known their importance.   

 

ANALYZING THE DATA: 

 In his appendix to Home Style, Richard Fenno argues “participant observation 

does have some method to it.  It is difficult to standardize in canonical form…Still a 

research project like this one does not just happen; it does not proceed without a degree 

of planning and care and methodological worry (1977, p. 250).”  This is no less true in 

my research.  Although one has to allow for a wide degree of latitude when doing this 

form of research, there needs to be a degree of structure that is followed.  Once the data 

are gathered, however, is the more difficult task of sorting through them and turning it 

into a coherent whole. 

 Making sense of ethnographic data is a larger and potentially more problematic 

issue than issues of gathering the data in the first place. Whereas a quantitatively inclined 

person can use SPSS to garner patterns and findings, qualitative researchers have to use 

other methods.  It becomes a process of sifting through interview and observational data 

to find the themes that emerge most.    

 Because of the nature of the interviews conducted, coding the interview data 

would have been a near futile task.  It might have been useful to code just those questions 

that I asked of every informant, but while I felt that while something might be gained by 

using this method the data would lose some of the observational component.  
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Unfortunately this type of data analysis begs the question of how much one can actually 

compare cases. In discussing the history of the legal ethnography, Greenhouse points out, 

“[T]he ethnographic literature confirmed a relationship between the construction and 

reproduction of normative repertories in local social life and between norms and other 

institutional practices and interests; however each case study also contains compelling 

evidence of its own singular distinctiveness (1994, p. 8).”  One must be cognizant of the 

tightrope one is walking in balancing the norm and the distinctive in this type of work as 

well as the subjectivity of the researcher making disparate themes seem similar. 

 This is, of course, the problem with all small “n” research: The data used to 

describe a finding in one case may not be applicable elsewhere or that the researcher may 

become too much of a participant.  Yet had I only created a survey or conducted phone 

interviews, I would have known nothing about many of the dominant themes in this 

dissertation.  For example, in chapter five, I discuss the use of community service squads 

by the prison.  These squads of inmates go into the community to do work for the local 

government.  Had I never lived in these towns, I never would have asked a question about 

these squads in the first place, mainly because they are not mentioned in any of the 

literature.47  I saw one of these squads working on the landscaping at a local courthouse 

and asked about it. To my surprise, I discovered that inmates from this local prison do a 

great deal of work in the town. 

This inevitably led me to ask more about this and other themes.  This sort of 

thematic sorting of interviews and answers became vitally important to the final product.  

More important, was the decision to look at the issues from each institutions distinct 
                                                
47 This is significant because, in addition to potentially creating goodwill with a community, these squads 
also save communities money, something not mentioned in any of the myriad of economic studies of the 
impact of prisons on communities (see chapter four).  
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viewpoint.  After that was done, then the more specified thematic sorting could take 

place.  I chose to do the study in this manner after realizing that each institution had a 

story to tell on the issues and though there was certainly some agreement among them on 

certain aspects of the relationship, there were also some real areas of disagreement, what 

I call the competing stories of the prison-community relationship used in the substantive 

chapters. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 Exploratory research as a whole is a useful tool in beginning to understand issues 

and questions when the current state of knowledge is limited. The relationship between 

prisons and communities is one of these areas of interest. Despite some work in the field, 

little is known about what these communities can expect to get from these institutions on 

which they have hung their economic future.  These expectations include the economic 

effects, but the relationship that is developed between the local governmental institutions 

and the prisons is important as well. 

 This chapter discussed the method used in this dissertation to expand our 

knowledge in this field.  Like many ethnographic works, it is exploratory.  The design 

involved studying two communities for a substantial period of time in order to learn the 

central themes that surface in these new prison towns.  The preliminary stages of the 

research were mainly informal interviews with community residents.  I then conducted 

formal interviews with community and prison leaders about the subjects discussed in the 

first stage in this research.  Using this methodology I was able to uncover many issues 

that were not previously discussed in the research on prison towns.  Before discussing 
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these findings, however, we must first get a better understanding of the towns themselves.  

The following chapter paints such a picture by detailing the history and place of Florence 

and Beeville.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

HISTORY AND PLACE 

 

“[C]ommunity” not only conceptually distinguishes the past from the 
present but also authentic members of the community from a host of 
“others” whose presence is perceived to be undermining in any number 
of ways. 
 
Greenhouse, Law and Community in Three American Town 

 

As I drove west on highway 50 into Fremont County, Colorado at 8pm on June 

8th, 2003, I was not expecting to see much.  I figured that I would find a home for the 

night and explore the area the next day.  But in the distance, I saw the unmistakable 

orange glow of the “night” lights of a rather large prison complex.  This was my first time 

actually seeing the lights of ADX Florence, the so-called “Alcatraz of the Rockies,” the 

Federal Government’s only supermax prison.  This is where it houses “the worst of the 

worst” inmates under 23 hour-a-day lockdown.  At least I assumed it was ADX Florence.  

Actually, I was not sure which of the 13 prisons that Freemont County houses that I was 

seeing.  My assumption had been that I might catch a glimpse of the ADX or from the 

road, but it could not have been more than a few more seconds before I saw another 

orange glow.  And then another.  And then another.  And then a billboard for the 

Colorado Territorial Prison Museum.  It might as well have said “Welcome to Prisontown 

USA.” 

 Florence, Colorado is located where the high eastern plains of Colorado meet the 

“foothills” of the Rocky Mountains in Central Colorado (see figure one).  “Foothills” is a 

relative terms here, since these hills are over 9000 feet high, rising 4000 feet from the 

Colorado Plateau below.  They are, however, foothills when compared to the 13,000 and 
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14,000-foot peaks of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains to the south and west.  Florence has 

only two stoplights, two motels and one fast food joint.  If the prison has brought any 

prosperity to this small rural community, it was not immediately noticeable to me. 

 Beeville, Texas lies in the heart of South Texas (see figure two) and presents itself 

quite differently than Florence.  While one can see for miles on a Colorado highway, 

South Texas is flat.  Really flat.  Really flat and really brown.  Driving into Beeville from 

East Texas, it feels like you might fall off the edge of the earth at any moment.  The roads 

are long, straight and seemingly endless.  In fact, I was told that the stretch of highway 

that runs near Beeville to Corpus Christi is the longest stretch of highway without a curve 

in the United States.  Unlike Florence, you could almost trip over the prisons in town 

without noticing them beforehand.   

 Texas is only considered a coherent whole by those who do not live there.  For 

Texans, there is a significant cultural distinction based on geography and terrain.  East 

Texas, with Houston as its hub, has more in common with its Louisiana neighbors than it 

does with the ranch lands of West Texas that President Bush calls home.  South Texas is 

distinct.  Its culture has a distinctly Mexican feel to it and although Beeville is not 

directly on the border like Laredo or Brownsville the influence is still obvious.  Despite 

the fact that Beeville is only a few hours drive from the urban, cultural centers of both 

San Antonio and Austin, there is nothing cosmopolitan about this place.   

 There is more to a community than just where it is located, but an understanding 

of the place is a good start.  Unfortunately, defining “place” is no easier than defining 

other terms, like “community.”  While this chapter discusses the history and place of 

these two new prison towns, these terms first need to be defined.  Part one of the chapter 
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discusses the definitional problems with terms like “community,” “place” and “social 

history.”  These terms serve as the backbone for this chapter.  Part two focuses on 

specifically on “place,” with sections on geography and socio-economic factors.  Part 

three is a social history focusing mainly on the period beginning with the decision to 

lobby for the prisons and told mainly from the standpoint of the players involved in the 

process.   

Since ethnographic work is imbedded in the local community, the logical starting 

point for any study of this type is an understanding of history and place.  Merging 

together these two distinct places into one study has its problems, so to try and avoid 

some of these, I begin the substantive chapters by outlining what is distinct about these 

two places and discuss some of what they have in common.  This chapter will outline the 

history and place of these two communities, especially their successful efforts to land a 

prison.   

 

DEFINITIONAL ISSUES: 
In ethnographic research, there is a great deal of emphasis placed on terms like 

“community,” “place” and “history” (Geertz, 1983; Varenne, 1977; Greenhouse, et. al, 

1994).  All three ideas are important in understanding the tapestries of these towns, but 

defining these terms is difficult with any kind of specificity.  In many ways, terms and 

concepts such as these are not defined by the researcher, but by the respondents who use 

them.  This section discusses the definitional problems with this important terminology. 
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The term “community” that is used consistently by the respondents in this study 

can be troubling and raises many questions.48  For example, what are the definitional 

limits of “community?”  Is this a question of geography or something deeper? Who is to 

be considered a part of the community? It is in attempting to answer these questions that 

the insider/outsider dichotomy begins to take form.  The community is defined, in many 

ways, by who is considered an “insider” and who is considered an “outsider.”  Geography 

is part of what matters in this definition, but one is not considered part of a community 

just based on a geographic location.  Insider status is, in many ways, a self-definition and 

can be a very fuzzy concept, but an important one for the residents of a town.  

Greenhouse and others argue that the insider or “good” citizen defines himself and others 

in juxtaposition to the outsider or “bad” citizen and builds important notions about 

“community” using this classification (1994, p. 10).  

 Defining the insider and outsider is a difficult task. “[T]he boundary between 

‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ is selective, fluid, somewhat arbitrary, and sometimes non-

existent. That is, the concept of outsider does not necessarily apply to any actual group 

(p. 11).” The outsiders in my research often come in the form of newcomers to the 

community brought in with the new businesses for economic development purposes. All 

communities struggle with the encroachment of the larger society on their smaller world, 

usually due to market forces. Adjustments are made, but many “insiders” consider these 

changes to be detrimental to their notions of a good community and many have an 

especially hard time adjusting to new realities and get caught up in the quagmire of 

economic development policy (p. 75). On the one hand, a small town saves itself from 

                                                
48 One of the biggest problems is the use of the terms “town” and “community” interchangeably, a trap that 
I also fall into at times. 
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potential extinction by bringing in new business, but on the other, a new element is 

brought in that changes the face of the community, bringing in the consummate 

“outsider” in the form of new employees (p. 158-161).  

 In small towns, the idea of community is given “great cultural weight borne by 

images of a harmonious small town, a face-to-face society (p. 12).” This idea comes from 

a mix of local social history and personal memory in which there is a harkening back to a 

local “golden age;” a time “when things worked” (p. 149). The reality of life cannot live 

up to this mythology and many bemoan the current state of “community” in their towns.  

This is the “myth of community,” one that exists in many rural towns.  It is the idea that, 

although there is no “community” now, but there was a time when it was a part of their 

lives.  Due to this harkening back, there is an important relationship between 

“community” and “history” in these small towns (p. 149). A shared social history is an 

important part in keeping the “myth of community” alive; it is a tricky concept and 

perspectives (as well as one’s own “reality”) change over time. 

 There is a tension that specifically arises between the importance of social 

harmony and the introduction of market realities. The sense in the community is that in 

order to continue just to survive an influx of new capital is needed and there is inevitably 

the arrival of an outside element, which in tern brings dissonance into the previous sense 

of harmony. But as we will see below, this sense of former harmony itself may just be a 

myth, nonetheless the addition of new residents or even commuters become the “other” 

which a community can blame for the current problems.  “Insiders” place these others 

into a category outside of their community, despite the difficulty insiders have in defining 

exactly what they mean when they use the term.   
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 For purposes of this dissertation, a definition, even an imprecise one, is necessary.  

Community, for this study, becomes a mix of the concepts of place and a shared social 

history.  This definition automatically and purposely excludes new residents who may 

move to a town.  Their exclusion from and perspective on the community in which they 

now work is an important one and is better served by keeping them as “outsiders.”  This 

is also done because the people who consider themselves “insiders” do so.  Even with this 

definition, such as it is, the definitional problems continue.  The next section will define 

one of the important parts of the definition of community itself, that of place.  

 

PLACE: 

 The problem of “place” as a unit of study is also problematic. It involves some 

mix of geography and culture, but this mix is subjective and again defined by those who 

consider themselves insiders. These concepts may be fluid, but for the new prison town, 

issues surrounding place make up much of their understanding of themselves and their 

combined social history. Understanding the interplay between history and place lay the 

groundwork for the prevailing stories of the relations between the institutions in these 

communities.  

 The question of place has several different aspects.  This section focuses 

specifically on geography and socio-economic structure. The first part of this section is 

the geography section is intended to give a snapshot of the landscape of these two towns 

in 2004.  It is mainly observational, intended to give a portrait of what one would see 

upon entering the two communities.  The second part of this section focuses on socio-

economics.  The socio-economic data are split into two sections, economic and racial.  
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This undertaking was intended to be an economic development project and though I do 

not trace the changes in economic indicators over a substantial period of time, I do give a 

snapshot of the most significant indicators from before an after the prison opened.  A 

second part of the socio-economic makeup of both communities is racial, but it is 

significant for different reasons.  Beeville is a distinctively racially divided town, 

between what they term “Anglos” and “Hispanics.”  This split is evident in the political 

make-up of the community and has repercussions for the relationship that developed 

between the community and the prison.  By contrast, Florence is mostly white.  The 

Bureau of Prisons has taken great strides in hiring minority candidates, many of whom 

choose not to live in the community due to the lack of racial diversity.  Additionally, both 

communities saw a large influx of people of color, but they are tucked behind the razor 

wire of the prisons.   

 

GEOGRAPHY: 

 If there is such a thing as a quaint rural town, neither Beeville nor Florence are it.  

Florence has some distinct geographical features that might make it more appealing than 

Beeville, but it is hardly Vail or Aspen, which lie in the mountains several hours to the 

north.  The poverty of both communities is tangible and obvious to any visitor, with their 

abundant trailer parks and teenage girls pushing baby carriages.  There are no high end 

stores in either place, or a mall within 30 miles.   

 Beeville, for its small population size, is actually quite sprawling.  There is a 

downtown area, which has the courthouse and the library at its center, but most of the 

shopping has moved to the north side of town.  This is the commercial zone, with all of 
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the larger stores, except for the large H-E-B grocery store that is on the western edge of 

downtown.  There is a Wal-Mart (which has since become a Super Wal-Mart), a large 

tractor supply store, and a few fast food joints and motels.  The prisons are on the 

outskirts of town to the south and east. 

 Florence is much smaller and compact.  Other than a new grocery store, and a 

Super 8 motel (which is a stone’s throw from the prisons), there is no commercial life 

beyond downtown and downtown itself has little commercial activity aimed at its 

residents.  Florence’s residential zones are either dilapidated older houses or newer 

modular homes.  The only real growth that is immediately discernable is the new high 

school, built thanks to a bond issue on the ballot a few years ago. 

 To the outside observer, neither community looks like it has experienced an 

economic boom.  In rural communities it seems that the storefronts in downtown are one 

measure by which locals gauge the strength of their community- the fewer empty 

storefronts that exist, the stronger the health of the town.49  There is an economic reality 

at play in this and more stores might mean a bustling economy, but there is a symbolic 

meaning as well.  Many of the individuals that I talked to in both communities discussed 

the prevalence of empty storefronts in downtown before the prisons came.   The empty 

storefront represents not only a loss of economic security, but also a sense of community 

instability. 

 Both towns have filled most of their empty storefronts, but with very different 

results.  The San Antonio Express wrote a story about downtown Beeville stating “while 

Beeville now has an abundance of fast-food franchises, its newer businesses also include 

                                                
49 It is almost a different take on Wilson and Kelling’s “Broken Windows” theory in that the symbolic is as 
important as the real (1982).   
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rent-to-own furniture stores, nine signature lenders, three pawn shops and a growing 

number of payday lenders, including two located in Circle K stores.” (Guerra, 2000)  

These are not the kind of stores that most communities crave.  They are stores that cater 

to a constituency living from paycheck to paycheck, without enough expendable income 

to afford luxury items.  The situation was much the same as when I was there.  Despite 

this, the H-E-B supermarket has expanded twice since the prisons came and business at 

the Wal-Mart is bustling.  But this has done little to revitalize downtown. 

 Main Street in Florence seems to deal in two major commodities, alcohol and 

antiques.  Whether or not the bars have opened in response to the prison is questionable, 

but the antique shops were certainly brought in through other means.  According to a 

former City Manager, the Florence business leaders have taken the lead in changing their 

economic situation with the town’s new emphasis on selling antiques and knickknacks, 

since the prisons did not bring the kind of boom they had hoped for (SR, personal 

communication, August, 2003).   Another former Town Manager also sees very little 

change in the economics of Florence that came from the prisons, but has seen some 

growth through other means.  The town’s business leaders had expected that the 

government would spend more money in the town on supplies, but the Bureau of Prisons 

(BOP) has contracts with big firms for almost everything they buy.  BOP regulations 

allow each facility to contract on its own for many of its supplies, but Florence’s business 

leaders rarely get the contracts.50 

 One local warden claims that this is a problem of expectations from the town’s 

standpoint.  He said, “they didn’t seem to understand that everything we buy has to be bid 
                                                
50 For the BOP’s general rules about contacts with vendors, see http://www.bop.gov/business/how.jsp.  The 
full BOP regulations can be found at http://www.bop.gov/policy/progstat/4100_004.pdf.  This is a 133 page 
document that describes in detail what the BOP requires in order for a business to become a vendor. 
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on and we always buy from the lowest bidder.  If the local true value store is selling 

hammers for $50 and we can get it elsewhere for $25, we’re going to buy the hammer for 

$25 (JG, personal communication, July, 2003).”  The point is valid as a large prison 

facility is not going to shop at the local grocery or department store.  Several years ago, a 

group of business owners had a meeting with the Wardens at the FCC to discuss the 

possibility of the prisons conducting more business with local vendors, but it seems to 

have little impact (LL, personal communication, May 2004).   

 Additionally, neither town is a geographical dream world.  Despite having 

mountains at its outskirts, Florence is by no means a beautiful location and is much more 

arid desert than forest.  The mountains might be considered lovely in another setting, but 

not when one can drive an hour away and see the craggy peaks of the Sangre de Cristos.  

I heard Florence residents call their mountains “ugly (SM, personal communication, May 

2004).”  Even so, at least they have their ugly mountains, since Beeville does not even 

have a physical feature that is distinctive at all.  Not that either town is particularly 

distinctive.  They both look like hundreds of small rural communities around the U.S. 

with their dilapidated downtowns and busting Wal-Marts.  Even the prisons do not 

detract from their rural American appearance and given the addition of prisons in so 

many communities, may actually add to it.  Where these two towns differ most is in their 

social make-up and specifically their racial make-up. 

        

SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS: 

 In most measures of economic health, Beeville and Florence are very similar 

when compared to how far behind they are to their respective states and the country as a 
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whole.   Where they diverge, however, is in the changes in median household income 

levels and unemployment rates, since Beeville’s economic indicators have worsened 

since 1990 while Florence’s have shown some improvement.  This may be a sign that 

Florence is seeing some positive development due to the prisons, but several scholars 

point out that these indicators are complex when only looking at a few communities 

(Hooks, 2004; McShane, Williams and Wagoner, 1992).   

 

TABLE TWO ABOUT HERE 

 

 The median family income in Beeville in 2000 was $14,000 less that in all of 

Texas while Florence lagged behind the rest of Colorado at the time by almost $18,000.51  

Both towns lagged behind the country as a whole by almost $16,000 year.  When one 

considers the relationship between median household incomes in the towns in 

relationship to the state, these two towns appear to be going in opposite directions 

between 1990 and 2000.  The median household income in Florence was 53% that of 

Colorado as a whole in 1990, but went up to 61% in 2000.  Beeville’s median household 

income in relation to the rest of Texas has gone down over the same period, from 72% to 

65%.  In Beeville’s case, this may not have any relationship to the opening of the prison, 

since the local Naval Air Station also closed during that period of time, with a loss of a 

large number of jobs.  It may be argued that this decline would have been even more 

severe had the prisons not opened.  For Florence, these numbers seem to indicate some 

growth in relation to the state as a whole and may show that the prisons have indeed had 

                                                
51 All of the data cited in this section was retrieved from 
http://factfinder.census.gov/home/saff/main.html?_lang=en 
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an impact on the economy.  However, there may also be something to the argument made 

by several former city managers that a focus on tourism and the addition of the antique 

stores to the downtown area has made a difference in Florence’s economic health. 

 Whether or not there has been some growth in Florence, we still have two 

communities who are far behind the rest of the country on most measures of socio-

economic status.  While the country as a whole had 9.2% of families living below 

poverty level in 2000, those numbers were 12.5% and 26.5% for Florence and Beeville 

respectively.  Thirty-three percent of the population as a whole is in professional, 

managerial or other related occupations, while only about 25% of the populations of 

Florence and Beeville are.  Neither of these indicators has changed significantly since the 

prisons came to town, so the growth may come from elsewhere.   

 Another area of divergence was in unemployment, where Florence had only a 

1.3% unemployment rate in 2000 as compared to 5.5% in Beeville and 3.7% nationally.  

In the unemployment realm, we again see two towns going in opposite directions since 

the prisons opened.  Beeville’s unemployment rate was 3.0% in 1990 while Florence’s 

was 10.1%.  The national average in 1990 was 5.6%.  One might argue that this too is a 

result of the prisons, but most people, whether from the prison or the community claim 

that very few prison jobs went to Florence residents.   

 In addition to hard economic data, there are other important social indicators.  

One such indicator is racial, but the racial make-up of the two communities is important 

for different reasons for the purposes of this study.  In Florence, there are a significant 

number of minority prison workers, most of whom live elsewhere.52  Part of this reason 

                                                
52 This is discussed more fully in the next chapter 
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may be just how white Florence is.53  According to the 2000 Census, Florence is nearly 

93% White with an African-American population of 0.3%.  In other words, Florence has 

11 black residents out of a population of 3653.  Next door Cañon City was once home to 

the Colorado Chapter of the KKK and several prison administrators told me that their 

black employees complained about being profiled by the local police (HR, personal 

communication, June, 2004).        

 Beeville is not the heart of heterogeneity either, but has a bit more racial diversity 

than Florence, since it has a large Hispanic population.  Beeville is only 3% Black, but 

Hispanics make up almost 68% of the population.  Beeville has a serious racial divide, 

with Hispanics and White neighborhoods standing on opposite sides of the railroad 

tracks.  The racial tensions are still obvious in the politics of the town, despite 

protestations to the contrary.  Ken Chesshir told me that, “You have some old timers, like 

Arnold (Councilman Arnold Medina) who still scream ‘racism’ at every turn, but for the 

most part, things seem to be calmer now.  Gilbert Herrera (a young City Council member 

and TDCJ employee) says that we should have a Hispanic mayor, but then Gil has 

wanted to be mayor since the third day he was on the Council (personal communication, 

February, 2004).”   

 Chesshir may claim that it’s getting better, but Medina abstains from every vote 

the Council takes.  Three of the four County Commissioners were Hispanic at the time of 

my research, but several white local politicians argued that this was because they packed 

the voting booths, taking busloads of seniors from the local homes to the polls as well as 

other more unsavory acts.  Whether or not this is true or just an urban (or rather rural) 

                                                
53 As on black warden told me, “I can’t even find anyone here who can give me a haircut (HR, personal 
communication, August 2003).” 
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myth is up for debate, but shows the level of distrust between the races in the political 

world.   

 Although Beeville has more Hispanics than Florence, both towns African-

American populations remain minuscule.  In fact, the only Blacks I encountered in 

Beeville were on work crews and there was something very unnerving in seeing these 

inmates in their white uniforms, chained together and doing landscaping and other grunt 

work.  The scene certainly had a slave-like feel to it that made me quite uncomfortable.  I 

often asked about this issue, but none of my interviewees seemed to see the connection as 

I did.  I also asked what the effects might be on a community when the only Blacks the 

residents encountered were incarcerated, but many community members dodged the 

issue.   In fact, most seemed perplexed by the question. 

 One official did discuss the issue of race with me.  He stated that there was a 

problem in bringing criminally sophisticated urban blacks to Beeville to be watched over 

by “ignorant country boys” as corrections officers (DH personal communication, March, 

2004).  He claimed that the inmates viewed them as fresh meat and did what they could 

to corrupt them.  He said that they start with small favors, asking CO’s to mail a letter for 

them or some such small favor.  Such a favor can cost an employee his job and after one 

such incident, the inmate essentially owns them, threatening to tell a supervisor about the 

favor unless the officer does more significant ones.  Furthermore, the inmates will take 

advantage when they can.  In one such incident, several inmates were indicted for 

unlawful restraint of a corrections officer.  A 19 year old local corrections officer was 

held in a cell by three inmates during a cell search.  Another inmate came out of the cell 

for the search and after getting on the other side of the CO, claimed that he had to go 
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back in.  He then pushed the CO into the cell where the other three grabbed him and held 

him down.  The event ended without injuries, but the incident seems to exemplify the 

official’s concerns.   

 Despite some differences in these two “places,” there is much that they share.  

This is especially true in terms of a similar history in lobbying for a prison facility.  This 

process is an important part of the shared social history of each community and is the 

most important one in this study.  The decision to and process of lobbying to land a 

prison changed the face of these two communities, often in ways never imagined.  The 

following section will discuss this significant historical moment and describe the 

lobbying process in both communities.     

 

SITING AND LOBBYING: THE PRISON DERBY:54 

 Overall, the lobbying and siting process is a whirlwind of activity, with 

community meetings to discuss the proposal to get the prisons and prison officials 

visiting the towns and holding meetings of their own with community leaders and 

residents.  Communities put together incentive packages to woo the prison away from 

other contenders and towards their own community.  Prison leaders discuss concerns that 

exist among those few residents who might question the wisdom of bringing a prison into 

their community and the entire process reaches a fever pitch.  Eventually a decision is 

made and the real work of opening a prison begins.   The following sections describe the 

lobbying process that took place in each town. 

                                                
54 These histories are compiled manly from interviews, but also from the two local newspapers, The Bee-
Picayune and The Cañon City Daily Record, and two local history books, Margaret Moser’s wonderfully 
detailed, The Biography of a Particular Place (2001) about Bee County and Rosamae Campell’s From 
Trappers to Tourists (1972) about Fremont County, Colorado. 
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BEEVILLE: 

 According to former City Manager and current head of the Bee Economic 

Development Authority (BEDA) Joe Montez, a Request for Proposals (RFP) from the 

Texas Department of Corrections (TDC) ended up on his desk and he began putting out 

feelers in the community (personal communication, January, 2004).  Montez has been a 

fixture in South Texas politics for over two decades, moving on to be City Manager of 

Corpus Christi before coming back to Beeville.  The TDC (now the Texas Department of 

Criminal Justice or TDCJ) made it very clear that they would not consider any sites with 

significant community opposition. 

 Historically, prisons were not usually considered a paved road to economic 

revitalization.  Lawsuits and other means of stopping various entities from locating 

prisons where they had not been before were commonplace (Carlson, 1992).  Montez said 

that he was aware of this and wanted to garner as much support from community leaders 

as possible before bringing the proposal to the general public.  His first move was to 

enlist the help of Grady Hogue, the highly respected former president of Bee County 

Community College to set up the Beeville Economic Development Authority (BEDA) 

and to help garner support from Beeville’s business and political leaders.   

 According to the Executive Director of the Beeville Chamber of Commerce, it 

was her organization that started things.  She said, “I know Joe likes to take credit for it, 

but the whole idea started in this office.  We started a petition and when we got the 

signatures, we started the ball rolling (TH, personal communication, January, 2004).”  

Whether the proposal started in city hall or at the chamber of commerce, business leaders 
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were open to the idea.  The local elected officials took a bit longer to get on board.   

Montez told me, “I remember the look on the mayor’s face when I told him.  I said ‘we’re 

going to get a prison’ and he said ‘are you crazy?’ (January 2004).”   

 Montez decided to go to the Bee County Commissioner’s Court instead.55  The 

county commissioners were more open to the idea than the city government had been 

(especially after the petition was completed) and they brought the City Council around.  

Eventually, both the City Council and County Commissioner’s Court gave a joint 

endorsement for the proposal to the TDC.   

 South Texas Politics is a Democrats game (although Democrat in Texas means 

something very different than Democrat in the Northeast), but the tide in the whole state 

was already turning towards the Republicans.  Political savvy led Montez and Hougue to 

enlist the help of an unlikely ally, Republican County Commissioner Susan Stasny 

(personal communication, February, 2004).  Stasny is an imposing presence; a tall, blond 

former cheerleader from the University of Houston.  She is fond of pointing out that she’s 

the only current County Commissioner with a college education and has been the only 

Republican in the county who has managed to stay in office for more than a single term.   

 “I think they just figured that I knew how to ‘talk republican,’ and given the 

makeup of the committee in charge, they needed someone who could speak the language 

up in Austin (February 2004).”   

                                                
55 Texas seems to have an obsession with naming entities differently than the rest of the country.  Prisons 
are Units and the County government is the Commissioner’s Court, with the County Judge as the head.  
The County Judge isn’t a judge in the usual sense of the word, but the political leader of the county. 
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 The support was there and Beeville put together a proposal for a maximum 

security prison, a so-called 2250, which is a prototypical Texas Prison Unit.56  Local 

editorials sung the praises of the proposed prison that would bring in 766 employees and 

a payroll of $1.3 million a month (Latcham, 1989, p. 4).  In an editorial under the 

headline “Let’s get behind bars,” the Bee Picayune’s editor, Jeff Latcham, discussed the 

positive impact of Naval Air Station- Chase Field (this was before it was targeted for 

closing) and Bee County College as positive trends in the town’s development.57  He 

stated, “[W]e would encourage citizens to continue the trend of positive, progressive 

growth by supporting the city’s and county’s efforts to submit a proposal for a Texas 

Department of Corrections maximum security unit here (p. 4).  The article argued that 

“TDC’s job requirements for such a facility is 766 employees resulting in a daily payroll 

of $43,000-plus ($1.3 million a month) (p. 4).”58  In addition to discussing the numbers, 

the editorial asserted that: 

Some of the economic advantages also would include: 
• It is both a clean and stable industry 
• It will help pay off the water district bonds through the sale of our 

present surplus water. 
• It will not create a burden on our present sewer capacity 
• And, it will create a market for our available housing (p. 4) 

 

  The paper went further, saying, “[l]etters of endorsement from individuals, 

businesses and organizations are needed.”  The editorial summed up by saying “It’s 

important for the community’s future.  It’s important for your future (p. 4).” 

                                                
56 See footnote 55.   A 2250 unit actually holds 2900 inmates when the Trusty camp is added to the 
population. 
57 Note that all of these are governmental or quasi-government developments, not industrial ones. 
58 The number of jobs that would go to locals as opposed to those who would be transferred in wasn’t 
discussed in great detail at any point during the siting process. 
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 Latcham got on his bully pulpit again just five weeks later in an editorial 

headlined “Prison Could Salvage our ‘Reeling’ Economy (Latcham, 1989b, p. A4).”  The 

headline was a pun referring to the closing of the Plaza Theatre which, according to the 

paper, was a sign of the community’s tough economic times and the editorial used the 

movie The Last Picture Show as a metaphor for the town’s potential demise.  The article 

focused not only the economic advantages, but also on the classic NIMBY concerns.  A 

Chamber of Commerce luncheon had been held where concerns about the prison were 

discussed and questions were answered by two top TDC officials.  Latcham writes that,  

some of the answers should be comforting to those who envision the 
classic Hollywood version of a prison town.  For instance: 
 

• It is extremely difficult to receive a furlough in the TDC…The 
only way Beeville would receive furloughed inmates would be if 
they were headed here anyway… 

• No evidence exists that prisoners’ families move to the community 
in which their inmate is incarcerated… 

• Prisoners would not be released here in Beeville… 
• And TDC’s progressive programs have drastically reduced prison 

violence and escapes in the past five years. (p.A4) 
 

Latcham then dropped the boom.  “It is important for Beeville to pursue this prison, 

particularly since no other industry is presently knocking at our door (p. A4).”  He 

summed up using his The Last Picture Show analogy.  “It’s important for us to move 

forward.  We’ll no doubt see another movie theatre in time, but we certainly can’t take 

that or anything else for granted.  Let’s make sure that the Plaza was not our last picture 

show (p. A4).”  The push for support worked and in May of 1989 a final version of the 

proposal to bring the prison to Beeville was prepared and presented to the State 

Legislature. 
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 Bee County made the TDC’s first cut and put together a full incentive package.  

Taken together, the proposal was worth $4.4 million, including $250,000 in cash.59  This 

included buying the land, providing water, sewer and other utilities as well as building a 

new highway bypass.  The local Chamber of commerce printed up posters and bumper 

stickers with the slogan “Bee for the Max,” with prison bars inside the letters.  Forty-six 

other Texas communities were also vying for one of the new units. 

 A short, but very politically charged lobbying process ensued with Joe Montez 

and Grady Hogue pulling every string that they could.  On the day of the final decision, 

several busloads of people went to Austin, posters in hand, to make a last ditch push.  A 

local college student even dressed up in a bee costume for the event.  The Beeville 

proposal was accepted.  In fact, it was the only proposal accepted unanimously by the 

TDC.  What was to become known as the McConnell Unit, named for the former 

Beeville Chief of Police, was a reality and opened its gates in 1991. 

 All was not perfect, however.  A few months after the prison siting derby, the 

town found out that the federal government had decided to close Naval Air Station Chase 

Field, the largest employer in the county with 2100 civilian workers.  So what was 

supposed to be a chance to diversify their economy had become the way to save it.  But 

the closing of the naval base opened up an opportunity for the Texas Department of 

Criminal Justice.  When a military base closes, the land is first offered to other federal 

agencies and then to the state.  No federal agencies wanted an old military base in 

Beeville, Texas, so the TDCJ stepped in and took the land.  They built two medium-

security prison units on this land that serve as the classification units for the TDCJ and 

                                                
59 The actual proposal was given to the author by Beeville City Manager Ford Patton 
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built a corrections officer training facility there.  The land also houses the regional offices 

for the TDCJ.  The town that had lobbied specifically for a maximum-security unit, now 

also had two medium-security units housing over 5000 inmates as well as a small 

minimum security camp. 

 

FLORENCE: 

 Florence watched its neighboring town of Cañon City gain five new state 

correctional facilities during the 1980’s, while its own economy flagged along with the 

decline of the mining industry.  The relationship between the state Department of 

Corrections (DOC) and Cañon City has been mutually beneficial and Florence was 

hoping that its relationship with the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) would be just as 

positive.  Even more so, they hoped that the economic payoffs would be greater.  A 

Federal Corrections Officer’s (CO) starting salary is around $28,000,60 far higher than the 

State’s $21,000.61  During the bidding process, the site coordinator for the BOP, Pat 

Sledge, said that up to 270 of the 450 positions at the new penitentiary would go to local 

citizens a significant number in a town with a population of just over 3000.62   

 Florence got into the bidding process in May of 1987 after Cañon City brought in 

the BOP to look at 220 acres of land on the outskirts of town that the Benedictine monks 

had put up for sale.  Even though the Abbey decided to take the property off of the 

market, the Federal government still showed interest in coming to Fremont County.  

                                                
60 http://www.bop.gov/hrmpg/hrmcorrectionalofficer.html 
61http://www.gssa.state.co.us/announce/job+announcements.nsf/5a50e7ae62411f9e872564db004c6ce2/62d
2067e2be56adf87256e51007bfff4?OpenDocument 
62 Cañon City Record, 1/25/1989 
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Senator Harold McCormick tried to get the entire state behind the idea of bringing the 

proposed prison to Colorado, but the legislature killed the measure.   

 Florence, however, went on undaunted.  The BOP was hinting that there might be 

as many as three prisons in the complex (it turned out to be four) and in June of 1988, the 

Florence community went on the offensive, starting a campaign to raise $100,000 to buy 

a parcel of land on the outskirts of town in order to donate it to the Federal Government.  

In Florence, the head of the local Chamber of Commerce, Darryl Lindsay, with Fremont 

Economic Development Corporation head, Skip Dyer and Florence Mayor Tom 

McCormick led the charge.63  Unlike Beeville, the town did not have the capital to buy 

the land, so these men went about raising the money from private sources.   

 The Cañon City Daily Record held a poll early in 1988 and 98.2% of respondents 

supported at least some form of federal prison in Florence.  The original proposition was 

for one 700 bed medium security prison, one 200 bed minimum security prison with the 

potential for a second medium security facility with 700 beds and an expansion of 400 

beds in the minimum camp.  According to the survey, the prison complex would provide 

500 jobs and about $25 million annually in “local salaries and purchases.”64   

  Florence set out to raise the money needed to buy the land to donate it to the 

federal government.  They took individual donations, had a competition between local 

businesses, held a carnival and polished the whole thing off with a 24 hour radiothon on 

June 30th, 1988.  All told the town raised more than $126,000.  The BOP was impressed 

                                                
63 Unfortunately, Skip Dyer and Tom McCormick have both passed away, so I only have Darryl Lindsay’s 
recollection, in addition to newspaper reports, to go on. 
64 The fact that the number of jobs proposed keeps changing is not due to poor research on the author’s 
part.  The proposed number of prisons and types of prisons kept changing until the final number of four 
was reached.  As the proposal changed, so did the number of purported jobs that would go to the local 
community, although all estimates were based on an assumption that 60% of jobs would go to locals. 
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by the local show of support and began serious consideration of the town and performed 

an environmental impact statement later in the year. 

 The impact statement was made public in January of 1989 and the town held a 

series of public forums on the proposed prisons in March.  The environmental study 

found no factors that would preclude Fremont County as a potential site and, according to 

both newspaper reports and people that attended the meetings, there were no negative 

comments made at any of the forums.65 The BOP then proposed adding a 500-bed 

maximum security facility to the project. 

 Although there were several delays in the actual decision process, Florence was 

chosen as the site for the new project on October 31st, 1989 with construction to be 

started in the spring of 1990.  On December 1st, the BOP made an announcement that it 

would purchase the 400 acres of land itself so that the town could use the money it raised 

to extend utility lines to the remote location.  They also announced that they intended to 

build another facility on the campus and that this fourth prison would take the place of 

their Marion facility as the only level six security prison in the federal system.66  Level 

six is the so-called supermax level where the BOP sends the “worst of the worst.”  

Eventually this facility would house such prison superstars as Ramsey Yussef, John 

Gotti, Ted Kaczynski and both Oklahoma City bombers.  The Administrative Maximum 

Security Prison, or ADX, would be a 23 hour a day lockdown facility, built almost 

entirely underground. 

   In December of 1989, the Federal Bureau of Prisons opened up an office in 

downtown Florence.  Locals were so desperate for the promised jobs that the headline of 
                                                
65 Florence Citizen 3/30/1989 
66 Alcatraz was the first level six facility in the Fedral system, but was replaced by Marion when it closed in 
1963. 
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the local paper on January 8th, 1990 stated “Federal Bureau of Prisons: Don’t apply for 

Jobs Yet.”  According to the local BOP office, they had already received numerous calls 

and letters asking about potential employment, but the BOP stated that it would be at 

least another year before the hiring process for the promised jobs began. 

 The groundbreaking on the $150 Million project began July 14th of that year.  The 

project was to be the largest prison complex in the federal system to date.  The 

construction contract went to a contractor from Greeley, Colorado.  The Colorado Rural 

Revitalization program set up shop.   The town braced for the upcoming boom of 

business on Main Street.  According to one newspaper report, construction may have 

swelled the population of Florence, but construction jobs were not going to locals.  

Despite this, local residents were preparing for the prison’s opening, volunteering for 

cleanup projects which included plans to reopen the Rialto Theater on Main Street (to 

date, it is still closed).   

 The minimum and medium security prisons opened their gates and the first 

inmates arrived in early 1992.  All of the prisons were up and running by December of 

1994.  The prison inmates were sent into the community on various projects, painting a 

local school and helping out at a veteran’s nursing home.  Early reports on the 

relationship between the town and the prison complex were mostly positive.  As one 

reporter put it, “if one ignores the razor wire around the medium security prison, the two 

prisons visible from Colorado 67 look like a campus with mauve and powder blue 

buildings.”   

 

CONCLUSION: 
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 What we see above are two very similar stories of an economic development plan 

that has become more commonplace in the last 20 years.  Two rural towns, desperate for 

jobs and some semblance of industry turn towards the government to save them from 

economic ruin.  Both towns had a blueprint for this idea.  Beeville had long been kept 

afloat by the military, even when oil and ranching were no longer viable options.  

Florence had seen its neighbor of Canon City “thrive” to some extent by depending on 

the Colorado Department of Corrections.  It is not surprising, then, that given the 

opportunity to look for help from a governmental entity, both took advantage of the 

situation. 

 Additionally, the time periods are nearly identical.  The United States was already 

in the midst of a changing economy, from the more industrial past to a service oriented 

economy.  Both towns, lacking in major transportation access or a particularly well 

educated and trained populace had little chance to take advantage of these opportunities.  

The “dot com” revolution would take place in Texas three hours to the north, in Austin, 

with its access to the University of Texas.  Denver is a boomtown of the West, but is also 

three hours from the rural community of Florence.  Given these circumstances, it hardly 

seems strange that the local elites got creative and looked to the government to solve their 

economic crisis. 

 Neither town may have realized it at the time, but both would become a prison 

hub housing over 3000 inmates.  Also, the towns put together proposals that just a decade 

before would have seemed ludicrous.  In the early eighties, states were still imposing 

their will on communities to find sites for their new facilities and often giving incentives 

to do so.  Of course prison building in 1980 was a much rarer event than it was in 1988 
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and ’89 and the changing economic realities made prisons a more feasible, if not fully 

palatable option. 

 It is difficult to gather what the economic effects have been on these two towns.  

Several scholars have pointed out the difficulty in measuring the economic effects of 

local development projects, especially when there have been other intervening factors, as 

there have been in both Beeville and Florence (Feiock, 1991; Fellenstein et. al. 1999; 

Louishomme, 2003).  The raw numbers seem to show that Florence has benefited more, 

but this is difficult to say with any certainty.  What is discernable is what other socio-

economic factors, such as race, play a role in this study.  The following chapter will argue 

that social makeup of the towns have a definite effect on the relationship that develops 

between prison and community. 

 Despite the differences in socio-economic factors, the lobbying process was 

remarkably similar in both communities.  The real difference in this regard is not who 

was doing the lobbying or why, but who was being lobbied.  Florence was specifically 

interested in a Federal prison, while Beeville was lobbying the state.  This, more than 

anything else, is the most divergent issue between the two towns.  The difference 

between the relationships Beeville would have with the TDCJ as opposed to Florence’s 

with the BOP were not a consideration at the time of the lobbying process and would not 

become evident for several years.  It is this difference, more than any other, which will be 

analyzed in the rest of this dissertation.      
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Figure 1- Map of Beeville, TX 

 
Figure 2- Map of Florence, CO 
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Figure 3- My Trailer in Beeville 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

THE PRISON’S SIDE 
 

 
 “We don’t have enough water to bring in a brewery and IBM ain’t exactly knocking on the door.  

What the hell else were we supposed to do?” 
         

Benny Johnson 
Former Mayor of Cañon City, Colorado 

 

 As the relationship between the prison and the community developed in Beeville 

and Florence, one overarching issue became obvious- the difference in the relationship 

between the federal government, through the Bureau of Prisons (BOP), and the local 

community as opposed to the relationship between the state, in this case the Texas 

Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ), and the community.  From the prison’s side, this 

is a story about federalism and political responsiveness.  This story is told in various 

forms by all three institutions discussed in this dissertation.  But the story told by the 

prisons has another wrinkle to add- that individual wardens matter.  Therefore the 

competing story from the prisons side is actually two tales; the overarching tale of the 

difference between the federal prisons and the state prisons in these two towns as well as 

the tale of the effectiveness of individual wardens.   

 As discussed below, wardens have become more political and less autonomous 

figures over the past thirty years, but despite this, they are still very powerful figures.  An 

individual warden works within the bureaucracy of his department of corrections, but has 

a large role to play in the relationship with the community.  I argue that there are two 

types of wardens, “the citizen” and “the hermit,” whose qualities will also be explained 

below.   
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This chapter focuses on the relationship between the community and prison from 

the standpoint of the prison.  It begins by outlining some of the differences between the 

nature of federal as opposed to state bureaucracies and links that to the differences 

between state run prison institutions as opposed to federal ones specifically in Texas and 

Colorado.  It discusses the changes in prison management over time and the increasing 

politicization of prison management.  It then describes the problems faced by wardens in 

their relationship with the community and discusses the difference between citizens and 

hermits in more detail.  It concludes with a section on prison work crews sent into the 

community by wardens to do various service projects as an example of one tool in a 

warden’s toolbox to foster community relations.  In my cases, the use of the work crews 

was one measure through which the difference between citizens and hermits could be 

seen and may be a good measure for a broader study of citizens and hermits.   

 

POLITICAL RESPONSIVENESS: 

In this research, we begin to see that the state, the entity closer to “the people” as 

the more responsive to community concerns as well as being more concerned with its 

image in the community.  I argue that there are three reasons for this.  The first has to do 

with electoral concerns and constituency size.  The second reason has to do with the 

nature of bureaucracy, where bigger is not necessarily better when it comes to the 

responsiveness of the government to the citizenry.  The third reason has to do with the 

attitude of the employees towards the residents of the community. 

 The Federal Bureau of Prisons has facilities in thirty-eight states plus one in 

Puerto Rico.  The Attorney General appoints its director and the Bureau is under the 
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auspices of the Department of Justice.   The Texas Department of Criminal Justice is 

responsible for prisons in nearly every county in Texas which, although quite large, is 

hardly comparable to the country as a whole.  It is overseen by the Texas Board of 

Criminal Justice (TBCJ) which is composed of nine members who are appointed by the 

Governor for staggered six-year terms.  It is easy to see that the geographic reach of the 

BOP is significantly larger than that of the TDCJ, but they also have more bureaucratic 

insulation from their constituency than their Texas counterpart.   

 Unfortunately, studies of bureaucracy and federalism are not often done by 

political scientists, a fact lamented as early as 1984 by Dwight Waldo in the second 

edition to his classic The Administrative State (p. xlii).  Scholars have often argued that in 

the policy arena, states are more innovative than the federal government (Dye, 1997) and 

may indeed be, to paraphrase Justice Brandeis, “laboratories for democracy” (New State 

Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, at 311 (1932), Brandeis dissenting).  But the question 

of whether or not they are more responsive to the citizenry is still up for debate, despite 

some literature on the topic (Wood, 1992).  In this study, though, the administrative 

agency of the state does appear to be much more responsive to local concerns than its 

federal counterpart. 

 Why does this appear to be so?  The first reason may have to do with electoral 

concerns and constituency size.  State elected officials are generally more accessible as 

compared to federal officials and a state representative is going to be much more 

responsive to a constituent’s concerns than their counterpart in the U.S. House of 

Representatives.  The population of a small town makes up a larger percentage of a state 

representative’s electoral base than a small town does of a member of the U.S. House of 
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Representatives and concerns of the local community and governmental officials 

concerns are more likely to “trickle down” to a state agency rather than a federal agency.  

in question, be it the Bureau of Prisons of the TDCJ.  For example, in Beeville, the 

12,000 residents make up over 11% of their State Representative’s electoral base, but 

Florence’s 4000 residents make up less than .5% of the electoral base for their member of 

the U.S. House of Representatives.  A state representative is going to be much more 

concerned with the concerns of 11% of their constituents, but a member of the U.S. 

House is unlikely to be as responsive to the problems of such a small percentage of his 

voters.     

 Not only are state elected officials more likely to respond to their constituencies 

than federal ones, the bureaucratic agencies here are also of a vastly different scale.  To 

understand just how different, consider that in 2006, the TDCJ had an operating budget 

on just over $2.5 Billion while the Department of Justice , of which the Bureau of Prisons 

is one part has a $22 Billion-plus total budget.  The Bureau of Prisons also has nearly 

twice as many employees as the TDCJ.67  A larger bureaucratic agency is less likely to be 

concerned with a small rural community and its problems. 

 The final reason may come down what I can only term the sophistication of the 

employees of the federal government.  In my observations, prison employees, especially 

the upper management, stood out from the average person in Fremont County.  

According to several studies, prison workers can be cliquish as a rule and do not tend to 

socialize with people outside of the fold (Fleisher, 1989; Wright et. al. 1997; Lambert et. 

al. 2005).  Even so, this is more profound among federal employees.  Part of the problem 
                                                
67 This is true despite the fact that they have nearly identical numbers of employees working in their 
security forces, those who actually deal directly with inmates.  This means that the BOP has a much greater 
percentage of employees in administrative and bureaucratic duties. 
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is that many employees choose to live elsewhere, usually the larger cities in commuting 

distance.  But local citizens seem to feel that they are treated with disdain, a complaint 

that I did not hear in reference to state employees.  Federal employees remain outsiders in 

the communities in which they serve. 

 

TDCJ VS. BOP: IT’S ALL ABOUT THE DISTANCE: 

 In other ways, the TDCJ’s Division of Institutions and the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons are quite similar.  As of June 22, 2006, BOP run facilities held 161,719 inmates.68  

As of August 31st, 2005, 152,213 inmates were being held in TDCJ run facilities.69  At 

the end of FY 2004, the BOP had 35,023 employees involved with security while the 

TDCJ had a security staff of 26,926.70 In many statistical ways, they are ideally situated 

for comparison.  So there is a question as to how two seemingly similar institutions can 

interact so differently with their host towns.  The answer may lie in the difference 

between state and federal institutions as a whole. 

 The former Director of Institutions for the TDCJ, Doug Dretke, argued that a 

large part of this had to do with the difference in the distance, both physically and 

bureaucratically between a state and federal entity.  “In my capacity, I would get calls 

from State Legislators who got complaints from constituents (personal communication 

September 2006).”  He would then filter those complaints down to the institutions.  He 

speculated that federal prison wardens may never hear about such complaints.  Robert 

Treon, former director of region IV for the TDCJ, seconded this proposition, but added 
                                                
68 The BOP updates its prison population statistics weekly at 
http://www.bop.gov/locations/weekly_report.jsp.  This number does not include those held in Private 
Facilities or Community Corrections Management Offices. 
69 http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/publications/executive/FY2005_Statistical_Report.pdf 
70 http://www.bop.gov/news/PDFs/sob05.pdf 
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that in his capacity, he often had to walk a tightrope between the local government and 

state legislature, who often have very different priorities (personal communication, 

March, 2004).  No BOP employees mentioned having to do this same dance. 

 There are institutional factors that make it easier for State prison managers to be 

more responsive to community concerns.  First and foremost is the length of tenure of 

upper management in Texas as opposed to the BOP.  One warden told me that even when 

there are good relations between a warden and the community for the BOP, these 

wardens are moved out so quickly that the relationship never has time to flourish (MM, 

personal communication, December 2006).71  Although, politically speaking, it makes 

sense to try and get to Huntsville if one wants to go far in the TDCJ, since this is where 

the home office is as well as eight TDCJ units, one can have a long career while 

remaining in the hinterlands like Beeville.  And by remaining in the hinterlands for 

longer, a state prison employee is much more likely to become an insider in the 

community in which they serve. 

Time and again I heard how involved former Warden Thomas Prasifka and 

Region IV Director Doug Dretke were in the community in Beeville.  Prasifka, now a 

Warden at the Wynne Unit in Huntsville, told me that he considered being a part of the 

community as element of his job once he rose above the rank of Major (the highest 

uniformed rank in the department).  Prasifka said that a large part of his involvement was 

because he had kids in school and although he kept stressing this point, I felt that his 

involvement seemed to go beyond just being a father.  In fact one of his former Majors, 

                                                
71 A warden for the BOP only stays at a single institution for an average of about 18 months, while TDCJ 
Wardens serve much longer tenures.  There has been one major exception to this, with Warden Hood at 
ADX-Florence, although this is not surprising given the specialized nature of the administrative maximum 
facility.  
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Danny Fernandez, a local Beeville kid who has moved up the ranks from a CO, told me 

that Prasifka was adamant that Fernandez understand his role, not only as a major on the 

unit, but as a “hometown boy made good.”  He is TDCJ’s best PR for locals to come and 

work there, since one of their own, a consummate “insider,” has moved up the ranks.    

Having community “insiders” who work at the facility adds to the responsiveness 

by the facility to community concerns.  Community concerns can avoid the pitfalls 

inherent in going through the bureaucracy with issues where they may or may not be 

filtered through the system to reach the ears of the wardens.  Having a Major who grew 

up there or local politicians who work at the prison, something we see in Beeville, can 

mean that issues are directly discussed with the prison administration and never have to 

go through the system.   

As discussed in chapter three, insider status is an important one in notions of 

community and ethnographic studies have long found a dichotomy between the insider 

and the outsider.  In Beeville and Florence, the insider/outsider distinction certainly 

exists, but in a form that is both more obvious and more complex than in other 

ethnographic studies cited above.  The opening of a prison requires a large influx of 

experienced personnel.  This group of newcomers becomes the “other”- the boogeyman 

who insiders can blame for the breakdown of their community.  These new people often 

feel that they are held up to a different standard, that all of their mistakes are multiplied 

because they work at the prison.72 

 This is not to say that the employees have not brought some of these problems on 

themselves.  Often prison officials were not only aware of the problems with their 

                                                
72 Some of the prison officials that I talked to felt that this feeling of “being held to a different standard” 
was made worse by the fact that they wore a uniform and worked for the state. 
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employees, they were quite open about them.  For example, one of the consistent 

complaints by Beeville residents was that TDCJ employees wrote “hot checks.”  When I 

asked the regional director what he thought the biggest problem was between employees 

and the community he admitted that it was CO’s writing hot checks.  The director 

understood that some new employees were just kids getting their first sizable paycheck 

and that in the process; they often get in over their heads financially, buying new cars and 

such on credit. 

 The BOP has much more stringent hiring practices as will be discussed in chapter 

five, which include a credit report, so I didn’t hear complaints about “hot checks” in 

Florence, but in both communities, issues surrounding family violence were often 

mentioned.  Several studies have been done showing increased rates of family violence 

on military bases (Harrison, 2002), but I’ve also found anecdotal evidence that this issue 

is also prevalent among correctional officers.  In fact, several prison administrators were 

very open about this problem, with one telling me “we teach them how to deal with the 

inmates at work, but we don’t teach them how to deal with their families when they get 

home.”   

 It is issues such as this that keeps the prison employees as outsiders to the old 

guard in the community.  Even in Beeville, where many of the prison jobs go to locals 

and the TDCJ has made itself more a part of the community, those that “wear the gray” (a 

reference to the colors of the TDCJ uniforms) are still outsiders to a certain extent.  It is 

in just this way that locals discuss the criminal and family problems among the prison 

employees.  However these state employees are much more readily accepted than their 

federal counterparts.  TDCJ employees become involved in the local community and the 
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TDCJ itself seems to work harder to make sure this is so.  There also seem to be a 

number of institutional and bureaucratic factors that have an influence as well.  Overall, 

the State of Texas is generally in a better position to foster good community relations, but 

there is more to the story that this.  Individual wardens have a part to play.  Before 

discussing these individual wardens, however, I will first discuss how the job of warden 

and prison managers more generally has changed over time. 

 

CHANGES IN PRISON MANAGEMENT AND PERTINENT LITERATURE: 

 Prison policy may be set in Washington D.C. or the State Capital, but what 

actually happens inside the razor wire is heavily influenced by the man or woman at the 

top, though wardens do not have the same level of autonomy as in day’s past.  The era of 

the “big boss Warden” is long gone and the rise of the bureaucratic prison has taken hold, 

but this does not mean that the warden does not, in many ways, have his own fiefdom 

inside the prison walls (Jacobs, 1977; DiIulio, 1986; Riveland, 2000).  This section 

discusses the professionalization and bureaucratization of prison administration while 

outlining the continued importance of the individual warden to an institution and in 

matters of community relations. 

 Bureaucratization of the prison system has attempted to standardize prison policy 

over different institutions within the same department.  The prison building boom has 

been, at least in part, the reason for this.73  In the past, many states had only one or just a 

                                                
73 Court intervention has also been part of the need for this.  See Feeley and Rubin (1998), and DiIulio 
(1990b). 
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handful of prisons of the same security level which were easy to oversee.  The building 

boom has necessitated a certain amount of consistency across many institutions.74   

 The Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ), for example, has a 101 page 

handbook for offenders, explaining the rules for everything from rights to showers, to 

eligibility for parole, to prisoner litigation procedures.75  There is a separate handbook 

that describes just disciplinary rules and procedures.76  Such bureaucratic measures are 

meant to make the system more uniform, but even with these this is not always the case.  

Several scholars and others have pointed out that all prisons enforce rules and regulations 

selectively and despite the corrections communities attempt to make things more 

consistent, what goes on inside the prison is still, in large part, up to those running the 

individual institution (Conover, 2000; DiIulio, 1986; Jacobs, 1977; Lin, 2000). 

 Since John Diullio broke ground with Governing Prisons (1986), interest in 

prison management has grown, although it is not nearly as widely studied as it might be.  

DiIulio’s work, nearly twenty years old now and done before the prison building boom 

really took its full effect, was the first time, though, that prison administration was front 

and center in the prison literature.  DiIulio’s main focus moved away from inmate 

centered scholarship and tried to give an alternative to what he deems the “sociological 

view of prisons (p. 13).”  Although several other scholars began this interest in the 

changing role of prison administrator (Jacobs, 1977; Maghee, 1984) it is DiIulio that 

really delves into the subject, arguing that it is prison management, not other issues like 

overcrowding, that really matter in the effective running of a prison.   
                                                
74 For example the Bureau of prisons has 19 maximum security institutions across the country. 
75 The entire handbook can be found at 
http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/publications/cid/OffendOrientHbkNov04.pdf.  Retrieved 1/3/2007. 
76 http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/publications/cid/GR-106%20Web%20Final%20doc%203-23-05.pdf.  
Retrieved 1/3/2007 
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 Although some may question his conclusions,77 DiIulio’s work led to a greater 

interest in prison managers and as a result academics began to challenge many of the 

sociological assumptions about prison life (Lin, 2000; Camp, 1999; Gaes, 1994; Useem 

and Kimball, 1991; Logan and Gaes 1991).  As assumptions were changing, so was the 

profession of prison managers.  Thirty years ago, most states had no more than a few 

large maximum security prisons to house all of its inmates.  This is no longer the case.  

More enlightened and more complicated classification systems have led to the building of 

medium and minimum security institutions in addition to the maximum security ones.  

There are also specialized facilities for sex offenders, mentally ill inmates and gang 

members.  This change, coupled with the inmate population boom led to the 

aforementioned prison building boom.  More prisons meant more prison managers and 

these managers were better educated and more bureaucratically and politically savvy than 

their predecessors.   

 The change from the prison as fiefdom to a more bureaucratized entity has been 

well documented (Jacobs, 1977; DiIulio, 1986; Wright, 1994) and correctional 

administrators are now likely to have B.A.’s and M.A.’s hanging prominently on their 

walls.78  They move from institution to institution much more often than in the past and 

increased levels of bureaucracy has led to promotion opportunities above the rank of 

senior warden.  With these changes, prison executives have become more involved in the 

world outside the fences.  According to Kevin Wright, modern prison executives spend 

                                                
77 DiIulio comes up with a three pronged typology of prison management; the control model, the 
responsibility model and the consensual model.  He concludes that the Texas control model ultimately 
leads to the safest prisons.  For a critique of his typology and methodology, see Simon (2002).   
78 Several people that I interviewed in Texas told me that when they talk to Doug Dretke, the Director of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice’s (TDCJ) Correctional Institutions division, he always asks them 
if they are taking classes and if not, why not.   
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70% of their time dealing with issues outside of the prison walls (p. 199).  This has 

forced prison administrators to become much more public relations oriented than ever 

before.   

According to Wright, there are two major factors that have led to this.  First, is the 

added involvement of the Courts in the day-to-day running of a prison (Wright, 2000; 

Feeley and Rubin,1998; DiIulio, 1990; Martin and Ekland-Olsen, 1987).  Court 

intervention has led to far more outside evaluation of the prison than ever before.  A 

major part of a Warden’s job was about keeping incidents minor enough so that they 

didn’t make the papers, but now a warden has to deal with meeting accreditation 

standards, court cases, court orders and the abundance of politicians coming into their 

institutions.  Prisons are still closed societies to a great extent, but they are far more open 

than they ever have been and the proliferation of inmate lawsuits has definitely played a 

part in this.   

 The second, and probably more important reason for this shift is purely a question 

of numbers (Blumstein, 1999; Casper, 1984).  More inmates serving longer sentences 

means that correction’s budgets are far larger part of a state’s overall expenditures.  The 

politicization of crime and prisons has been well documented (Miller, 2007; Stuckey et 

al. 2005; Abramsky, 2002; Parenti, 1999; Davey, 1998; Beckett, 1997; McGee, 1984) and 

with this increased attention, prison executives have become more involved in policy 

matters than ever before.  As Wright puts it, “Clearly, modern prison system executives 

must be astute political creatures.  They must have an understanding of the political 

process along with a willingness and an ability to participate as never before (p. 199-

200).”  The modern prison executive is getting to be far more like an executive of a major 
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corporation than a “keeper of the keys.”  They have to be familiar with concepts such as 

Total Quality Management and cost-benefit analyses.  This is not to say that custody and 

control have ceased to be the primary concern of prison officials.  It is just that there are 

other functions that have become more and more important with time.  

 The greater interest from politicians has added to the public interest as well.  As 

Wright notes that the proliferation of news sources and tenacity of many journalists has 

added to the increased public interest and senior prison officials are expected to deal with 

the media far more than ever before.79  More importantly, perhaps, is that the increased 

public awareness of crime has led to increased awareness of prisons themselves (Sims 

and Johnston, 2004; Roberts and Stalans, 2000; Caplow and Simon, 1999).  Beyond just 

morbid fascination with the major incidents, taxpayers believe they have a right to know 

how their money is being spent. 

 More money spent on prisons also means more money spent to study them, 

leading to a sort of prison academic-industrial-complex.  Sykes and Jacob’s works were 

groundbreaking in their times, in part because they went somewhere no one had gone 

before, but nowadays, the sight of a Sociologist in a prison is not particularly rare.  In 

fact, many departments of corrections have their own research offices that conduct 

internal studies and deal with outside academics that wish to study the institutions.  

Though the focus of most of these studies is still inmate-centered, there are few aspects of 

prison life that have not been or are not currently being studied.  When I asked a local 

prosecutor why he thought I was able to gain access to the prisons without too much 

difficulty, he said that the prison system was “so used to having people traipsing around 

                                                
79 Turn on MSNBC on any given weekend and you will see a variety of shows shot inside of prisons around 
the country. 
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the grounds, why would one more idiot asking questions bother them (HH, personal 

communication, January, 2004)?”  

 

THE POLITICS OF PRISON MANAGEMENT: 

 While Kevin Wright (2000) is one of the few scholars who correctly see the added 

importance of external relations to prison administrators, he does not look at the 

importance of those relations on the local level.  Most of his discussion centers on 

relationships with state and federal level political actors, while ignoring those actors 

closest to the institutions themselves.  According to Wright, it is in the relationship with 

state and federal level actors where the prison administrator as public relations director is 

at its core (2000).  But Wright only sees this as an issue involved with the higher levels of 

government.  I argue that this PR part of the warden’s job is also important in dealing 

with the local government.  Prison executives may have to learn to “walk the hallways of 

the legislature” as much as they walk the tiers of their prisons, but they need to walk 

down Main Street as well.  I other words, prison administrators not only need to foster 

relations with state politicians, they need to do so with local politicians in the town in 

which they are located.  

Even if policies inside a facility are more uniform than in the past, a warden’s 

relationship with the outside community has not seen as much change, since there is little 

guidance from the home office as to how the senior staff must act.  The handbooks and 

court orders may regulate what goes on inside an institution, but how the warden and 

senior staff deal with the local community and government is, to a large extent, up to 

each individual warden. 
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 This is not to say that the home office has no say in the matter.  As will be 

discussed below, the Bureau of Prisons, for example, has community relations boards in 

most communities that house a prison that meet quarterly.  This group is made up of local 

politicians, business leaders and law enforcement who meet with senior staff in order to 

get a better understanding of what goes on inside the institution.  These meetings are 

meant to be a forum for the open exchange of concerns, but more often are just a forum 

for surface presentations by the prison administrators about inmate programs.  A 

warden’s personal relationships, especially in rural communities, matter much more.  

Some Departments of Corrections realize this and try to instill the importance of 

community relations to their senior staff.  The former Director of Institutions for the 

TDCJ told me that this was something he discussed with every new senior warden (DD, 

personal communication, February, 2004).  Whether or not the warden takes the 

director’s advice to heart appears to depend on the individual warden. 

 

CITIZENS AND HERMITS: 

 As discussed above, I argue that it is useful to place senior prison staff into two 

categories, the citizen and the hermit.80  Although Warden’s have the most interaction 

with the community, their assistants and even some of the highest-ranking uniformed 

staff have a role to play.  All senior staff can fit into this model, some for better and some 

for worse.  They are all representatives of the institutions and are looked to by the 

members of the community as such.   

                                                
80 Obviously there will be some overlap in these categories, but this should not detract from the 
categorization as a useful tool in understanding prison administrators’ behavior in this arena. 
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 Like any typology or categorization, this one is not without its problems.  The 

either/or nature of this model simplifies some of these problems, but this does not make it 

perfect.  Some wardens and senior staff will act against type from time to time, but my 

research has shown a remarkable consistency in their behavior.81  Consistency is vital to 

good prison management and this alone may explain this, but remarkably, even in a 

crisis, citizens remain citizens and hermits hide out.   

 The citizen is the most visible in the community.  He is a citizen in the strongest 

Jeffersonian sense of the word in a place that comes closest to being a modern 

Jeffersonian Ward Republic, the small rural community.  Although I do not share 

Jefferson and others romantic notions about rural America, they are undoubtedly places 

of intense personal contact and handshake deals.  The citizen seems to instinctually 

understand this.  He or she will be active in local civic groups, enthusiastically try and 

educate the public and tend to be visible about town.  In towns with multiple facilities 

and an ever-changing administration, many top managers are unknown to the general 

population.  The citizen will not only be known, he will be known by first name.  One 

citizen became so involved that he eventually became Mayor after he retired.  Other 

citizen’s have become City Counselors, County Commissioners as well as becoming 

involved in the local community in a variety of other capacities.     

 There are four major attributes that all citizen wardens share.  The first is 

accessibility.  The citizen warden will be available to the community for various events 

and reachable to the local government, especially in times of stress.  The second attribute 

is openness.  All of my interviewees acknowledged that all prisons are bound to have 
                                                
81 I am left to wonder how much their external behavior correlates to how they run the institution 
themselves.  I found it particularly interesting how many of the wardens who fit into my Citizen category, 
were practitioners of DiIulio’s “management by walking around (1986).” 
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problems at some point.  The citizen gives as much information as possible without 

jeopardizing the safety of employees and inmates.  Especially in a small community 

where rumors run rampant, official word about problems that arise can be very important 

to the community at large.   

 Thirdly, the citizen warden is a charismatic figure.  In many ways the role of the 

warden in community relations is that of an educator.  He must teach the public about the 

truths and myths of life in prison.  The citizen warden takes this part of his job very 

seriously and understands the importance of this function.  The final attribute is 

confidence.  The citizen warden is confident in his own abilities and that of his staff.  

This is especially important when it comes to the use of community service squads, 

inmates who go out in the community to perform a variety of functions.  The citizen 

warden will be confident enough in his staff to protect the public from the inmates. 

The hermit, on the other hand, lacks many or all of these qualities.  The hermit 

warden acts an administrator first and cares little for public relations.  He will not use the 

tools at his discretion, such as the community service squads to try and build up goodwill 

with the town.  He avoids public appearances and rarely, if ever, is in contact with the 

local governmental officials.  Hermits will send their assistants to community relations 

board meetings and will be unavailable to the local media.  This type of behavior will 

only hinder relations with the community. 

 One citizen told me that he thought that having kids in the local schools made a 

big difference for him.  “What kind of parent would I be if I wasn’t involved?” he asked 

(TP, personal communication, February, 2004).  When he reached the rank of Major, his 

warden told him that it was now a part of his job to “meet folks” and be a community 
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representative for the prisons.  He took this part of his job very seriously, joining the 

Chamber of Commerce, heading up the stock show organizing committee and attending 

school board meetings.  His son was a star football player at the local high school and the 

Warden attended all of his games.   

 The local sheriff told me that many days, he and this warden had coffee and 

visited for a while (BH, personal communication, January, 2004).  This gave them an 

opportunity to discuss local issues and problems.  The sheriff loaned the warden his 

people and the warden monitored his police scanner and offered help when there was a 

large accident on the local highway.  The warden was also very generous with his 

inmates.  Community service squads performed a variety of work around town, including 

painting the county courthouse and landscaping projects, something discussed in more 

detail below.   

 The citizen is concerned with making sure that the relationship with the 

community as a whole is as strong as possible.  Many of the managers that I spoke with 

said that the public had many misunderstandings about what went on inside their facility, 

but very few actively did anything about it.  The citizen will set up tours for local 

political and business leaders.  He makes himself available for the local media, even in 

times of trouble.  Prisons, on the whole, tend to be very secretive places and the citizen 

tries to open them up as best as he can without putting security in jeopardy.  One citizen 

put it to me in the following way.  He said, “There are times when we screw up and there 

are times when things get screwed up.  We need to educate the public so they can 

recognize the difference (TP, personal communication, February, 2004).”   
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 The Citizen is aware and open about the kinds of problems their employees have.  

This kind of openness can only help bring problems to the forefront.  As is discussed 

below, not everyone is so open to such discussions.  The hermit would prefer to bury 

issues like domestic violence and other problems with their employees.  The hermit hides 

in his institution and has as little dealings with the community as possible.  The hermit 

sees his job as ending at the walls of his institution and either does not see or does not 

care about the problems of the community.  One such Warden put it to me this way “I can 

sit back and watch what goes on, the fights and the petty political stuff, and I don’t want 

to be involved.  I’ve got enough to deal with in here and it’s all I can do to make sure that 

I get out from behind this desk and walk around every day (TP, personal communication, 

February, 2004).”82   

 Wardens are inundated with invitations to local events and the hermit chooses not 

to attend even when there is time in his schedule.  “Sometimes I don’t feel like hanging 

out with my neighbors after I’ve spent twelve hours at work,” one Warden told me (JG, 

personal communication, July, 2003).  But it seems that there is more than tiredness than 

can affect the relationship.  Some Wardens told me that they felt like they were treated as 

outsiders by the community and that their employees were often singled out by local law 

enforcement and given speeding tickets and other moving violations. Interestingly, 

community residents often report that they find prison employees cliquish and unfriendly.  

Either way, a hermit will not help matters.    

 

                                                
82 This doesn’t necessarily mean that there isn’t good reason to stay out of the local political scene.  In the 
towns I studied, local politics is a bloodsport.  I heard stories of guns being pulled on political rivals, 
Mayors threatening to jump over the desk to get at someone at a City Council meeting and a City Councilor 
who refuses to ever vote on the record because it would mean he was giving his tacit consent to the system.  
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WORK CREWS: 

 The most glaring difference between citizens and hermits shows itself in the use 

of work crews or community service squads, groups of inmates who go into the 

community to perform community service projects.  In many ways, the use of work crews 

is one measure that, in my two cases, seems to be the most obvious difference between 

the citizen and the hermit.  According to a report on prison labor by the National Institute 

of Corrections, “community service work is not essential to jail or prison operations, its 

net costs to the facility are higher than those associated with in-house work 

programs…However, benefits to the community may offset the direct costs to the jail or 

prison and indirectly benefit the facility itself (National Institute of Corrections, (1992)).”  

What is problematic about this conclusion is that the report has no data to back up this 

claim.  Many prison managers echo this conclusion, however, and despite the difficulty in 

measuring this, it appears to be true. 

Prison labor has long been an issue for prison managers.  Over time, two models 

of prison labor have developed.  The first is prison labor for profit. The notion and use of 

prison labor for profit, both inside and outside of a facility has long been a complicated 

one.  The shadow of convict lease programs of the 1800’s, where inmates were leased out 

to local farms to work essentially as slaves, still looms large.  In recent years, however, 

such programs have become more popular.  But prisons have always been hotbeds of 

idleness and with the decline of the rehabilitative programs of the 1960’s and ‘70’s the 

issue has only worsened.  Before the recent advent of private prisons contracting prison 

labor to private corporations, the lines of what prison laborers could and could not do 
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were fairly clear; they could work for minimal pay as long as the contracts for goods 

were only for state entities. 

The second model of prison labor is labor for the good of the facility itself.  As 

opposed to prison labor for profit ventures, prison labor to promote self-sufficiency has 

long been used and has rarely caused controversy.  Inmates working the fields for food 

that will be used inside the walls have always been popular with the general public, 

especially in the prison farms of the South where they save an enormous amount of tax 

dollars.83  Additionally, inmates have always been used for day to day general 

maintenance duties around the facility, from preparing meals to cleaning the cell blocks. 

Community service squads do not really fit either model of prison labor.  Inmates 

on these squads do not make any marketable product, nor does there work help the prison 

run in any tangible way.  They also seem to fall through the cracks in terms of most 

current case law, since they work outside the prison, but not for a private firm.  The 

courts have not heard an appeal directly on this issue, but there may be a reason for this.  

Inmates work hard to get on these work crews, since it means a rare trip outside of the 

facility and the chance to break up the boredom that is such a major part of prison life.  

Sometimes there are added bonuses.  One local work crew in Beeville got McDonald’s 

cheeseburgers from the local chamber of commerce after fixing their roof, a treat most 

prisoners will never get.  Only the best behaved inmates are allowed on these work 

crews, since the risk of escape or some other major problem is so great.  That may be 

                                                
83 Get the TDCJ study on this 
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why prisoners, normally a very litigious group, have not done so on the issue of 

community work squads.84  

 Besides the problematic chain gang-like imagery there is also the fear of escapes.  

Beeville, for example only lobbied for a maximum-security prison because they wanted 

as little interaction with the inmates as possible.  Most communities learn to appreciate 

the free work given to them by the prisons and inmates have been used to clean up after 

floods, fix up courthouses, cemeteries and local landmarks as well as various other 

improvement projects.     

 The Texas Department of Criminal Justice leaves it up to the local warden to 

decide how or even if to use their community service squads.  These squads have been 

very busy, especially during Warden Thomas Prasifka’s reign in the McConnell Unit.  

His inmates cleaned up a flooded stream in town, fixed the roof of the Chamber of 

Commerce building and made sand bags when a hurricane was bearing down on South 

Texas.  Inmates do almost all of the landscaping at the local courthouse and gave the 

building its recent facelift.  The service squads in their white jumpsuits have become 

commonplace in the town. 

 Florence’s prison inmates have also done work around the town, but the amount 

seems to have declined over time.  The prison still does some small things, like the sign 

they built for Pioneer Park, the local recreational park, but they do not do as much outside 

work for the community.  When the prisons first opened, there seemed to be more 

inmates working around the community, participating in cleanup projects in the 
                                                
84 Even after the advent of the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 1995, which sought to limit so called 
frivolous inmates lawsuits through various administrative measures, federal district courts still get and 
enormous amount of filings from prisons. Over 31% of the cases on those courts civil docket were about 
prison issues in 2005.  This issue and its effect on the communities in my study is discussed in chapter 5.   
http://www.uscourts.gov/caseload2005/tables/C02mar05.pdf 
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downtown area and refurbishing the Rialto Theatre (Harmon, 1990).  Such projects have 

diminished over time, however, mostly because the town stopped asking for help.   

A warden who understands what these services mean to the local community (i.e. 

the citizen warden) and cares about the working relationship will use the service squads 

extensively.  Inmate workers have been used to clean up after floods, maintain old 

cemeteries and fix roofs on public buildings. But as discussed in chapter three, 

communities will often specifically lobby for a maximum security institution, so that 

there is as little interaction with the inmate population as possible.85  The community 

service squads insure that the community will not have this security.  So why would 

communities, such as Beeville, that specifically did not want inmates in their midst, so 

openly welcome these work squads after the prison opens? 

 The answer may come down to money.  In Cañon City, Colorado, Florence’s next 

door neighbor and home to eight state prison facilities of its own, inmates used to 

perform a variety of clean up tasks around the community, including cleaning up a 

historic cemetery.  Due to budget cutbacks, the Colorado Department of Corrections 

stopped sending out the squads.  The city manager of Cañon City estimated that the city 

now had to pay out over $20,000 to do the projects that the CDOC inmates used to do 

(SR, personal communication, July, 2003).  This may not seem like a huge amount of 

money, but to a small town in Colorado, it is significant. 

 In Beeville, for example, the TDCJ work squads were often cited to me as one of 

the positives that the prison has brought.  The county has recently undertaken a $6.1 

million project to renovate the county courthouse to its original 1912 grandeur and 

                                                
85 This is actually not uncommon and several scholars have noted this phenomenon. (Jacobs, 1983; 
McShane, Williams and Wagoner, 1992; Krause, 1991). 
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expand some offices inside.  Inmates have always been used to do the landscaping for the 

building and were again used on the landscaping during the renovations.  Although I 

found no estimates for how much the county saved, it is surely a significant amount for a 

poor rural county. 

 Beyond the money, though, over time, the community seems to warm to the idea 

of these service squads.  According to several TDCJ administrators, the initial trepidation 

about inmate work crews is common in new prison towns, but once the public is educated 

to the benefits of these work crews and convinced of their safety they welcome the free 

labor.  The ability of the department in convincing the community of this may be about a 

warden’s personal charisma as much as anything else (DD, personal communication, 

October, 2006). 

 Although all departments encourage inmate work crews, it is ultimately up to 

each individual warden how much they farm out their labor pool.  Doug Dretke, former 

director of institutions for the TDCJ, seems to feel that a warden’s likelihood to use these 

squads has to do with a wardens overall confidence level (personal communication, 

October, 2006).  He said that a confident warden understands the potential risks, but 

trusts himself and his staff to see the benefits that outweigh any potential problems.  He is 

also secure in his own ability to deal with a problem, should it come up. 

 But other than personal appearances by senior staff, the use of the work crew 

seems to be the most visible and most appreciated tool on the warden’s toolbox to warm 

the relationship with a community.  Something as simple as having the prison’s wood 

making shop make a sign for a local park is greatly appreciated.  Outside work crews are 
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even more appreciated, although they take some getting used to for the community’s 

residents. 

 There may be other ways for a citizen warden to foster good community relations, 

but the use of work crews is possibly the most visible.  But using these squads can be a 

difficult proposition and the individual warden must be confident in his and his staff’s 

abilities in order to use them regularly.  The citizen warden understands there importance 

and is willing to take the risks.  The hermit warden is not.  According to one source, this 

is because the hermit does not trust in his own abilities or those of his staff to do so 

securely.  

 

CONCLUSION: 

 The difference between the relationships a community has with a state prison as 

opposed to a federal prison may, in fact, have much broader implications beyond just the 

prison world.  As localities become more involved in the economic development world, 

choices about who to lobby for projects looms large (Eisinger, 1988).  Additionally, the 

citizen and hermit typology discussed here may be applicable beyond just prisons.  Even 

so, these issues have repercussions for all communities either with a facility, or those 

interested in lobbying to get one. 

 This chapter is about how the prisons in Beeville and Florence develop their 

relationships with the towns that house them.  Their story is an important one, one not 

discussed elsewhere in the prison impact literature.  This story gives us our first glimpse 

into the various factors that make it easier for a state prison to become an institutional 

member of a community while federal facilities have a more difficult time doing so.  
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Despite these difficulties, wardens in both systems can help or hinder the development of 

this relationship.  The following chapter will tell the community’s side of the story, a 

story of expectations and disappointments when they discover the realities of what a 

prison can and cannot deliver. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE COMMUNITY’S STORY 

“Local economic development is a practical concept 
to strengthen the economic capacity of a locality to improve 

its future and the quality of life for all. It focuses on local 
competitive advantages and provides communities with the 

means to identify new opportunities to create jobs and 
income.” 

    
Juan Somavia, Director-General, ILO 

     
“I don’t know that siting prisons for economic 

reasons is good for the community or the prisons” 
 

Dana Hendrick 
Director of Probation and Parole, San Patricio County, Texas 

 
 

INTRODUCTION: 

 In her 1980 State of the State address, Dixie Lee Ray, then governor of 

Washington announced that a new 500 bed medium security prison would be built in 

Monroe, Washington.  This was news to the people who lived in Monroe, which already 

housed the Washington State Reformatory and were not looking to get a second prison in 

their midst.  The town sued the state to stop the building of the prison and after a lengthy 

negotiation process, Monroe allowed the state to build a prison there, but in return were 

given money for improvements to local schools and utilities. (Hodge and Staeheli, 1988)  

Just ten years later, most states were finding a much more receptive audience to house 

their inmates, with a “prison derby” of sorts developing where various communities 

lobby the government to site a prison in their community.86 

 This chapter focuses on how community actors relate to the prison once it is 

opened.  Much of this relationship is set during the lobbying process and the communities 
                                                
86 Susan Stasny, a County Commissioner in Bee County, Texas was the first person I heard use the term 
Prison Derby.  (personal communication, January, 2004). 
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in this study both tell a story of economic woe and hopes that the prison will be the 

savior.  The competing story told by the community is one of expectations, both met and 

unmet, by the institution brought in to save them.  The beginnings of the story are told in 

terms of the two most important commodities that these communities hope the prison will 

provide- jobs and housing.  These two issues are of great importance to the local 

community and how they are dealt with will have great influence on the relationship that 

develops.  The rest of the story is about the relationship developed and the problems of 

the “outsider” as seen from the community’s standpoint. 

In this version of the story, we again see two factors that were seen from the 

prison’s standpoint- the insider/outsider dichotomy with new prison employees and the 

distinction between the state facilities relationship with the town and the federal 

government’s.  The community tells a story of the kind of relationship that develops, be it 

a formal one or an informal one, and how the type of relationship fits their needs.  

Additionally, no matter how many jobs go to locals a significant percentage of the 

employees will be coming in from other facilities.  This influx of newcomers is a difficult 

part of this process for the community to handle and we begin to see the emergence of the 

dichotomy between insiders and outsiders.   

During the lobbying and siting process expectations grow as to the numbers of 

jobs that will be coming with the prison and who will be getting them.  These 

expectations are raised by both the state and federal government during this time, but 

their respective ability to deliver differs greatly.  The different hiring practices between 

the two entities leads to many more locals being hired by the state facilities in Beeville as 

compared to the federal facilities in Florence.   
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This leads to the second issue, that of housing.  This issue has two parts.  First is 

the preparedness of the town itself for the potential impact of new people wanted to move 

to the community.  In this regard, Beeville was far better prepared than Florence.  

Regardless of these preparations, the hiring practice seems to matter more.  More of the 

TDCJ’s employees seem willing to move to Beeville than Florence.  This may be due to 

the more “cosmopolitan” nature of Federal employees, but it may also be that State jobs 

are more likely to be filled by Texans, who are more likely to feel comfortable in and 

move to the area.  

 The third issue is about the type of relationship developed by these two different 

entities.  The BOP has garnered a more formal relationship with the community, one in 

which community concerns do not have an opportunity to come to the forefront.  The 

more informal relationship garnered by the state may be a product of the less bureaucratic 

nature of state governmental organizations as opposed to federal ones.  Despite the 

differences, both communities struggle with the influx of outsiders to their small 

communities and even here, we see the state doing a more effective job in overcoming 

these problems. 

 There are several factors that make the relationship with a federal prison 

inherently more difficult than with a state facility.  The first factor is that the federal 

system is less responsive to the complaints of the local community.  A second factor is 

the higher turnover at a federal facility as it pertains to its top officials.  If an employee 

wants to be promoted in the Bureau of Prisons, he has to be willing to move.  A third 

factor is a bit squishier and harder to define, but nonetheless of vital importance.  Rural 

communities are somewhat closed communities and the acceptance of “the outsider,” in 
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the form of new prison employees, is difficult.  State employees are at least from similar 

communities and seem to have an easier time being accepted.  As such, the prisons in 

Beeville, have become, for better and worse, a part of the community, while Florence’s 

prison, stay somewhat a-part from the town.87   

 

THE EXPECTATIONS GAME: 

 The community’s expectations of what the prison will bring and the reality of 

what it does bring are a vital part of the perception of success and the eventual 

relationship that is worked out.  The most important of these expectations has to do with 

jobs.  Jobs are the holy grail of the prison game (and local economic development 

generally) and knowing what kind and how many jobs will actually go to locals is 

difficult to measure in advance.  Even so, Beeville seems to have been more prepared by 

the state as to what exactly they were getting.   This section discusses the expectations 

raised during the lobbying process and the institutional factors that get in the way of 

meeting those expectations. 

 As discussed in the previous chapters, during the lobbying process, both sides 

attempt to put their best proposals forward, but once the construction begins and the 

prison gates are opened (or closed, I suppose), the proposals become a thing of the past.  

From the community’s standpoint, after the prison opens they come to grips with what 

they will and will not receive as benefits.  Here we begin to see the difference between 

the federal government and the state.  The federal government’s hiring practices are much 

                                                
87 Hervé Varenne discusses this “insider” and “outsider” dichotomy extensively in his work Americans 
Together (1977). 
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more stringent and many more local residents in Beeville were able to get jobs at the state 

facility than Florence residents at the federal facilities.   

 Even the most optimistic prison systems only promise that 60% of jobs will go to 

local citizens, so many of the employees will inevitably come in from the outside.  This 

influx of new people is a shock to a small town.  But given the atmosphere surrounding 

the prison derby, it is not difficult to see how this process might lead to some confusion 

down the line.  The replacement of the D.A.D. (Decide, Announce, Defend) model with 

the L.L.C. (Lobby, Lobby, Celebrate) is at the heart of the problem.  In the NIMBY era, 

prison officials had to lobby as hard as they did, since communities could be expected to 

fight the proposal to put a prison in their backyard.  But since this is no longer the case, it 

has become impossible to determine who is doing the selling and who is doing the 

buying, with both sides continuously upping the stakes and promises in order to move the 

process along.   

 In essence, both sides are doing the selling in this process and so no one is 

viewing the process with a critical eye.  Promises are left unanalyzed and questions are 

not asked.  We will see below that while “X number of jobs” promises are consistently 

made, there is no examination of how many qualified people actually reside in the 

community.  There is little discussion of the prisons buying procedures, an important 

factor since many communities assume that the prisons will shop locally and there is little 

interest in the mounting evidence that there will be little or no impact on the economy.  

Both sides become so involved in the pitch that the reality of what is to come never really 

enters into the discussion.   
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SO YOU WANT TO BE A PRISON GUARD: 

 On average, security jobs make up over 90% of the staff at any prison facility.88  

This means that the majority of jobs available to local workers are the low paying and 

high stress jobs as corrections officers.  Even those can be difficult to get.  These are 

government jobs with good benefits and pension plans.  There may be other jobs at a 

facility that are within reach of locals, such as certain office jobs, but the Corrections 

Officer (CO) positions are the plum jobs.89  This section will focus on the hiring of CO’s 

in these communities and analyze how expectations and reality failed to meet in either 

community.  I will further discuss the difference between the BOP’s hiring practices and 

the TDCJ’s.  I will end the section with a brief discussion of the difficulty of the job of 

Corrections officer and how that has tapped the local labor market and forced the prisons 

to look elsewhere for employees.  

 In newspaper reports leading up to the opening of the prison in Florence a figure 

of 60% was often mentioned as the number of prison jobs that would go to local 

residents.  In a speech in front of the local chamber of commerce, Gary Stendahl, a 

contracting officer for the BOP claimed that “approximately 40 percent of the permanent 

staff are expected to be transferred here from other facilities, with the remaining to be 

hired locally.”90  Another newspaper article quotes Whitney Leblanc, the deputy chief, of 

the National Recruiting Office pointing out that prison jobs would be more than just 

corrections officers.  “We need stockmen and warehousers.  The Vast majority of entry-

                                                
88 This number was given to the author by both the head of research at the TDCJ as well as the information 
officer at the BOP. 
89 The other really good jobs at any prison are going to be in the medical sector, but both the TDCJ and 
BOP use outside contractors for these jobs.  Also, all of the staff at these facilities had to meet the same 
requirements that are expected of the potential Corrections Officers.  These requirements are discussed 
below. 
90 Wet Mountain Tribune 6/21/1990 
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level jobs, we want to hire from this community.  That’s the whole purpose of our 

coming here.”91  He reiterated that about 60% of jobs would go to locals, but did not 

mention how few of these non-security related jobs there really were.  “We want this 

community to play an awesome part in the staffing of this institution,” he added.  At that 

time, the staff needed was estimated at 900, meaning 540 jobs were assumed to be 

coming to a community of just over 3000 residents.  Another newspaper report put the 

number of proposed jobs at “between 750 and 900 (Harmon, 1990b).”  

 Residents were disappointed, though, when they came to realize the limits on the 

BOP’s hiring practices, despite the fact that they were told of them up front.  There was 

an age restriction as well as an examination that prospects had to pass in order to be 

considered.92  Additionally, according the BOP website, successful candidates must have 

completed one of the following: 

A full 4-year course of study in any field leading to a Bachelor's Degree 
from an accredited school or possession of a Bachelor's Degree; or the 
equivalent of at least 3 years of full-time general experience performing 
duties such as providing assistance, guidance, and direction to individuals; 
counseling individuals; responding to emergency situations; supervising or 
managing; teaching or instructing individuals; or selling products or 
services (persuasive commissioned sales); or a combination of 
undergraduate education and general experience equivalent to 3 years of 
full-time experience.93 

 

Taken as a whole, this means that prospects for many residents were not good.  In 

2000, only 13.1% of Florence residents had received a bachelor’s degree.94  In 

order to have the three years experience that the federal government required 

applicants would need to be between the ages of roughly 21 and 35.  Census data 
                                                
91 ibid, p. 3A 
92 New employees at the time had to be under the age of 35.  This restriction has since been raised to 37. 
93 http://www.bop.gov/jobs/job_descriptions/correctional_officer.jsp 
94 http://www.census.gov/prod/2002pubs/00ccdb/cc00_tabB5.pdf.   
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shows there were only 427 residents of Florence who even met the age 

requirements for the job, much less the other prerequisites.95    

 This is where the expectations failed to meet reality.  In all of the 

discussions about numbers of jobs for locals, no one seems to have pointed out 

how few local citizens would actually qualify for positions at the prison.  Only 

approximately 36 Florence residents could possibly have met both the age and the 

educational requirement and of the remaining 391 people who met the age 

requirement, how many of those would meet the other requirements for those 

without a degree?  Even county wide, only about 600 people met both the degree 

and age requirements for the BOP in 1990.96  Of those, how many would actually 

need to go to work at the prison, even if a job were available to them?   

 For those who did make the cut and could handle the stress of the job, the 

payoff was relatively good.  The current starting pay rate for an incoming 

corrections officer in Florence is $28,349 a year, significantly more than the per 

capita income of the county which was $17,420 for the year 2000 census.  It is 

also quite a bit more than the Colorado DOC currently pays ($21,756 for new 

officers).  A bureau of labor statistics study shows the median income of a Federal 

Corrections Officer to be much more than that of State employees nationwide as 

well, with BOP Officers earning $44,700 while the median income for all states 

was just $33,750.97 

                                                
95 http://www.dola.state.co.us/Demog/Census/DemogProfiles/1600827040.pdf 
96 http://www.dola.state.co.us/Demog/Census/DemogProfiles/Fremont.pdf 
97 Private Prison employees fare far worse, with a median salary of just $21,490, less than the starting 
salaries of both states systems and far below the starting salary for the BOP.  
http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos156.htm. 
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 There is a hierarchy of job placements according to many residents of both 

communities.98  People spoke not only of the better pay that Federal Employees get, but 

also a better class of inmates (“cream of the crap” was how one officer put it) and many 

more programs for inmates.  Despite the better jobs offered by the BOP, however, 

Florence may not have done itself any favors by going after a federal prison rather than a 

state facility.  State jobs are much easier to get and therefore Beeville was able to have 

more locals go to work for their newly landed industry since TDCJ’s standards are 

considerably less stringent, but also do not pay as well.  The starting salary for a Texas 

CO is just over $21,000.   

 TDCJ requires applicants only to have a G.E.D. or High School diploma and be 

18 years of age.  The requirements also include: 

 

1. You must never have been convicted of a felony.   
2. You must never have been convicted of a drug-related offense. 
3. You must never have been convicted of an offense involving domestic violence.  
4. You cannot have had a Class A or B misdemeanor conviction within the past 5 

years.  
5. You cannot be on probation for any criminal offense.  
6. You cannot have any criminal charges pending or have an outstanding warrant. 

 

There is also short test, which includes:99 

1. Memory and Observation - 4 questions  
2. Situational Reasoning - 4 questions 
3. Reading Comprehension/Deductive Reasoning - 2 questions 
4. Verbal Reasoning - 4 questions 
5. Arithmetic - 6 questions 
 

                                                
98 Beeville also has a Federal Prison, FCI Three Rivers, within commuting distance and both towns have 
Private Prisons within 40 miles.  Private prisons are easily on the bottom of the food chain.  
99 Feel free to take a sample test yourself at http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/vacancy/coinfo/test/info.htm. 
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 It is easier for TDCJ to hire locals and most people claim that they have done so.  

Neither department keeps records as to how many jobs actually go to locals, but all of the 

anecdotal evidence seems to indicate that Beeville reaped much greater benefits in this 

regard.  Both communities were expecting the magic number of 60% of jobs to go to 

locals and though no one thinks either community got close to that figure, Beeville 

certainly came closer.   

  Besides problems with numbers of locals hired, the job of corrections officer itself 

is an extremely difficult one.  Potential applicants may or may not have been aware of 

this difficulty.  The high rate stress rate among corrections officers has been well 

documented (Cheek and Miller, 1979).  Evidence indicates that high levels of stress on 

the job has led to high turnover rates as well as high rates of sick leave as well as troubled 

relationships with other staff and families.  Several other studies showed similar 

problems in other areas of the country (Lindquist and Whitehead, 1986; Stohr 1994).   

 Due to the difficulty of the job, turnover in any prison, especially a maximum 

security institution is enormous and the local labor pool gets tapped fairly quickly.  TDCJ 

has been bussing people from Corpus Christi (70 miles away) and even San Antonio (120 

miles away) to fill the labor shortfall.  Even so, the McConnell Unit in Beeville is 

consistently understaffed, not because of a lack of locals who want jobs, but a lack of 

locals who are qualified and can handle the job.  Another 2250 unit has also opened in 

Carnes County next door, complicating things even further.  According to one of my 

sources, the TDCJ has actually relaxed its already low standards in some rural areas in 

order to fill positions (DH, personal communication, March, 2004).   
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 The BOP doesn’t seem to have as severe staffing issues as the TDCJ (at least at 

FCC Florence),100 but this is, in part, due to the way they hire their employees.  When 

applying for a job as a Corrections Officer, candidates are allowed to rank which 

institutions would be preferable to them to work in, but no guarantees are made.  Training 

takes place in Georgia and applicants are told that moving may well be a requirement for 

the job, especially if they want to move up the ranks.  This may also leads to the federal 

employees disinterest in really laying down roots. 

Jobs may be the name of the game in local economic development, but the TDCJ 

and BOP seem to play this game very differently.  The promise of who will be in the 

starting lineup seems to be the same for both entities, but who will actually be given the 

ball is very different.  The gap between the promise of jobs and reality of who will be 

hired leads to the second major issue from the community’s standpoint, that of housing.  

This too, is a product of expectations not always meeting reality. 

 

SO YOU WANT TO LIVE IN A PRISON TOWN: 

 Housing is the second major issue that affects the relationship from the 

community’s standpoint.  Since the prison does not pay property taxes (and does not tend 

to buy products locally), new housing is one of the best ways for a town to make money 

from the new prison.  There are two separate considerations in this regard that matter.  

First, the town needs to have an available stock of housing for new employees.  Second, 

and perhaps more importantly, the prisons need to hire people willing to move to their 

                                                
100 As of now, the BOP has accelerated hiring notices for only three of its 176 facilities.  All are in 
California. 
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community.  Whether prison employees will want to relocate to an area has two 

components, the social needs of the employees and racial makeup of the community.  

 Housing for new employees was not much of an issue in Beeville, especially after 

the naval air station closed and additional affordable housing became available.  In fact, 

the TDCJ did a study of the living patterns of two of the three prisons in town and found 

that out of 1156 employees working on the unit in 2002, 656 lived in Beeville or 56.7% 

of the prison’s employees.101  Another study by the Human Resources Office of the 

TDCJ stated that as of January of 2003, there were 1802 TDCJ employees working in the 

county.  Of those, 1111 lived within county limits, 61.6% of all employees.   

  This has not been so simple for Florence.  While the community may expect to 

get jobs, the prison expects the community to have affordable housing for its employees.  

One warden for the BOP told me that he heard that the town thought that the bureau had a 

requirement that upper level employees live within a small radius of the institution in 

order to be able to respond to emergencies quickly.  The bureau has no such policy.  

Whether or not this was true is, in some ways, beside the point.  If locals thought this 

might be the case, it would have been very simple to find out for sure by asking the BOP.  

No one did and most upper level officials in Florence choose to live elsewhere.102   

 The Executive Director of the Florence Chamber of commerce, Darryl Lindsay 

claims that the town was not prepared for the influx of people and the housing markets 

could not sustain the demand (personal communication, August, 2003).  He says that the 

town was (and still is) badly in need of rental housing for the BOP employees, who 

transfer every 18 months or so.  They also were not prepared for the housing crunch that 
                                                
101 Bee Development Authority, study of labor commuting patterns.  Given to the author by Joe Montez. 
102 The Bureau of Prisons has ignored repeated requests for data on housing patterns of employees at FCC-
Florence, arguing that it is a security issue, so the evidence for Florence is anecdotal. 
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would come with the new employees and lost a lot of people to Pueblo West and 

Colorado Springs.  Lindsey agrees that some of the minority employees lived elsewhere 

as well “to be with their own” as he puts it.  He calls this “voluntary segregation 

(personal communication, August, 2003).”  Local building contractors did not have the 

money to build and some people, who he calls the “social employees”, were going to live 

in a bigger city anyway.  These “social employees” wanted night clubs, sporting events 

and such; things that Florence and Fremont County lack. 

 What Lindsay fails to point out is that there is another thing that Florence lacks; 

people of color.  Community residents and prison personnel all seem to agree that very 

few minority prison workers chose to move to Florence.  Pueblo and Colorado Springs 

both have significant minority populations and though there is no hard evidence of this, 

most interviewees claimed that Black prison employees move to Colorado Springs and 

Hispanics go to Pueblo or Pueblo West, which is even closer to Florence.103  One 

African-American former Warden at the FCC told a local community leader that he had 

to go to Colorado Springs just to get a haircut since no one in town knew what to do with 

his hair.  Several community leaders pointed out how much there was a racial component 

to how many commuters the BOP has.  According to the BOP, 21% of its staff 

nationwide is black and 11.3% is Hispanic.  This is a significant number of potential 

residents lost to other communities.    

 Florence Mayor, Tom McCormick and 24 other community leaders actually made 

a trip to Sheridan, Oregon to see what the impact of a federal prison had been on the local 

community there.  This trip was made after the prison derby had ended and Florence had 
                                                
103 All of my interviewees made reference to this.  There is no way to match racial characteristics with zip 
codes without violating the confidentiality of the employees, but since I don’t even have access to the zip 
codes, the point is moot. 
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been chosen as the site for a new Federal facility.  Sheridan is a community roughly the 

size of Florence who had also lobbied to land a federal facility.  According to one 

newspaper report, all involved were very impressed with the prison and its effect on the 

town, but the group does not appear to have dug very deep.  McCormick stated that “he 

was also impressed with the fact that some local people were hired by the FBP (Federal 

Bureau of Prisons).  He said that he didn’t find out how many of the 286 people 

employed by the FBP are local, but there are 60 families living in Sheridan.”104   

 It would seem that there were two problems with this trip.  First, it took place 

after the prison had already begun construction, not while the town was considering 

courting the prison system in the first place.  At that point, there was little that could be 

done if there were any potential problems.  The second problem is the lack of any depth 

in the questioning by community leaders of the leaders of Sheridan.  In speaking to one 

of the community leaders who made the trip, he stated that the main focus of the group’s 

questions was housing prices.  The town leaders of Sheridan told them not to just jack up 

housing prices, expecting that BOP employees would just pay it.  They failed to even 

follow this advice and failed to ask for any detail about other issues that might come up 

or enough detail on the issues that were discussed.  “Some” jobs going to locals is a far 

cry from “most” jobs.  Since no one in the community asked what exactly “some” means, 

I cannot be more specific, which is exactly the point.  Community leaders seem to have 

been caught up in prison fever and did not ask the kinds of questions that the town’s 

residents needed to know.   

                                                
104 Cañon City Record 5/4/1990 
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 In terms of housing, Beeville might have benefited from its location in a way that 

Florence could not.  A California study of its own prison towns concluded “it is relatively 

rare for the small host cities less than 100 miles from urban cities to be the preferred 

location for staff to live (Bureau of Equalization (BOE), 2002, p. 10).”  The report found 

that, in essence, the farther away a prison town was from an urban area, the more likely it 

was to have the prison’s employees live in the host community.  The report does not 

analyze why this might be the case, but the findings alone are important.  Although both 

towns in my study have metropolitan areas within a 100 mile radius, Florence has two 

cities much closer that seem to drain BOP employees.  Both Pueblo with population of 

over 100,000 people is 30 miles away and Colorado Springs with over 350,000 people 

(2000 Census figures) is within 45 miles.  Both cities are a fairly easy commute and 

many employees seem content to make it.105  On the other hand, Corpus Christi, a city of 

277,000 is 60 miles from Beeville, a much longer commute.  Additionally, the TDCJ has 

done an admirable job of pleasing the large percentage of Hispanic Beeville residents by 

placing many Hispanics in positions of power in the prison.  They claim that they have 

not planned it that way, but regardless, it seems to have helped.   

 

FORMALITY? 

 Although the basics for the relationship between community and prison seem to 

be set up during the lobbying process and soon after the prison opens, over time the 

community in these two towns have developed two different types of relationships with 

                                                
105 One warden explained to me that many of his employees were from high traffic areas on the East Coast, 
so a long commute to work wasn’t a problem. 
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the prison: either formal or informal.106  My research shows that, in these two cases it is 

the informal one that seems to be best for the community, where community leaders have 

a strong, almost friendly bond with the prison administration.  In Beeville, there are no 

formal meetings between the town and prison administrators, but instead the lines of 

communications are open and used as needed. The way the relationship has grown over 

time has led to this.  The wardens at the prison are easy for the town officials to contact 

and this accessibility has been mostly positive.  For example, Bob Horn, former sheriff of 

Bee County, often went to the McConnell Unit to have coffee with the Warden and just 

“visit.”   

 The relationship goes much deeper, however.  The City Council and County 

Commission each has a member that works or has worked at the prison.  Although 

neither politician is particularly high up in the prison food chain (upper level prison 

employees are barred from getting involved in politics), they both have contacts in the 

prison and a strong understanding of the inner workings of the facility.  Gil Herrera, a 

city councilman, goes to work at the prison on a daily basis, sees what’s going on and has 

intimate knowledge of potential problems when they arise (personal communication, 

March, 2004).  Carlos Salazar, a County Commissioner, used to work full-time for the 

prison and still picks up shifts as a part-time Corrections Officer.  Salazar’s wife also 

works there (personal communication, February, 2004).  Additionally, TDCJ hired 

former Beeville Chief of Police Bill Lazeby to work in its investigations unit.  This type 

of crossover has helped their strong working relationship.  

                                                
106 There is actually a third relationship that I have heard about, but not seen first hand: no relationship.  
Since I did not study such a town, I cannot discuss this possibility in any meaningful way here.  However, it 
also seems that the expectations game in stage two leads to the “no relationship” model in the same way the 
formal vs. informal model has.   
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 I asked several officials in Beeville if they wished they had formal community 

meetings with prison officials and none seemed to think that they were necessary.  Ford 

Patton, the City Manager of Beeville, felt that the more informal way of doing business 

was much better, at least in their case.  “I tend to believe that the lines of communication 

between TDCJ and other entities are open enough as is,” Patton explained to me 

(personal communication, January, 2004).  He added that everyone involved was very 

busy and that an extra meeting was not important or wanted by anyone.  

 While South Texas may be a handshake and backslap kind of place and 

informality in relationships may come naturally and one might assume that this explains 

Beeville’s relationship with the TDCJ, Florence has an informal, small town feel to it as 

well.  It might further be assumed that a rural community such as this would have no 

problem building an informal relationship with its biggest industry, but this has not been 

the case.  The informal relationship that has been worked out in Beeville is 

unquestionably closer than the more formal one in Florence, where the prison holds 

scheduled, quarterly meetings with community leaders.  It may be that without the formal 

community relations meetings there would be no face-to-face contact at all between 

prison and community in Florence, but I would argue that it leads officials to feel that no 

other contact needs to be made, given that there will be a meeting where issues can be 

discussed.  These meetings take place at a different facility each time and have a set 

agenda with a lunch afterwards.  I attended only a few of these meetings, so I cannot 

generalize, but the head of the local chamber of commerce told me that the meetings I 

attended were typical.   
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At one of these meetings, for example, several important community members, 

including the local chief of police, were not in attendance and the need to increase 

membership was an important topic on the agenda.  Additionally, the senior warden of 

only one of four facilities was there and the rest of the facilities were represented by 

associate wardens.  The main focus of the meeting was the community service projects 

taken on by the inmates of the minimum security prison (the prison woodshop made a 

sign for a local park) and inmate work programs inside the other federal facilities.  In the 

past, the prison had helped with improvements at the local school, renovations on the 

rialto theater in downtown and work at the Colorado State Veterans Home.  UNICOR, 

the Bureau of Prisons industrial division, donated chairs to the local school system and 

were making a new sign for a local park. 

 What was striking was how unaware the general public seems to be as to these 

projects in Florence.   These projects are vital to showing a community the added benefits 

of a prison in the community.  In Beeville, the community service squads were discussed 

by nearly everyone I interviewed, but the same could hardly be said of Florence.  It may 

be that the service squads are less visible in Florence than in Beeville since I never saw 

inmates from the Federal Prison working in Florence, but saw several TDCJ work crews 

in Beeville during my time there.   

 Although these formal meetings are supposed to be a forum where there is an 

open discussion between community leaders and prison officials, the meeting felt more 

like a continued sales pitch by the BOP as to how much the prison is doing, both for its 

inmates and the community.  Additionally, the BOP sets the agenda for the meeting, 

although community leaders can request to have issues added.  One such attempt at 
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agenda setting by a community leader shows how tightly the BOP controls information.  

This man tried to have the issue of domestic violence put on the agenda for one of the 

advisory council meetings.  Instead of it being put on the agenda, the man was summoned 

to a meeting with the wardens of the various federal facilities.  He was questioned as to 

how he knew about the domestic violence by their employees and then accused of having 

some sort of confidential information.  They refused to put the issue on the agenda, 

stating that they had no problem with domestic violence and that it was an internal 

matter.  The issue did not make the agenda. 

 It is interesting that in the community (Beeville) with no formal meeting 

mechanism to force parties together, the lines of communication between prison and 

town are so much stronger.  This is, in part, a function of Federal Prison versus state, 

which is discussed further below, but is also related to how relations have been worked 

out from the start.  The fact that TDCJ hired more local people and seems to do more to 

keep its people actively involved in the local community has obviously helped, but 

Beeville’s leaders have also taken an active role in fostering this relationship.  The town 

of Florence has been more passive in its relationship with the BOP.   

 So why does the informal relationship work so much better?  It may not be that 

one type of relationship is better in all cases, but instead follows what the rest of this 

research suggests, that the building of relationships with the local community is more of a 

priority for the State Government, while it is not as important for the federal government.  

One reason for this may be related to the hiring practices and the feeling of the federal 

employee as “outsider,” both in their own minds and that of the community. 
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 With more local people working at the TDCJ’s prisons, there are obviously going 

to be more opportunities for casual relationships with members of the community that 

may lead to a better understanding of the local community.  Without question, having 

local elected officials who also work at the prison (or who have worked there in the past) 

will help foster a better working relationship.  Prisons are a nearly closed society, one 

that is mysterious and often misunderstood.  Whether it is the high ranking employees 

who work at the prison or politicians like County Commissioner Carlos Salazar who 

works there, the Beeville community has more linkages to the inside of this closed 

society.  Having the ability to hire local community members is an obvious advantage to 

the TDCJ in this regard.   

 Even so, from the community of Florence’s standpoint, very few of the BOP 

employees have reached out to them.107  Discussions with community residents and 

leaders often focused on this fact.  With a few exceptions, community members felt like 

they had hoped to find a partner with which to work, but instead found an entity that was 

mostly closed to them.108  The Federal Bureaucracy has been too overwhelming to wade 

through and with just the Community Relation’s Board quarterly meetings as a way to 

have their concerns heard, there is little hope that this will change.  The next section will 

discuss this issue in more details and lay the groundwork for the argument that the state is 

more responsive politically than the Federal Government. 

 

                                                
107 The exceptions to this are discussed in the prison management chapter. 
108 Community members might, under other circumstances, be willing to deal with this, but next door is an 
example of a very different type of relationship, the very cozy relationship between the Colorado 
Department of Corrections and Canon City.  In fact, Florence’s highest ranking home grown prison 
employee is a woman named Cathy Slack, a Florence native and still resident who is currently the Assistant 
Warden at the Colorado State Penitentiary. 
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INSIDERS AND OUTSIDERS: 

 The opening of a prison requires a large influx of experienced personnel, 

regardless of how many prison jobs go to locals.  This invasion of the outsider seems to 

be the Catch-22 of economic development strategy for rural communities- they want the 

jobs that the new industry will bring local citizens, but do not want the new influx of 

people that inevitably come with it.  One Florence resident claimed that she could pick 

out a “fed pen” employee walking down the street.  “They aren’t as friendly and don’t 

seem to want to be part of the community.  They have their own softball teams, with 

professional uniforms and everything (SC, personal communication, June, 2003).”  This 

sentiment (although not the uniform comment) was one I often heard around town.  BOP 

employees were perceived as transients who would be transferred in a few years or 

moved when they got promoted.   

The same things are not said as much about TDCJ employees.  Those that moved 

to the area came to stay, not as a stop on the way to greener pastures.  Beeville seems to 

have been more prepared for the influx of people to their community, and this preparation 

has paid off.  This is not to say that there are not problems.  In discussing the criminal 

and family problems among the prison employees, local community members in Beeville 

often use an “us v. them” vocabulary.  Jim Miller, the superintendent of the Beeville 

Independent School District, for example, made a distinction between local students who 

got in trouble and the children of CO’s (personal communication, January, 2004).109 

Some of this is odd in Beeville, since they have some experience with “outsiders” 

who come into town for work.  Naval Air Station at Chase field used to be the largest 
                                                
109 This reiterates the fear versus reality issue when it comes to prison communities.  While they fear the 
inmates families before the prison opens, it is the CO’s and their families that actually become the source of 
trouble.   
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employer in the town and naval personnel were constantly being shuffled in and out.  Ten 

years after the base closed and the McConnell unit opened, the comparisons between the 

base and its employees and the TDCJ are constant.  As was discussed above, when a base 

closes, each level of government has a “right of first refusal” to use the land.  The town of 

Beeville had hoped to build an industrial park, but the State government was higher up on 

the totem pole and chose to grab the land surrounding the old administration buildings for 

itself and there seems to be some resentment in the community over this land grab. 

 In some ways, TDCJ has been a better neighbor to the town than the navy was, 

although the perception is not necessarily so.  People often talk about the naval 

employees of being a better “class” than TDCJ workers, but as mayor Ken Cheshir points 

out “[W]e had problems with the swabbies (navy enlisted men) as well, but people 

around here just remember the naval aviators driving their sports cars around, not the 

enlisted men who got drunk and fought with ‘townies’ (personal communication, 

January, 2004).”  Regardless of people’s feelings, the prison system may have saved the 

town.  Joe Montez argues that, “we lost 2100 jobs but we gained about 1000, so the effect 

(of the base closing) wasn’t as devastating as it might have been (personal 

communication, January, 2004).”   

 Additionally, TDCJ employees are more likely than naval aviators to become a 

part of the community.  Cheshir says: 

 The TDCJ employees spend their money here in town, whereas the navy 
folks used to use the base commissary.  I think that the county payroll has 
been cut in half, but they seem to be more a part of the community than 
the navy officers were.  The navy aviators and their wives were educated 
and wanted to go to Corpus to socialize.  A lot of the TDCJ employees 
also just work here, but there are those, that one in a hundred person, who 
really sets down roots here and becomes active in the community 
(personal communication, January, 2004).  
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 It is that one in a hundred person that these towns really hope for and Beeville 

seems to have gotten its wish to a greater extent than Florence.  Beeville may not always 

be happy with the employees that come to town and the prison was far from a perfect 

solution to all of their problems, but the prison and its employees have become a part of 

the community.  The notion of the outsider invading their town has been mitigated by 

those who have become a part of their community and a part of their political system.  

There is very little such crossover in Florence. 

 Florence’s problems, however, go deeper than the fact that the BOP is not buying 

hammers at Jim’s Hardware on Main Street or that prison employees choose to live 

elsewhere.  A community assessment report by the Colorado Office of Economic 

Development and International Trade points out several issues in the community, which 

included 

• Prison town perception 
• Lack of Business Growth 
• Perception that upper management at Federal prison live somewhere else 
• Lack of Jobs for spouses (of prison employees) 
• Lack of housing for new higher end employees (of the prison) 
• Retail businesses appear not to have adapted to current consumer behaviors 
• Chemical and substance abuse (COEDIT, 2004) 

 

Problems as widespread as these are not solvable by getting the prison to buy chicken 

from Skyline Superfoods or by getting more residents who work there.  The problems 

show the need for two major commodities that Florence lacks, good affordable housing 

and local ancillary industry that provides jobs for local families.110  

                                                
110 Even Florence’s larger next door neighbor Cañon City provides little industry as such, since by far the 
largest employer in town is the Colorado Department of Corrections. 
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 One other problem was pointed out to me by many community officials.  The 

report lists “Political Barriers: Florence vs. Cañon attitude” as one of the town’s major 

weaknesses.  In essence, this boils down to the fact that the communities are in 

competition with each other, politically, socially and especially economically.  Although 

just one of a myriad of weaknesses (some strengths are listed as well), this one area 

seems to be of great importance locally.  One local official put it more succinctly.  

“Florence is like Cañon’s ugly little step brother (SR, personal communication, July, 

2003).” 

 It is interesting that the little brother would choose the same path to economic 

growth as the older brother, but with a very different entity (the Federal Government) and 

with very different results.  The choice to become a prison town and court the federal 

Bureau of Prisons, thereby giving Fremont County more  prisons than any other county in 

the nation, no doubt had to do with Cañon City’s long history with prisons.  In fact, the 

East Cañon Complex, home to 6 Colorado state facilities, bumps up against Florence’s 

western edge.   

 These problems of the insider and outsider seem to be endemic in rural 

communities (Varenne, 1980; Greenhouse et. al. 1994).  Large cities can handle a large 

influx of people without much trouble, but in a town with a population of a small college, 

this is not the case.  The state employees and leaders seemed to understand the nature of 

rural communities better and the importance of getting involved in their host community.  

While the Federal Government developed a more formal relationship that might work 

well in a large city, the state seemed to understand that this was not the best course of 

action.  In the next section we will see how the abovementioned issues have led to the 
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current state of the relationship from the community’s standpoint and the consequences 

of the informal relationship that has developed in Beeville and the formal one in 

Florence. 

   

 

CONCLUSION: 

 The impact of a prison on a community from the community’s point of view is the 

one part of this research that has been looked at to some extent by the available literature 

(Belk, 2004; Carlson, 1992; Theis, 1998; Gilmore, 2006).  What has not garnered 

attention is the relationship that develops between prison and town after the facility is in 

place.  Several large issues seem to show up in both communities; expectations, jobs, 

housing and the type of relationship that ends up developing. 

 The issue of expectations forms during the lobbying stage and follows through all 

of the stages of development.  Given the end of the NIMBY model and the fact that 

prison systems now have their pick of small towns in which to site their facilities, the 

prison should be able to give more realistic estimates of both jobs prospects and housing 

needs.  Additionally, the community needs to be realistic as to what it can provide, in 

terms of employees and housing opportunities.  Florence, which has had bigger problems 

in the housing area, has just seen a new moderate to upper scale housing development 

built in town, but it is yet to be seen whether or not this will convince federal employees 

to move to town.   

 The type of relationship that develops may or may not have much influence on 

how strong that working relationship will be.  Formal mechanisms that force meetings 
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between top prison officials and community leaders are not an inherently bad thing, but 

these meetings need to be an open forum to really air concerns, not a show put on by the 

prison system.  Agenda setting should be open to both sides and senior wardens should be 

required to attend.  This alone might make the community take these meetings more 

seriously, leading to better community participation. 

 When an informal relationship develops between the prison and the community, 

as is the case in Beeville, there appears to be more openness and more opportunities for 

the prison to have a positive effect on the prison.  To develop this relationship, both sides 

need to be willing to put in the effort.  Treating prison workers who move to the 

community as outsiders does not help and recognizing the type of workers the town is 

getting is important.  Beeville’s tendency to focus on what prison employees are not (i.e. 

not naval officers) rather than what they are can be problematic.  Additionally, there 

seems to be a tendency to forget the problems that naval people brought, as pointed out 

by mayor Ken Cheshir and lack of focus on the things that prison employees do, like put 

down long term roots and shop locally, rather than on the base.  But the prison’s 

employees do cause some problems that sometimes involve the police.  It is the 

relationship between the police and the prison that will be the focus of the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

COPS AND CORRECTIONS 

Community policing is a policing strategy and 
philosophy based on the notion that community interaction 

and support can help control crime, with community members 
helping to identify suspects, and bring problems to the 

attention of police 
 

William Skogan 
 

INTRODUCTION: 

 The relationship between the police and the prison has the most interaction of any 

in this study and this chapter focuses on that relationship.  First, I argue that the issue of 

police/prison relations is a good case study in the importance of community institutional 

responsiveness as it pertains to the issue of community policing in rural communities.  

With community policing models still dominating the landscape and scholars who argue 

that rural communities are good laboratories in which to study this model, the addition of 

a prison as a new community actor in a place where the model is already in place, seems 

to show the importance of institutional receptiveness to community policing efforts.  In 

other words, we see the prison acting as a community institution and the response of that 

institution to community policing efforts make it an interesting way of viewing the limits 

of community policing efforts. 

From the institutional standpoint of the police we see a story about community 

policing in rural America and the importance of having a working institutional partner in 

the community itself.   I will then argue that, like the relationship between prison 

managers and the community, the relationship between the police and the prison is a 

function of the level of government that runs the institution.  In other words, this is an 
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issue of federalism and political responsiveness, with the state institutions showing more 

interest in responding to local concerns.  But there is more to the story than that.  There is 

also an issue of need.  The State needs to local police to perform a variety of functions 

that the Federal government does not.  This chapter concludes with a brief discussion of 

these issues. 

 

COPS AND CORRECTIONS: 

 Whether a town has been home to a prison for a hundred years or for only three, 

there seems to be one overarching fear- the fear of escapes.  It just comes with the fences, 

walls and razor wire, I suppose.  It is an often discussed subject, although people make 

themselves feel better by assuming that any escaping inmate would be stupid to stay in a 

town where there are so many corrections officers.  I heard rumors that people left their 

keys in their cars so that any escapee could steal it without having to come into the house 

and endanger the residents.  I found no real proof of this (though I did not go around 

pulling on car doors), but the stories alone showed me how important this issue was to 

the citizens of the towns that I was studying. 

 I spent nearly a year in two communities without ever hearing the siren that I had 

heard so much about.  I was beginning to think that it was such a rarity that it really was 

nothing to fear.  This was until a night in March when I first experienced a prison town 

after a breakout. At about 3 P.M. the inmate had simply walked away from his job at the 

prison dairy at a minimum-security institution.  He was found to be missing at the 4 P.M. 

count when DOC officials were sent out on search teams and local law enforcement was 

notified.   
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I spent numerous hours talking to prison and local officials about the relationship 

between these two seemingly autonomous entities thrust together through economic and 

political necessity.  I sat in on meetings, talked to members of the community and 

generally made a nuisance of myself prying in these people’s lives.  But it was not until I 

experienced the response to a prison escape that I saw how this relationship really 

worked. 

 The prison escape captures the imagination of the public as much as almost any 

facet of prison life.  Stories of prison escapes become legendary and I sat in on several 

conversations where sheriffs and prosecutors would swap escape stories (my favorite was 

about the inmate who left a monopoly card on his pillow after he escaped.  It said, “Get 

out of jail free”) (HH, personal communication, February, 2004).  Insuring that the stories 

do not become tragic depends on a solid working relationship between the prison and the 

local law enforcement.  On this night in these groups seemed to be doing just that.  As I 

drove around town, there were police cars from the surrounding towns as well as prison 

vans driving up and down the streets.   

When I drove by the prison’s property that evening, I saw prison personnel and 

local law enforcement on four wheelers with searchlights.  The local stores all had the 

mug shot and description of the escapee.  The entire area was blanketed.  At 11:45 P.M. 

the man was caught near the county airport without incident.  He had barely made it off 

of prison property.  He has since been transferred to a more secure facility and will likely 

have five years added to his sentence.  

 This type of close working relationship does not just emerge; it takes a lot of 

effort.  This relationship is more complicated than the one a town would normally have 
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with its largest employer.  It seems doubtful that IBM asks to borrow the town of 

Poughkeepsie’s drug dogs or use its riot gear when employees get out of hand, but prison 

towns do get these types of calls from the institutions in their midst.  The new prison 

town has to handle these and other issues and the relationship between the prison and the 

local law enforcement determines how smoothly incidents like the one described above 

are worked out.  Law enforcement and the prison administration have contact regarding a 

variety of different issues and while a prison administrator might be fine without getting 

along with the town’s politicians, life is more difficult when they do not play well with 

the local cops.  I argue that how well this works is dependant on the level of government 

running the facility.  The state prisons in my study are much more responsive to police 

concerns than the federal Bureau of Prisons and seem to place a greater emphasis on this 

responsiveness.     

Given this, viewing the relationship from the standpoint of the local police is 

significant, not only because of what it tells us about the specific issue of 

community/prison relations, but also what it tells us more generally, given the trend in 

police departments nationally towards a more community based policing model.  It has 

been argued that this model and its corollary “problem-oriented policing,” have always 

been the foundation of any rural police force, even before there was a concept of 

“community policing” per se (Paine, Berg and Sun, 2004; Falcone, Wells and Weisheit, 

2002; Thurman Thurman and McGarrell, 1997; Weisheit, Wells and Falcone, 1994).     

Community policing is based on a model where officers and administrators are 

knowledgeable and responsive to those they are empowered to “protect and serve” 

(Mastrofski, 1993; Skogan and Harnett, 1997; Lyons, 1999; Mastrofski and Ritti, 2000; 
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Skogan 2006).  Rural policing has always had a strong focus on the “service” aspect of 

the job, with local cops acting in a much broader way than most urban police forces 

(Weisheit, Wells and Falcone, 1995).   And for this to work properly, the rural police 

need to have strong ties not only to the individuals on their “beat,” but also with local 

community groups. 

If one allows for the notion that the prison is one such community group, the way 

the prison interacts with the local police is an appealing way to look at one aspect of 

community policing.111  In order for community based policing to work in a rural area, 

the community needs to be responsive to the police as much as the police need to respond 

to the community.  In other words, there are two distinct institutional actors that make 

community policing work: the police themselves and community actors/institutions.  

When a new community actor or group is added to the already existing makeup of the 

town, a test case in the effectiveness of community policing is created.  In the prison 

town, the prison becomes one such community institution.  The police may want to work 

with the prison, as seems to be the case for both towns in this study, but the 

responsiveness of the prison to this offer determines whether or not this is possible.  

As such, I argue that the police-prison relationship makes for a good case study of 

community policing in one aspect; the importance of community group responsiveness to 

such an undertaking.  The two towns in my study show what several scholars have 

pointed out as one of the important parts in evaluating community policing, the 

                                                
111 Lyons, Skogan and others who study community policing spend a great deal of time discussing 
community organizations, institutions and activists, so stretching the definition of the community to be 
dealt with to the prison as an institution hardly seems out of order.   
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responsiveness of the community being served.112  We have two similarly situated 

institutions, the rural police of Beeville and Florence who are engaging in their own form 

of community policing.  There is then the addition of several prisons to each community, 

in Beeville from the State and in Florence from the Federal government.  Whereas one 

might hypothesize that we would see a similar interaction, since a prison is a prison, this 

is not what takes place.  Like the issues discussed from the other institutional standpoints, 

this is a question of political responsiveness and federalism.  The State institutions are 

more open to the local police force and become another community actor involved in 

community policing.  This is not the case with the federal institutions. 

This distinction between federal and state institutions does not need the same 

caveat that was seen in the discussion of prison managers.  The citizen warden who could 

have solid interaction with the community does not appear to have a corollary in police 

departments.  Who sits in the chief or sheriff’s chair in the local police departments does 

not seem to matter in the relationship between police and prisons.  I argue that what 

matters most is the level of government running the facility that is in the community, be it 

state run or federal run.     

This chapter focuses on the relationship between community and prison from the 

viewpoint of the police.  First I will outline the current state of the literature on 

community policing, including studies of both urban and rural areas.  I will then argue 

that while the state facilities are conducive to a continuation of the community policing 

style already in evidence, the federal facilities in my study are not.  This evidence begins 

to show that, at least in this arena, the state government is more responsive to local 
                                                
112 One of the major problems scholars have found with community policing is that police forces are either 
slow to change or unwilling to do so at all (Lyons1999).  This is not the case in rural communities where 
police are already involved in many of the activities that proponents of community policing cherish.   
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concerns that the federal government.  I will further argue that the evidence shows the 

importance of having a willing partner in the effort towards problem-oriented policing.  I 

will conclude with some ideas as to how this research could be tested more broadly with 

more than just two sites discussed. 

 

LITERTAURE REVIEW: 

 Studies of the police and police behavior have followed in much the same vein as 

that of prisons.  Large ethnographic studies of the organization the norm until the mid-

1970’s, when research began to be narrowed to deal with specific aspects of police 

behavior (Skolinik, 1967; Wilson, 1968).  These works tried to understand the police on 

an organizational level, be it a whole department, in Skolnick’s case or individual police 

personnel within the department in the case of Wilson.   

 The second wave of police research was, in many ways, much like the “What 

Works?” era of prison studies (Martinson, 1974).  They were proscriptive and policy 

oriented in nature, trying to discern from empirical work what the most effective methods 

were to “fight crime.”  This was, as much as anything, a response funding opportunities 

that grew out of the Nixon era’s “War on Crime,” and much like Willie Sutton’s 

reasoning for robbing banks, scholars went where the money was.  As Skogan and Frydl 

point out in their large scale review of the state of the literature on the police, the studies 

born of this age ignored Skolnick and Wilson’s focus on organizational behavior and 

shifted to focus on police patrols exclusively as if that were the main point of police 

functions (2003). 
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 Many of these empirical studies of police behavior focused on the effects of 

police patrols on crime (Kelling, 1974).  As such, they are much like the studies of 

rehabilitation efforts in prisons, with their narrow and prescriptive nature and tell us little 

as a whole about police behavior on an organizational level.  This would change in the 

1980’s with the rise of community policing efforts and the studies of those efforts 

(Wilson and Kelling, 1982; Bayley and Skolnick, 1986; Pate and Annan, 1989; Uchida, 

Forst and Annan, 1990; Wycoff, 1988; Skogan, 1990).  These studies were still very 

much prescriptive, but looked at police behavior as part of a larger whole, rather than an 

island of patrol units who’s only function was to “fight crime.”  These studies also 

focused on large urban areas, such as Houston, Newark and Baltimore and the findings 

are difficult to discern (Skogan, 1995).   

 Part of the problem is definitional.  Community policing seems to be an 

amorphous notion that even experts admit is hard to define.  “In a definitional sense, 

community policing is not something one can easily characterize….It assumes a 

commitment to broadly focused, problem-oriented policing and requires that police be 

responsive to citizens’ demands when they decide what local problems are and set their 

priorities (Skogan and Harnett, 1997, p. 5).”  What exactly constitutes a community 

policing effort is as difficult to pin down as the definition.113  Programs such as the 

“broken windows” approach of New York City during the Giuliani administration 

(Kelling and Bratton, 1998; Greene, 1999), to Chicago’s notion of greater linkages 

between city agencies and the police departments under Mayor Daly (Skogan and 

Harnett, 1997) to Seattle’s use of the Federal “weed and seed” program to fight drug 
                                                
113 The definitional problem runs deeper as well.  Just the term “community” is rife with problems, 
depending on who a scholar considers to be a part of the community.  For my purposes, I use the term 
community in the broadest sense possible, including all institutional actors within a geographic area. 
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crime (Miller, 2001; Lyons, 1999) all fall under the larger umbrella of community 

policing.  A recent survey found that over 90% of all cities larger than 250,000 people 

were engaging in some form of what they termed community policing and over 85% of 

those departments had at least one full time officer assigned as a specialist in the field 

(Hickman and Reeves, 2001).     

  The success or failure of community policing is also difficult to gauge.  In 

evaluating such programs, there are problems that arise from disparate factors from 

defining the community that is being served to what the appropriate “end” should be used 

as an appropriate measure.  Do these measures seek to lower crime rates or just lower 

fear of crime?  Are they just a way to view the police as a political institution that needs 

to be responsive to its constituency?  Is better communication between institutional actors 

enough?  All of these are potential goals of community policing and as such, the evidence 

of these programs success or failure seems to be mixed, depending on the measures used 

and the individual definitions of community policing.  For example, Wesley Skogan’s 

study of Chicago, Police and Community in Chicago: a Tale of Three Cities (2006) finds 

three very different experiences with community policing in Chicago, depending on the 

racial makeup of the neighborhood.  William Lyons discusses what he terms the 

“competing stories” of community policing in Seattle, a city often considered a model 

case for the successes of such undertakings (1999).  Lyons argues that such a statement is 

dependent on who within the power structure is defining this success, the police or the 

community being served, with the police arguing for the success of their programs and 

community groups having mixed feelings about these claims.   
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 Problem-oriented policing places a great deal of importance to responsiveness to 

the community’s concerns and this is much more easily done in rural areas with smaller 

departments,114 yet these areas are mostly ignored by scholars.  Ralph Weisheit, Edward 

Wells and David Falcone (1994) argue that, in many ways, rural police departments are 

the perfect laboratories to see community policing at work.  The notions that community 

policing holds dear- citizen interaction, citizen feedback and cops who intimately know 

their beat- are all part of the fabric of policing in small towns.  But such studies are rare, 

since scholars argue that studying rural police departments is a difficult proposition due 

to an inherent fear of outsiders in small towns, small sample size and a feeling that rural 

police do not really do “police work” in the classic sense (Payne et. al. 2005, p. 31-32). 

 Despite these problems a few studies have been undertaken.  These find that rural 

police do, in fact, focus on community policing to a large extent and are largely 

successful in their efforts (Weisheit et. al. 1997; O’Shea, 2001).  In rural areas, police 

focus on crime prevention and service activities and were expected to perform a much 

wider range of functions than were their urban counterparts.  Given the more close knit 

nature of rural policing, police utilized a style that was more responsive to the citizenry 

than was seen in more urban areas.  Most importantly, the community itself was 

responsive to the police’s efforts in a much more comprehensive way than in urban areas.    

 These findings outline why notions of community policing matter to this study. 

Beyond the argument that rural police are inherently good laboratories in which to study 

community policing generally, the addition of a prison as a member of the community 

brings in an added element.  As stated above, having a responsive community is vital for 

                                                
114 See footnote 112 
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problem oriented policing to work.  In this study, we see a new actor in the community 

and their responsiveness to the efforts of the local police show how community policing 

can be successful or fail based on the response.  As we will see, despite consistent 

attempts from the local police force to reach out to the federal prisons, little has been 

accomplished and the only relationship that has evolved is one of mistrust and 

antagonism.  This is not the case with the state prisons, where the strong informal 

relationship has proven to have much more interaction, with positive and negative results.   

 

        

A TEST CASE FOR COMMUNITY POLICING: 

 Over the last 20 years, major urban centers have struggled to formulate some plan 

for integration of more community based policing.  Although Wesley Skogan found that 

many officers complain about performing what they deemed as “social work” functions, 

several scholars have argued that it is just these kinds of activities that are routinely 

handled by rural cops.  As Payne et. al. put it “…police in Small Town were expected to 

fill several roles simultaneously.  Moreover, Small Town police officers were often called 

upon to assist in fixing personal problems that were beyond the scope of traditional law 

enforcement (2005, p.38).” These types of activities are those that fit into most models of 

community policing, with its interaction between the police and community actors and 

institutions.  This section will discuss how the prisons, as a community institutional actor, 

have a great deal of influence in the effectiveness of rural policing and the important role 

community actors play in this policing model.  It also outlines some pitfalls that have 

shown themselves when relations between the police and prisons are so cozy. 
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 Although most scholars seem to consider community policing as inherently 

positive, the prison example shows some potential problems which will be discussed 

below.  These problems may well be because they are on the same side of the power 

structure, a function of the classic “blue line” being extended to include those who wear 

the Correction’s officers uniform.  This does not diminish the prison’s role as a 

community organization as it pertains to the relationship with the police.  This section 

outlines the “successful” community policing effort between the police and the prison 

when a state facility is at issue, outlining the cracks in that system as well.  It will also 

discuss the “failed” model with a federal facility.   

 The addition of a prison to a community seems to shake up the traditional role of 

a rural police force- what Payne, Berg and Sun labeled “dogs, drunks, disorder and 

dysfunction (Payne, et. al. 2005).”  Although the addition of a prison may add to at least 

three of those functions (I’m not sure of any evidence that prison workers have more 

dogs than the general population), it also adds to the function of police in other areas.  

The first and most obvious example is with help in terms of aiding with escapes.  

Although escapes from any facility are rare, making sure that procedures are in place is 

necessary to protect the public.  Another example has to do with the investigation of 

crimes occurring inside a facility.  Local police have weapons at their disposal, such as 

access to drug sniffing dogs and forensic teams that prisons lack.  Local law enforcement 

can also help with the almost constant stream of inmates needing to go to local criminal 

and civil court. 

 In both Beeville and Florence, the police departments and sheriff offices reached 

out to the prisons when they first opened up.  Common wisdom would dictate that the 
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relationship between these two criminal justice institutions should be relatively smooth 

regardless of the type of institution, but that is not the case.  They both model themselves 

as para-military organizations who serve the same master- the criminal justice system.  In 

fact, in several states, Corrections Officers are considered peace officers, although this is 

not the case with either federal employees or employees of the Texas Department of 

Criminal Justice.    

 Bob Horn, former Sheriff of Bee County Texas spent many mornings having 

coffee and “visiting” with the warden of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice ‘s 

(TDCJ) McConnell unit.  The local Sheriff has few formal “police” functions within the 

prison itself, since the TDCJ’s inspector general’s office does most of the investigations 

of crimes that occur on the inside.  Despite this fact, he estimates that he receives one to 

four letters weekly from inmates tipping him off to laws being broken inside the various 

facilities in town.  He passes these tips on directly to the IG’s office.  He does have a 

function, however, since he is responsible for serving civil papers on inmates and 

transporting them to the local courts for appearances (personal communication, February, 

2004).  

 Horn claims that these two functions, though seemingly simple, can be quite 

difficult and need a lot of coordination.  Serving civil papers, such as divorces, can be 

quite sensitive and Horn claims that he and the warden would discuss the possible 

reaction of the inmate over their morning coffee.  They would also discuss the inmates 

being transported to court, so that Horn could plan for any potential problems.  The 

warden often offered additional transportation support if he felt it was necessary.  This is 
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the best side of how the state police relationship that has developed in Beeville works 

(personal communication, February, 2004). 

 There is a downside as well.  When a CO is arrested in town, both the sheriff and 

police chief told me that their first call is to the warden of the appropriate facility.  They 

wanted to find out more about the suspect in question.  Although they never told me 

outright, I got the feeling that preferential treatment was given to good employees that 

were not given to problem children.115  This kind of cozy, backroom relationship has 

obvious problems.  How a person is treated after being arrested should, in a perfect 

world, have nothing to do with how they act at work.   

 This is where the community policing model in these rural communities may hit 

the limit of its usefulness and where we see the “Blue Line” being extended to those who 

work for the prisons.  This may be a case of their similar careers coming into play.  If 

IBM were the biggest employer in town, they might extend the same courtesies for the 

sake of community peace, and they certainly do when it comes to prison employees.  

Despite being a community actor, the prisons may be a special community actor.  But 

their employees do get into trouble locally and the police have a lot of interaction with 

Corrections Officers when they are off duty.        

 Sheriff Bob Horn had many dealings with corrections officers and their problems 

(personal communication, February, 2004).  The Capehart section of Bee County is 
                                                
115 I found what might have been one major exception.  In one case, a high-ranking uniformed officer got 
into some problems of which he was later acquitted.  At the time of his arrest, the Warden was one who had 
a very difficult relationship with the town and there had been an incident between a group of prison trainees 
and some deputy sheriffs.  The officer is convinced that the arrest and subsequent trials (the first ended in a 
hung jury) were payback for the incident, a reprisal against the prison system.  It was difficult to discern 
whether this was an example of the Citizen/Hermit dichotomy, since the Warden at the time certainly fit the 
hermit mold or if the officer in question was a “problem child.”  I was strongly advised not to speak to him 
by several people and when did finally I interview him, he told me that his career has been seriously hurt by 
the incident.    
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former naval housing that has become affordable apartments where many CO’s choose to 

live.  This neighborhood is outside of the city limits and is therefore in the Sheriff’s 

jurisdiction.  In a town where the train tracks quite literally split the old Anglo and Latino 

sections of town Capehart is a bit of an anomaly.  It is the only truly ethnically diverse 

neighborhood in the county.  This diversity is ethnic only, not socio-economic.  The 

cookie cutter apartments and small houses of the military built have seen better days.  

Capehart is the “high crime” area that is in the Sheriff’s jurisdiction and many of these 

problems are caused by corrections officers.  The Sheriff’s department does not keep 

statistics on what percentage of calls to Capehart are in response to problems with 

Correction’s Officers, but the deputies claim that many of the problems there involve the 

CO’s or their families. 

 The local police chief in Beeville has less interaction with the wardens than the 

sheriff, since the prisons themselves are not inside city limits, but has a similar coziness 

with the TDCJ as the sheriff’s office (which also has the same inherent problems).  Most 

of his direct interaction is more related to inmates who need to be sent to the local 

hospital.  He sends out the swat team for such inmates, although he does not always think 

this is necessary.  He claims it is more to make the citizenry comfortable than any real 

threat (personal communication, February, 2004).  This is community policing at work.  

A problem, whether real or perceived, is identified and community actors and the police 

work together for a solution.  Reduction in the fear of crime is one of the goals of 

community policing and this is a case where that is the aim of a policy.    

 One does not hear the same stories in Florence.  In fact, there is little interaction 

between the police and prison at all anymore.  The local police claim to have made many 
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attempts to reach out to the prison and its employees, but never saw their efforts pay 

off.116  The animosity is obvious and in interviews one often hears the employees of the 

prisons described in very derogatory terms.117  The Federal prisons have not been a 

willing partner in this relationship and we see a failure to implement the community 

policing model when the community actor is unwilling to take part. 

 In Florence, issues have come up through the years that have brought to the 

attention of prison officials, but according to police officials, these concerns have been all 

but ignored.  As I stated before, I attended several Community relations board meetings 

at the federal facilities in Florence and the chief of police and sheriff’s empty seats spoke 

volumes.  Despite the near dog and pony show nature of these meetings, they could 

potentially be a forum where police concerns could be discussed.  The police seem to 

have given up hope that this potential could be a reality (MI, personal communication, 

December 2005). 

 The local police in Florence have made some specific complaints in the decade 

since the prison opened that have not been addressed to their satisfaction.  After fears 

from the community and complaints by the police, the BOP did agree to put a security 

fence around its minimum security camp (even with the chain link fence, the facility 

could still be mistaken for a local school), but refused to change its security responses to 

escapes from that facility.  It is BOP policy not to chase its escapees from the camp and 

                                                
116 I want to be clear, that this is the police’s side of the story.  The BOP officials I talked to dodged any 
effort to get them to talk in specifics about the local police, except to mention the profiling charges against 
the police discussed below. 
117 Local police officers in Florence asked not to be quoted directly; therefore this section is more 
observational than interview based.  When interview data is used, I summarize and paraphrase.  
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they have been unwilling to notify the local police when such walkaways occur.118  Other 

issues raised by the local police have also gone unheeded and as a result, the local police 

only interact with the prisons when necessary.119   

 There is an upside to this chilliness.  Since so few CO’s who work for the Bureau 

of Prisons choose to live in Florence, the police there do not have the same problems that 

are seen in Beeville.  Most of their negative dealings with the CO’s come in the form of 

traffic violations and while TDCJ employees may be receiving preferential treatment, 

BOP employees claim that they are unfairly targeted by the local police on their commute 

out of town.120      

 Unlike the BOP, TDCJ takes its walkaways very seriously and when an inmate 

walked away from a community service squad a few years ago, both the sheriff’s office 

and Beeville police were notified and the inmate was captured by the local police within 

hours.  The local police chief sees the prisons as just another community institution that 

he interacts with on a regular basis and one can see the community policing model at 

work.  The example above of the SWAT team at the hospital is such a case.  Despite his 

feeling that it is probably overkill, the Chief takes both the prison’s needs and 

community’s fears into account when it comes to potential escapes from the hospital.  

The prison has also responded in kind by sending extra CO’s with inmates for their 

hospital stays. 

                                                
118 Just to be clear, the camp houses the lowest security inmates with fewer than six months left in their 
sentences.  These camps are what have come to be known colloquially as “club fed,” a term that came both 
from the seemingly lush conditions as well as a federal prison camp in Northern Pennsylvania which shared 
a driveway with the local country club. 
119 I’m not being evasive as to the other “issues” involved, but I agreed not to put them in this study during 
an interview.   
120 This may well be a backwards way of getting some economic benefit from the prison, since the biggest 
effect seems to be on those services catering to commuter traffic. 
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 In order for the community policing model to work, the police need a willing 

partner in the community institutions it serves.  Rural police are used to working in this 

way, whether they call it community policing or not, and with the prisons, they reached 

out so that they could better serve them.  But in my study we see two very different 

responses to this.  The reasons behind the differing responsiveness between state and 

federal facilities are the focus of the following section. 

 

RESPONSIVENESS: 

 The section above outlines the successes and failures of the community policing 

model in the two communities, but does not answer the question of why the Beeville 

Police have close interaction with the local prisons while the Florence Police do not.  Part 

of the answer can be gleaned from previous chapters since, like the other institutions in 

this study; the answer comes down to political responsiveness, both electoral and 

bureaucratic, and federalism.  But in some ways, the Federal government does not need 

help from the local police to the extent that the state does.  Crimes committed inside a 

federal facility are prosecuted in federal courts and U.S. Marshall’s are used for 

transportation, rather than the local sheriff’s department.  Civil lawsuits filed against the 

federal prison are similarly dealt with in the federal district court in Pueblo, Colorado, 

without any additional help needed from the locals. 

 This is not true for the state.  As we saw above, the state prison depends on the 

sheriff’s office to provide a variety of services, including crime investigations, security 

during court proceedings and the service of various court papers.  They also rely on the 

locals during escapes from the minimum security institutions, while the BOP does not 
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even chase these inmates.   Although these issues may appear to be minor, they take a 

great deal of coordination and a working relationship between these institutions. 

 These two institutions seem to have the fewest barriers to overcome in their 

relationship.  Both institutions in Beeville agreed that part of the closeness between the 

cops and corrections there was due to their similar careers.  They are on opposite ends of 

the same system, both in paramilitary organizations that deal with the same clientele.  

These factors give them a common language and common point of reference.  The local 

cops in Beeville feel comfortable picking up the phone and bringing issues directly to the 

prison administrators.   

Given this one might assume that despite the fact that the BOP does not need the 

locals as much, they might still have a solid relationship.  From the police side of the 

story, it does not seem that this is so much of an issue of bureaucratization as it is about 

the attitude of the federal employees towards the local police and vice versa.  Since one 

might assume an easy relationship, this may be where the aloofness and sense of 

superiority that comes from the federal employees come through the strongest.  Some of 

the barriers between community residents and prison employees are understandable in 

that they live in very different worlds.  Both cops and corrections officers are notoriously 

cliquish and tend to insulate themselves from people outside the fray (Fleischer, 1986; 

Skogan 2000).121  I was told that in Beeville, there is some cross-pollination, where CO’s 

and cops will become friendly off of the job.  I never heard of such things in Florence.  

Instead I heard accusations of profiling by the local police and a general lack of 
                                                
121.Several Corrections Officers explained to me the difficulty they had maintaining friendships outside of 
other officers.  They argued that it was difficult to explain to people what they did and what they had to 
deal with at work.  It would seem that there would be a problem trying to explain to the average citizen that 
your job includes such issues as having fermented urine and feces thrown at you or having a three hundred 
pound muscle bound inmate come after you with a homemade knife. 
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communication between the two institutions.  Over time, what was simply apathy has 

become more akin to animosity.  This animosity and lack of communication seems like it 

will be difficult to overcome, if there is any interest in doing so.    

 

CONCLUSION: 

 This study attempts to view rural policing through the lens of a community 

policing model.  My findings show the importance of having a willing partner in these 

efforts.  The reasons that the federal institutions are less willing to engage the local police 

are complex, but telling.  This should well be the closest relationship of any of the 

institutions, but is not.   

 So why are there problems with the federal facility in Florence that don’t exist 

with the state facility in Beeville?  The two groups must interact on certain issues, so 

where does the animus with the federal facility come from?  Why is it that Beeville’s 

police and sheriff seem to work so closely together with the prisons while the Florence 

police, although willing, never have?  The answer to these questions seems to show the 

importance of having a willing partner in any community policing effort.  The police in 

both communities reached out to this new constituency to try to bring them into the fold, 

but with very different results.   

 Both communities have had a remarkable amount of stability in their respective 

heads of the police departments and sheriff’s departments since the prisons have opened, 

but in the past year, both the local chief of police in Florence and the county sheriff in 

Beeville have retired.  Whether or not there is a change in the relationships between the 

police and the prisons with this change will not be evident for some time.  In a brief 
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phone interview, the new chief of the Florence police stated that reaching out to the 

prisons is something he is planning on doing, but has not done so yet.  If the past is an 

indicator of future behavior on their part, the prisons in Florence are unlikely to respond 

with much enthusiasm.   
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

 

 What we have seen in the proceeding chapters is, in many ways, stories about the 

broad consequences and realities of a simple choice- the choice to use prisons as an 

economic development strategy.  Despite this simplicity, the difficulties that have 

emerged have little or nothing to do with the original policy choice.  The desperation that 

led to this path is palpable by anyone who visits either community even nearly two 

decades after the lobbying process began.  The ramifications of this choice continue to be 

felt today. 

 Deciding whether or not these prisons have been a “success” in an economic 

sense, seems to be beside the point at this point.  The prisons dotting our rural landscape 

are a reality whether they are having the hoped for economic effects or not.  It is highly 

unlikely that many of them, if any of them, will close anytime in the near future.  Given 

this, there is a need to have a better understanding of what we now have and what the 

future holds for hundreds of rural communities.   

 Policy arguments in Washington and state capitals about the prison building boom 

are an important part of this discussion, whether or not one sees a prison-industrial-

complex as a reality or not.  The prison population boom has leveled off the last few 

years, but states still have yet to “catch up” to the boom of the 80’s and 90’s.  Even 

California, whose powerful corrections officers union has fought hard to keep 

privatization out of the state system, has proposals to send inmates to prison facilities in 

other states to ease overcrowding.  This is in addition to the current $7.8 Billion plan to 
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build new facilities to ease a prison system running at nearly 175% capacity.122  These 

new prisons are likely to go to rural communities who are lining up for them.  The fact 

that the numbers do not seem to show that the prison will really help them, towns are still 

eager to land a facility and, as the former director of institutions for Texas’s TDCJ told 

me, the state will not even consider going to a community that does not want them.  They 

do not have to anymore 

 Rural prisons all over the United States are now a fact and policy discussions 

about whether this is a good or bad thing are somewhat superfluous.  We need to move 

beyond this and try to understand what happens when the lobbying process is but a faint 

memory and the new prison is no longer so new.  This chapter will discuss some of the 

major findings of this dissertation, with ideas of how to improve these problems in the 

future and outline some fruitful areas for future study. 

 At a core level, nearly every issue we have seen through this research has come 

about due to problems of communication.  Problems of inter-institutional communication 

breakdowns are seen throughout and these types of issues are going to be commonplace 

between any bureaucratic organizations.  There are three areas where these concerns 

show themselves to the largest degree.  The first is promises and expectations not realized 

during the lobbying stage.  The second is communication between state or federal entities 

and the local government.  The third is communication between the prison administrators 

and the community. 

 

THE PROBLEMS OF THE PRISON DERBY: 
                                                
122 Two federal judges are currently considering proposals to cap the inmate population in California until 
new prison beds are built which would mean the early release of many inmates nearing the end of their 
sentences.  http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/state/20070627-1819-ca-californiaprisons.html 
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 In chapter three, we saw how these two rural communities, with little in common 

other than poverty and economic hardship, both chose a path that they hoped would pull 

them out of their economic woes.  This may or may not have happened in either case, 

since there have been intervening factors that may have affected the hard economic data, 

but neither community got everything it expected from the prisons.  The reason for this 

has to do with in the lobbying process itself and the tendency of both sides to upsell to the 

other and not look beyond the surface sales pitches. 

 Jobs are the first and most obvious place where this occurs.  The types of numbers 

discussed by both the Bureau of Prisons and Texas Department of Corrections were 

unrealistic at best and ridiculous at worst, but neither community did its due diligence in 

determining how realistic the figures were.  There are two issues at play here.  The first 

has to do with the number of qualified potential employees in an area.  The second, which 

is related to the first, has to do with the nature of the work itself and how few qualified 

applicants will even be able to be successful in the job. 

 The BOP’s intensive screening process, as well as its ability to age discriminate, 

meant that very few local residents in Florence ever had a chance at the potential jobs in 

the first place.  Although this was not as great of a problem in Beeville, the rigors of 

working in a maximum security institution were and with the addition of two new units, 

the labor pool quickly dried up.  This meant that the prisons needed to bring employees in 

from the outside and if the towns were to get any additional benefit, it would have to 

come from new people moving to the area. 

 These issues may not have been unavoidable, but were not unforeseen.  In the few 

studies that have been done on the issue, none show that anything close to 60% of jobs go 
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to local people, but that magic number is still used during the lobbying process.  Since 

these towns are clamoring for their chance to get a prison facility, there seems to be no 

harm in having a more realistic approach to the lobbying process.  It would be a fairly 

simple proposition for both the state and the federal government to keep records of their 

hiring practices at new facilities and to find out how many of their employees actually 

live there after the facility is in place.123 

 On the other side of this issue, the communities themselves need to have good 

affordable housing available to prison employees as well as other important amenities, 

like access to a social life and ancillary jobs for spouses and partners.  The housing issue 

solved itself in Beeville with the closing of the Naval Air Station and the opening up of 

all of the housing there, but one must wonder if Beeville would have enjoyed as many 

employees moving to town without this affordable housing.  It seems obvious to say that 

a town needs to have enough places for employees to live, but there was little or no 

discussion of these needs during the lobbying process in either town.   

 Having other amenities for prison employees is a problem that would be difficult 

to plan for.  Towns desperate for prison jobs are, by their very nature, already running 

short on good jobs for people who already live there, much less those that might relocate 

to the area.  Otherwise, they would not be lobbying for the prison in the first place.  Also, 

offering an active social world for prison employees, outside of the requisite downtown 

bars, may not happen before the prison opens.  Many employees seem to be willing to 

live elsewhere and commute in order to have these things and this is a larger problem if 

there is a larger city within easy commuting distance. 
                                                
123 A quick assessment of the zip codes of current employees would seem to be a good start to answer the 
second part of this, something that the TDCJ has done in Beeville.   I do not know whether or not they 
share this information with potential prison towns or not. 
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 Overall, both sides in the prison derby need to fully assess the situation before the 

prison comes to town and use the current evidence of what issues will be problematic at 

the start.  An environmental assessment, like the one done by the BOP before siting the 

prison in Florence is a good step, but some sort of social environmental impact study may 

be just as appropriate.  We are beginning to be more aware of issues of social justice and 

there are many scholars studying these problems.  Perhaps shining their scholarly light on 

potential new prison towns would be helpful in this regard.  This will do little, however, 

with the problems of responsiveness that crop up after the prison opens. 

 

THE DISTANCE PROBLEM: 

 A common theme in all of the substantive chapters is the difference in the 

relationship between the state institutions and the community and the federal government 

and the community.  As was mentioned briefly in a footnote, this may be an interesting 

variation on the principle-agent theory that is often used in discussing bureaucratic 

responsiveness.  It is an admittedly imperfect connection, since in the case of prisons, the 

state is both the principle and the agent as is the federal government with the BOP, but it 

does bring up interesting issues for consideration. 

 If one takes the principle-agent notion a step further, however, it may well be that 

the state and federal governments, through the TDCJ and BOP are the principles while 

the local prisons are the agents.  If this is the case, it begs the question as to whether there 

is something about the agents that are different that has little to do with the state/federal 

dichotomy I have raised.  This is a fruitful area for further research which will be 

discussed below, since it may well be that there is something special about the culture of 
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corrections in Texas, or even just in Beeville’s prisons that breed the responsiveness seen 

in this study.   

 Although it may be true that there is something different about the way the TDCJ 

views its role in the community, from what I saw, there is little reason to assume that 

what was seen in Florence is not true elsewhere as well.124  There was a difference 

culturally that is evident among the federal employees and it is difficult to imagine that 

this does not exist system-wide, given the frequency of transfers and promotions among 

institutions.   

 The transient nature of prison employees is also evident with the BOP.  It almost 

seems as if the notion of making sure that inmates do not become too entrenched in any 

single facility (this practice is called “doing life on a bus”) has been extended to the staff 

as well.  It is understandable that one would want to move promoted personnel so that 

they do not have to supervise those with whom they once worked, but this practice does 

not aid the community.  Ken Chesshir, the mayor of Beeville, discussed that “one-in-a-

hundred” prison employee who truly lays down roots in the community, and although this 

means that there are few who do, at least there are some who do so.  This does not seem 

to be the case in the federal system. 

 As I said previously, the goal of a prison system should never be community 

relations, but given the growing number of prison towns, this seems to be an aspect of 

prison management that could be improved in some circles.  This would not be a difficult 

proposition.  From my conversations with community leaders, the bar of expectations is 

actually quite low.  An occasional appearance at community events and a few informal 

                                                
124 In other words, I am willing to allow for the possibility that on a state level, other states prison 
departments may not feel that their job includes fostering good community relations. 
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conversations about issues that come up could salve many wounds.  It may well be that 

given the large bureaucratic entity that the BOP is a part of that complaints made to the 

BOP will not make their way down to the prison, but if more wardens were willing to cut 

out the bureaucracy and reach out directly to the communities in which they serve, 

Washington could be avoided altogether.   

 

CITIZENS AND HERMITS: 

 The importance of the individual warden to the prison-community relations may 

be one of the most important in this study.  The “citizen” warden can ease many of the 

tensions that will inevitably arise in the relationship.  I want to make it clear that I am not 

arguing that community relations should be the focal point of any warden’s job.  A 

warden’s primary mission is security related and being a good public relations aficionado 

is not a vital part of the security apparatus.  The job of a warden has changed over the 

past 30 years and dealing with outside issues has become of growing importance.  The 

community relations part of the job is no different the politicization that has taken place 

in other areas and in many ways takes even less effort.  The community does not expect 

that warden’s are going to make appearances at all community events, but simple things 

such as an occasional chamber of commerce function makes the community feel like they 

have a partner in the prisons. 

 These types of appearances, coupled with community service projects by inmates 

are not so taxing as to take away from a warden’s day-to-day job functions.  It also seems 

to be a learned behavior.  The importance of being a good citizen should be stressed by 

the top officials to everyone working at a facility, but especially for those at the top.  A 
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warden expressing to a Major the importance of good community relations will be passed 

along when that Major works his way up the ladder.  We saw how Warden Scott did this 

with then Major Prasifka who then did so with Major Fernandez when he became a 

warden.    By reaching outward, the prison staff may be able to more effectively avoid 

some of the pitfalls that occur when there is a large influx of people descending on a 

small rural town. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH: 

 There are four areas of research that were not developed well enough and need to 

be given either a more quantitative approach than has been the case here or just need a 

level of detail that I was not able to give.  The first three are related to courts, jobs and 

housing, and prison labor.  The forth is a more general need for more research on this 

theme as a whole. 

 The first area where more research is needed has to do with courts.   In my limited 

conversations with court personnel and a brief survey of the data, the effect that a new 

prison has the local court system appears to be extensive.  Going into this area with any 

detail in this study would have been inappropriate since we really would be comparing 

apples and oranges.  Although most prisoner lawsuits end up in federal courts eventually, 

state institutional civil suits do weave their way through the state court system.  The 

federal government has the resources to deal with these cases much more effectively, 

while the states do not.125  There is the additional influx of criminal cases to state courts 

                                                
125 This is not to say that the federal government isn’t burdened by prisoner lawsuits.  Congress passed the 
Prison Litigation Reform Act or PLRA in 1996 to try and streamline the process because of complaints 
from the federal judiciary.  For a detailed and empirical account see Margo Schlanger, "Inmate Litigation," 
Harvard Law Review 116 (April 2003): 1555-706. 
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and despite Texas’s attempts to alleviate some of this case pressure by having a separate 

group of prison prosecutors, the rest of the court system is still burdened with these 

inmates.  A study of the effects of new prisons on courts throughout the country would 

begin show how much these communities were overburdened with these cases. 

 The second area pertains to jobs and housing mentioned above.  A study of hiring 

patterns and housing data for these new prison communities would tell us much more 

than the current studies of income levels and unemployment rates.  These studies, 

although useful, cannot give us a realistic picture of what is really happening.  The recent 

study by Hooks, et. al. gave us a good baseline to work with in comparing unemployment 

rates in prison counties versus non-prison counties during the past 50 years, but we need 

a better measure (2004).  In both of my towns, the rise and fall of unemployment rates 

can be explained by other reasons and unemployment is only one measure through which 

to determine the economic “success” or “failure” of a prison.  Determining how many 

prison jobs are going to local community members and how many prison employees call 

these small towns home is a more specific measure to determine what these towns are 

getting and what other towns can expect to get. 

 The third area for research has to do with prison labor generally and community 

service squads specifically.  Prison labor is an oft discussed topic that has rarely been 

studied in an empirical way by social scientists.  There are works on the legal issues 

involved, papers on the concerns of local labor groups about prison labor and corrections 

department claims of lower recidivism rates as well as their own cost-benefit analyses.  

Research that marries the theoretical concerns over prison labor with the empirical reality 
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of it would be useful, especially when most states have severely cut back on their prison 

industries programs and inmate idleness is high. 

 The community service squads themselves are an interesting subgroup of prison 

labor.  While lawsuits abound by inmates who work inside the prison I found no such 

suits brought by inmates who work on the service squads, despite the difficulty of the 

jobs and the low pay, even by prison standards.  I have found no evidence that scholars 

have looked into these squads and their costs and benefits.  It may be that if these 

programs were greatly expanded, there would be similar complaints by local labor 

leaders in the same way that we hear complaints about prison industry jobs take away 

jobs on the outside, but perhaps not.  These inmates are working on projects for the 

government that otherwise might not be done at all.   

 Although this appears to be a program that might be greatly expanded, there are 

two potential problems with this.  First, prison managers must be very selective in the 

inmates they choose to work on these projects.  It is difficult to imagine anything more 

tragic than one of these inmates either escaping or worse, escaping and committing a 

heinous crime.  Additionally, the inmates currently working on these projects are 

volunteers, which probably explains the lack of lawsuits pertaining to the practice.  

Prison officials told me that there were many more people who wanted to get on these 

work crews than positions available, but this may not continue if the programs are 

expanded.  Forcing inmates to do this work would be akin to the chain gangs of old (and 

new), which might take away from the goodwill that seems to develop when these 

inmates do the work.   
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 The forth and most obvious are several variations on the themes developed in this 

research.  Given the inherent and admitted flaws in my research design, a broader study 

of some of the overarching themes might be fruitful.  There are several variations that 

might be appropriate.  One would be to study more new prison towns, some with state 

institutions and some with federal ones, to determine if my arguments about political 

responsiveness exist outside of my two communities.   

 More interesting may be a study that looks at community relations in old prison 

towns as opposed to new ones.  One would be able to find out if some of the issues I have 

found work themselves out over time and if so, how.  It might also be that these problems 

become more entrenched and problematic with the passage of time, showing how 

important the early stages, especially the lobbying stage, are in the setup for the 

eventually relationship.  The ability to look at communities that have housed prisons for 

many years might also be useful in showing the pitfalls that are still to come for the 

newer prison towns. 

 This broader work may also be able to expand my very simple dichotomy 

between the citizen and hermit warden.  There may indeed be many levels in between 

here, something akin to James Q. Wilson’s eight styles of police behavior that can only 

be determined with a larger group of wardens to study or with a more specified interest in 

just the behavior of prison administrators as it pertains to community relations. 

 

BROADER IMPLICATIONS: 

 The current scholarship on prisons as a distinct institution seems to assume that 

despite the changes in the prison world, that individual prisons are, to a great extent, still 
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well within the Goffman notion of the total institution (1961).  Viewing prisons through 

this lens leads to a focus on what goes on inside the institution itself rather than inter-

institutional relations.  While the other criminal justice institutions, especially the police 

have often been studied in terms of their relationship to the outside world, prisons are not 

studied as such.  They are treated in one of two ways.  One way views them as some non-

distinct part of the Prison-Industrial Complex.  This focus leads to little interest in prisons 

themselves and instead focuses on the various groups and institutions that make criminal 

justice policy.  The other way to look at them is as an island or grouping of islands.  This 

method forgets, if you will excuse the metaphor that these islands are surrounded by an 

ocean and have linkages to the mainland as well.  While the literature on individual 

police departments, for example, assumes an interaction with the community as a whole, 

individual prisons are rarely viewed in this light. 

 One cannot ignore the great amount of interaction individual prisons have with 

the world around them.  This dissertation looks at prisons through a new lens, not as a 

total institution that can be studied in a vacuum, but as a political and legal institution, to 

be studied the same way that the courts and the police are.  Although this work certainly 

draws on the methodology of Sykes (1958), Jacobs (1977), DiIulio (1986) and Lin 

(2000), it also draws on the work of other criminal justice scholars who looked at the 

interplay between the local community and criminal justice institutions (Wilson, 1968; 

Klonoski and Mendelsohn, 1970; Lyons, 1999; Skogan, 2006).  But this broader lens 

should not just extend to local communities, but the political system as a whole. 

 Prison studies need to go beyond recidivism rates and inmate population numbers.  

The literature on the prison industrial complex does some of this, but prisons are still 
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treated as an amorphous entity, as if all prisons are essentially the same.  The intensive 

work needed to really understand an institution that is currently being undertaken is 

mainly focused on inmate behavior from a sociological standpoint, work that rarely looks 

at prisons in their interaction with the broader political system.   

 From the community’s side, this dissertation has implications for other economic 

development plans and the ensuing irony that the plans inevitably change the character of 

the town itself.  These communities need outside entities to bring jobs and economic 

security, but they also bring new people into these small, often parochial towns.  

Additionally there are other ancillary problems that are not discussed during the planning 

stages.  First and foremost is the inability of these rural communities to fully staff the 

institution.  The requirements for positions at the prison will often leave many local 

residents unable to find work at the institution.  Work at a prison is also difficult and the 

turnover rates are significant.  As we saw above, the promises that many jobs will go to 

locals are unrealistic.  This leads to having a greater commuting population in the town as 

well as new residents.   

The relationship that will develop is also rarely discussed in the initial stages.  We 

have also seen that there are often communication issues between the town and the prison 

and great issues with the response by the prisons to community concerns.  We saw that 

the police departments have seen a substantial effect on their jobs.126  In other words, the 

effect that an institution has on a community goes beyond just the number of jobs that it 

brings or the impact it has on the local economy. 

                                                
126 The local courts are also effected greatly by the prison, a fact that I do not discuss in this work, but am 
working on for another paper on this issue. 
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 The paradox of economic development is at play even when the institution being 

brought in is not governmental in nature.  It may be that military bases or state hospitals 

will have similar issues that are discussed in this dissertation, but this may also be true 

with colleges and universities or other new “saviors” of the local economic development 

scene, such as casinos.  Small towns have become more active and creative in getting 

involved in the world of economic development.  They no longer sit back and hope that a 

Microsoft-like corporation will open a large office in their town.  But this activity and 

creativity may lead to some of the same issues that Florence and Beeville confront 

regularly and the relationships that develop between the town and its supposed economic 

savior may go through a similar development that we have seen here.  

 This study also appears to open up possibilities for further studies in rural 

communities using models developed for urban areas.  Ideas developed in regime 

theories of urban politics (Elkin, 1987; Stone, 1980) and even community power (Hunter; 

Dahl, 1961) seem to have fallen by the wayside in the study of urban politics, but have 

never been really looked at on a smaller scale.  It may be that while the urban political 

world has grown beyond these studies, the rural world could learn much from what has 

been done. 

 There are two other broad fields where this study could shed some light.  The first 

is in terms of policy implementation and impact analysis.  In many ways, this work fits 

nicely into the growing body of literature into the collateral consequences of mass 

incarceration.  Policies that have led to our burgeoning prison population have effects on 

the political world as a whole, whether the economic effects of mass incarceration on 

minority communities or the loss of citizenship rights on a large segment of the 
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population through the disenfranchisement and other restrictions on felons (Mauer and 

Chesney-Lind eds. 2002; Ewald, 2002, 2004; Pinaire, Heumann and Bilotta, 2003; 

Heumann, Pinaire and Clark, 2005; Manza and Ugen, 2006).   

The second area where further study may be fruitful is in the area of bureaucratic 

decision-making.  Much of the current empirical literature of bureaucratic decision-

making falls into three general theories (Whitford, 2007).  The first theory finds that 

bureaucracies make decisions based on their internal institutional structures (Miller, 

1992; Farmer 1995).  The second finds that political actors have a great effect on the 

actions of agencies (Wood and Waterman 1994; Ringquist 1995).  The third finds that 

bureaucracies respond to social mechanisms outside of their organizations (Scholz and 

Wood, 1999).  Given the confines of this study, it is difficult to assess the question of 

bureaucracy writ large, but there is evidence of all three of these theories at work.  A 

larger scale study of prison bureaucracies may shed some light on bureaucratic 

organizations on the whole.    

Looking at the bureaucratic interactions in this manner assumes that there is not a 

principle-agent model at work here.  As I said above, the principle agent idea is imperfect 

here and would need to be reworked in order to fit in any meaningful fashion.  Instead, 

looking at prison bureaucracies and their relationship to the outside community, and not 

either the community that directly influences them or the clientele that they serve, we can 

gain a different insight into bureaucratic behavior.  Bureaucratic behavior is complex and 

many different relationships develop at all levels.  Despite this, Waterman and Meier 

“find a tendency for scholars to adopt one model of bureaucratic politics at a time, to the 

exclusion of all others (in Waterman, Rouse and Wright, 2004; p. 31).”  In the two cases 
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in this study, there appear to be distinct differences in the bureaucratic priorities at the 

federal and state levels, differences that may change from state to state.                    

 Given the limitations of this study it is difficult to determine all of the broader 

implications, but in some ways, what we have seen in these two communities is what one 

interviewee called “state sponsored welfare for rural communities (DH, personal 

communication, March 2004).”  Market factors have left these communities behind in a 

world of globalization where at the very least access to transportation centers or a well 

educated populace is a needed base on which to build an economy.  There are good 

reasons those corporations, as Benny Johnson, mayor of Canon City so eloquently put it, 

“ain’t exactly knocking at the door” and are unlikely to do so anytime soon (personal 

communication, July, 2003).  Of course this begs the question; if these areas cannot 

compete for corporate dollars, why should the state essentially subsidize their continued 

existence?  Or perhaps more to the point, if there are good reasons why corporations do 

not want to locate in these areas, why would the state and federal government want to?  

The state and federal government have yet to do any real cost-benefit analyses that really 

look at the prison siting issue.  Now that prison populations have begun to level off, to 

some extent, it may be time to really study what is going on. 

 The “knee jerk” answer to these questions is that the incentive packages that have 

been put together to woo prisons to these rural communities are too good for the 

government to pass up, but this answer is too simplistic and only takes us only so far.  

Rural communities often give corporations tax abatements and other incentives to move 
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various outfits to their area, but with little success.127  I question whether, over the long 

haul, the ancillary costs of locating prisons in rural areas will overcome the savings 

realized through these incentive packages and the pool of cheap labor.  The federal 

government does not seem to take advantage of this labor pool from the start and Texas 

has seen that there is a point at which the town runs out of qualified individuals to supply.  

I have seen no studies on the matter, but logic dictates that the transportation costs 

involved in moving inmates too and from these rural areas would grow over time to the 

point where the cheap land and utilities no longer pay off. 

 Even if the costs remain below what they might be in a more urban setting, there 

are still issues that need to be considered.  In her new book, Ruth Gilmore discusses the 

devastating effects these rural prisons have on the inmates’ relationship with their family 

(2006).  We must remember that most of these inmates in these prisons will eventually 

get out.  Unfortunately, statistically speaking, most will soon return.  This cycle has led to 

prison slang such as “doing life on the installment plan,” where inmates do brief stints in 

the outside world sandwiched between long stints in prison.  The utter disconnect that 

occurs between inmates and their families may be a factor in this and having to take a bus 

many hours in order to visit a loved one does not much help.   An inmate from Houston 

in far eastern Texas might end up in El Paso, some ten hours away by car.  This trip is 

simple compared to getting to Florence from any city outside of Colorado, which would 

include a plain flight and a three hour drive from Denver, hardly something many 

families would be willing or able to do.  There are other issues as well, mentioned at 

various points throughout this dissertation that seem not to hit many of the principle’s 

                                                
127 Of course these communities cannot compete with oversees locations for certain types of jobs and one 
would hope that states do not begin to locate prisons overseas to take advantage of the pool of cheap labor. 
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awareness.  Two stand out most profoundly.  The first problem is that of having rural 

kids, in many cases, guarding much more sophisticated urban inmates.  The second has to 

do with the ancillary damage being done to a substantial portion of the population in 

these rural communities when they work as corrections officers.   

 Unfortunately, these problems may just be the “nature of the beast” with our 

burgeoning prison population and our current treatment of inmates.  Those issues are 

significant and well beyond the reach of this study, but they may be more difficult when 

prisons are sited for economic reasons.  This is a short term solution to a long term 

problem, the proverbial “band-aid on a broken arm” that the prison building boom has 

caused.  And that break that is just one of the collateral effects of our current criminal 

justice that seem to be just percolating below the surface.  They will not just go away 

without major overhauls of the system and forward thinking policy decisions.  With 

current trends as they are, further study should be undertaken to find out how the Big 

House affects a small town. 
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Table One 

Data Gathering 
 

 

 FLORENCE, CO BEEVILLE, TX 
Prisons Studied 3 (only given tour of fourth 

facility)  
3 

Formal 
Governmental 
Meetings 
Attended 

10 17 

Prison Officials 
Formally 
Interviewed 

14 15 

Elected 
Officials 
Interviewed 

6 9 

Community 
Leaders 
Interviewed 

11 15 

Time Lived in 
Community 

8 Months (Over Two Years) 6 Months 
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Table Two 

Socio-Economic Data 

 FLORENCE, CO BEEVILLE, TX 
 1990 2000 1990 2000 

Population  3653  13,129 

Per Capita 
Income 

 $14,969  $11,027 

Unemployment 
Rate 

10.0% 1.3% 3.0% 5.5% 

Median Income 
as % of State 

53% 61% 72% 65% 

% living below 
poverty level 

 12.5%  26.5% 
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